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FOREWORD

Since 1985, the Commission has been actively addressing the question of in-service teacher
training, carrying out a series of actions initially based on visits and discussions with national
experts in each Member State. The results of these actions were presented at the Council of
Ministers meeting of 14 May 1987 and led to the adoption of Conclusions inviting the
Commission to promote developments in this field in the Member States'. The Commission
communicated to the Education Committee its intention to continue discussion of this question
by organizing a summer university in Madrid in July 1987. This was followed by a second
visit to Member State capitals by the two experts who prepared the first study. Between
March and June 1988, 12 case studies were drafted and finally a seminar was held at
Thessaloniki from 10 to 12 November 1988. These various i!,:tivities were described in a
summary document published in January 19892 .

Since then, years have passed. In vio.% of the relatively recent tradition of in-service
teacher training and the tremendous growth in demand in this area, the then Task Force
Human Resources of the Commission decided that it would be useful to prepare an updated
overview of in-service teacher training in the Member States of the European Union. The
EURYDICE European Unit was commissioned to prepare such a study. which has been
extended to include the EFTA countries in the European Economic Area.

To facilitate this task, the National Units of EURYDICii., including those recently set up in
the EFTA/EEA countries, were asked to supply information and resource material.

The present document also draws on previous reports published at European level and on
recent studies, articles, reviews and conference proceedings on the subject. The purpose of this
summary report is to facilitate discussion amongst those at various levels interested in the
development of the teaching profession.

The EURYDICE European Unit, which coordinated this study and which is. is particular.
responsible for the executive summary, would like to express its sincere thanks to the National
Units of the EURYDICE Network for their contribution to the preparation of the national
summaries.

Luce Pepin
Director of the El IRYDICE European I.mnit

January 1995

Conclusion of the Council and of' the Ministers of Education meeting within the Council or 14 May
1987.

Commission of the European Communities A nal sk of in-service teacher training strategies in Member
Countries of the EC - January 1989 109 p
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Probably no period of time since the Second World War has been confronted with as many
challenges as are now facing the final decade of this century and, with it, the professional life
of teachers. Today we can look forward to growing linguistic, ethnic, economic, social and
cultural diversity; a resurgence of poverty; increasing violence in schools; and persistently
high levels of unemployment. All Member States are concerned to provide an education which
will protect children from the threat of unemployment and give national and regional
economies the advantage in an increasingly competitive environmert.

In this context, it is understandable that the Member States are examining the ability of their
education systems to provide education of quality, in terms both of overall results and of
individual pupil performance (Leclercq, 1988). Schools car: no longer be viewed as ivory
towers, and the growing diversity of the school population requires teachers - in the exercice
of their profession - to shift the emphasis from teaching to a type of learning which is based

on the pupil's own intellectual activity (Meirieu. 1993). It follows that teacher training, upon
which the quality of education hinges. should now be re-examined.

The 1950s was a period of reform in many European countries, resulting in lo'.4er periods
of compulsory education, the democratization of education, and reform of the structures of
compulsory education, while the years between 1975 and 1985 saw two major trends in the
development of teacher training (Neave, 1990). It became necessary to consolidate the reforms
undertaken earlier and to reassess educational priorities in the light of the increasing rate of
technological and other changes in society. The organization of in-service training was a
response to these two increasingly urgent concerns. At the same time, education appeared
essential to economic development and the appearance of a new critical dimension led to the
birth of what became known as continuing education and "lifelong learning".

Definitions

By 1986. the idea that one period of initial training could be sufficient for an entire career
already seemed outdated in the field of education (V. Blackburn, ('. Moisan. 1988). In-service
training was no longer seen as a remedy for deficiencies in initial training, but was already
beginning to be considered as a long-term process and a part of continuing education. Today.
this concept is fully recognized and has also become more complex. Within this process of
lifelong learning, some countries (Germany. Norway and Iceland, for example) distinguish

between:

- continuing training. 11, hid) - aimed mainly at updating and furthering the know ledge
acquired during initial training - serves to refresh and upgrade professional skills: and
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- additional training, which, by providing new skills certified by new diplomas, gives teachers
the possibility of changing direction within the profession.

In some countries, both these types of training are brought together under the terms
"continuing training", "in-service training" or "advanced training". Others use the term
"qualifying training" for additional training. These differences in terminology reflect varying
traditions and conceptions, the exact meaning of which is sometimes difficult to pinpoint. This
study focuses mainly on in-service training. Some aspects of additional training are, however,
covered in the section entitled "qualifying training" if they concern types of training with
similar objectives, whether they are known as additional, in-service or qualifying training.

Within the context of the training concept upon which this study will concentrate, in- service
training may be defined as a variety of activities and practices in which teachers become
involved in order to broaden their knowledge, improve their skills and assess and
develop their professional approach (Perron, 1991).

Today's emphasis on processes serves to set in-service training apart from mere retraining.
In-service training also enables teachers to meet their personal as well as their professional
needs and encourages the development of autonothy. Viewed in this manner, in-service
training appears to be able to "professionalize" teachers, improve the quality and
effectiveness of education systems, promote the mastery of technical and scientific
advances and anticipate changes (Caspare, 1990).

Objectives of in-service training

All the Member States agree on the need to maintain and, if possible, improve the quality of
education and encourage innovation; all are aware of the important contribution which in-
servict training makes to this aim. It serves as a catalyst for the continuous adjustments which
have to be made in dynamic systems. Education systems are clearly no exception.

Just as there is a certain consensus on the definition of in-service training, there is also general
agreement concerning the objectives of such training. These may be divided into three
categories:

* Teachers' personal and professional development:

Member States generally emphasize this objective. which aims at improving professional
skills and capacities through:

updating basic knowledge and teaching and subject skills;
acquisition of new skills;
teaching methods for specific subject areas;
introduction to new methods and materials.



* Improving the quality of education systems, of the education provided, of schools and
of teachers' teaching techniques:

This objective is also shared by all the Member States. It enables pedagogical, sociological
and psychological components of teachers' skills to be modified by:

encouraging interdisciplinarity and the development of teamwork;
promoting innovation;
training teachers in school- and class-management and problem-solving;
implementing pedagogical and educational priorities;
developing skills in human relations management.

* Knowledge of the social and environmental milieu:

Not all the Member States include this objective in their concept of in-service training.
Those who do attempt to improve interaction between the world of education and society
at large by:

encouraging relations with business firms;
bringing the education and economic systems closer together;
encouraging the study of the economic and social factors which influence young
people's behaviour; and
facilitating adaptation to social and cultural changes.

A variety of approaches are used to meet these objectives. They depend on the country's
social, historical and cultural traditions, as these form part of the internal logic, the nature and
the special characteristics of each Member State's education system.

Organization of the study

This study covers the 15 Member States of the European Union and the EFTATEA countries
which now participate in the Eurydice network. It includes:

- a summary of the structures of in-service training at pre-school, primary and lower and
upper secondary levels;

- an overview of in-service training leading to additional qualifications;
- an analysis of all the practices, forms and content of in-service training schemes;
- descriptions of in-service training in each country as well as a tabular presentation of the

initial training of teachers.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY'

1. ORGANIZATION OF IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING

In-service training is seen today as an idea which is both old and new. The idea is already
old, because it appeared in a number of countries immediately following the war, and in some
cases even earlier, and yet new because - in its current form - it is often only slowly
becoming established; old again, because it is already necessary to reassess its content in the
light of current circumstances, and new because, once the okstacles to its developtwnt have
been oN crcome, it is only now that everyone can become ievolved in making it work
effectively. In-service training - a key concept in social dynamic; - has become increasingly
important in the field of education, thanks to technological advanc,?s. the growing demand for
quality education, and the continuing economic crisis.

In-service training has gradually been introduced over the course of the last century (Table 1),
and has existed in Finland, Sweden and Germany on a voluntary and relatively informal basis
since the end of the nineteenth century. It later developed in other countries in a similar
manner before becoming more structured. This type of training has often evolved in two
stages (Belgium, Netherlands, Austria, Portugal. Spain. Finland, Sweden. Scotland), the first
being informal and voluntary and the second more structured, based on legislation and
sometimes compulsory participation. In some countries, in-service training was late in starting.
Usually in-service training has been provided for all levels of education at the same time
(Belgium Flemish ('ommunity, Germany. Netherlands, Austria, Portugal. Scotland. Norway).
Where in-service training was not established for both primary and secondary levels at the
same time, it began formally at primary level (Belgium French Community, Spain, France.
Luxembourg). except in the case of Iceland.

This emphasis on in-service training is particularly important. given that the population of
working teachers is large and relatively old in a number of states. In 1987. the average age
of secondary school teachers ir the Netherlands was 39.6 years. In 1988. half the teachers in
the Folkeskole in Denmark were over 35 and it is projected that, by the year 2000. one quarter
of teachers will he between 50 and 60 years old. In 1987. 60% of teachers in Germany were
over 40. and in 1990 half the secondary school teachers in France were between 37 and 46
years old (Leclercq. 1993). These indicators cannot be ignored. either in the implementation
of innovative policies in education or. more particularly. in the development of in-service
training, which must consider the diversification and optimization of existing human resources
inside and outside education systems.

The vast majority of the 4 500 000 or so teachers in the European lInion. and those in the
FETA countries, have received initial training. The major difficulty which this group faces
is tackling the new roles required of it and adapting to changes in society. Gi \ en this
situation, in-service training programmes have sought to reach a maximum number of teachers
in order to attain the critical mass necessary to achieve the desired effects.

!his e\ecutke summar k written under the responsihdo of the 1 urdiee Furopean
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Table 1: Official implementation of in-service training

Country Pre-primary Primary 1.mer Secondary 1 pper Secondary

13 (Fr) 1990

informal since 1951

1990

informal since 1951

1993

informal since 1951

1993

informal since 1951

B MI 1989

informal since 1951
1989

informal since 1951
1989

informal since 1951

1989

informal since 1951

I)K 1987 1987 (992

I) inlOrmal since the
beginning of the 20th

centun

104'

infiqn

1947

al since the end of the 19th

1947

centur

GR 1972 1922 1910 1910

1958

informal since 1952
1958

informal since 1952
1965

informal since 1952
19601

mlormal sinec 1952

1971 1911 prl 14-1

1R1

I I 974 1974 1,/74

informal since 1950

197.4

1983 1983 1990.'91 1990 91

NI 1976

informal since 1945
1976

informal since 1947,

1976

informal since 1945
1976

informal sino: 1945

A I 1948

informal sime the end ot
thi, 19th ,enturs

1948

informal since the end of
the lgth centur

1948

intorma since the end ol
the Igth eentur

1989

pre% ions!) informal

1989

pre% musly informal

1989

pre% iousl informal
1989

pro iousl MI. rmal

VI 1984

mtOrmal since 1993

1971

informal since 1894
1971

informal since 193o
1971

informal since 1930

til. i962
informal since the end of

the 19th centur)

1962

informal since the end of
the 19111 centur

1970

informal since the end of
the 19th centur

Imgland.
Wales mu
Northern

Ireland

1'K
Scotland

1944

pre% iousl!. informal
1944

pro iousl in formal
1944

Pro ion* in fin mai

1975

Informal since 1967
1975

informal since 1967
1975

inforinal ,:ince 1967
1915

informal since 1967;

Iti1 1971 19' I
0111;00/ed h the

AlinistrA since 1963

1971

orgimi/ed b the
\IinisIr since

1952 5;

198"
pro tousl timinccd b.,

the N1iniqr . hut run h
the leak:hers ,IssoL.

NI I 19"1 i 1-.; 19'l 19-'1



1.1. Legislation

The Member States have structured in-service training within a legislative framework. 'this
legislation is usually recent, even where in-service training has existed for a long time.
Legislation appears in many and varied forms decrees, laws, orders, circulars, Ministerial
decisions (see table in annex). Some texts cover methods of organization, others objectives.
From examination of the texts, it appears that on the one hand the legislation does not always
clearly define the outlines of in-service training and on the other hand that this training is still
too much subject to change for it to be defined in precise terms.

1.2. Structures

A major part of in-service training is currently provided in schools. All the Member States,
however, provide in-service training in specialized establishments, sometimes those which also
provide initial training. Table 2 below summarizes the most common structural and
organizational features of in-service training in each country.

Although the authority ultimately responsible for in-service training often remains a Ministry
or official council, there is, nonetheless a tendency to take account of the needs at grass-roots
level and to proceed with decentralized planning of in-service training. Since in-service
training is an essential channel for communicating national education policies, the Ministries
generally define its conceptual framework. Decentralization is the strongest trend, but the
degree and level of decentralization - at regional, provincial, local authority or school level -
varies considerably.

In certain Member States (Belgium and Italy), the levels of decentralization in the different
public and private networks of the state and the Provinces complicate analysis of
decentralization by region/Province/local authority. In Member States with a federal structure
or autonomous regions, information must be collected at the level of each province or Land.
and the variety of situations makes it impossible to synthesize these data. In the most
decentralized countries, such as Denmark, efforts are being made to introduce a common
Framework to permit a degree of coordination of the differnt training bodies.

It is generally non-university institutions which provide in-service teacher training. This fact
should be stressed, since the currently trend (according to Archer and Peck 1990, ATEE -
Association for Teacher Education in Europe. 1991 and Vaniscotte 1993) is to provide initial
teacher training in universities. This emphasis on the professional dimension of in-service
training is interesting. hut gives rise to the problem of the academic recognition or this tyre
of training.

Some Member States allow training to takc place during school time, hut not as a general
rule; others have opted for compulsory training sessions lasting several days (Ireland. Portugal.
Finland, Sweden. Scotland, Norway) or have made training at one-day teaching conierenees
compulsory (Belgium, France). Some Member States take a more flexible approach, with
compulsory training only when needed (Luxembourg. Austria). All provide opportunities for
voluntary 'n-service training during free time. When we consider that the compulsory or
voluntary nature of training varies according to the organizers of the training courses, the level
of education in question, the statutory category to which the teachers involved belong, the
type of training (duration and subject), we begin to understand why it is difficult to t'orm a
clear and complete picture of the organization or in-service training.

1 2
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* *

***

UK (England and Wales)
In vocational education, compulsor in-service training is provided to teachers during
school time, with payment of their lull salary . In primary and upper secondar
education. compulsory in-service training is provided outside pupils' school time.
According to the current school agreement. training may also he compulsory outside
school time for max. 12 days a year and max. 24 days during a 3-year period.
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1.3. Budgets

The information collected in order to assess the importance given to in-service training in
terms of the budgets allocated to it proves difficult to interpret. It appears that the budget for
in-service training rarely amounts to more than 1% of the total education budget. However.
the trend towards increasing decentralization of in-service training and direct financing of
local authorities and/or schools makes it impossible to compare the data. In addition, funds
come from different sources where responsibilit> for in-service training is shared by several
branches of a Ministry or of local government. The con,ent of the budget may also be ver)
different, depending on the organizational structure. It may include trainers' salaries, or
travelling costs and course fees for teachers who leave their own school for training. In other
cases, it only covers the funds allocated for the organization of training. The categories of
staff covered by this budget also vary according to the organizer. In some cases, in-service
training is provided only t'or primary and secondary school teachers, in others, all teachers.
including those in higher education. are included.
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Table 3: Approximate share of budgets allocated to in-service training

Country' Education budget as % of
GDP

% of the education budget spent on in-service training

B (Fr)
B (1.1)

5 4 (19911 s
5.2 (1989) '

at least 0 12°0
about 0 12°13

Funds are distributed through educational nemorks

DK 7 4 (1989) " - Folkeskale school authorities must prov ide for in-ser ice
training in their budget

. Gvninwium. idem ± 0.6'0

D (1 ) 4.2 (1991) "" 0,14"o in 1991

OR 2.8 (1988) '

I. 4.77 (1993) ** 0 94°0

I 5.5 1 1990 1

IR1. 6.6 (1988)

1 5.7 (1991) ** 0 16')o (1994)

4.4 (1989) * (I 5°o (1993)

NI 6.5 (1993) ** ± Po 91 Funds for primary and seL'ondar les el stall' arc aiiilable
for in serv ice training

AI 5 4 (1991) ** :t. 0.500

5 73 (1993) ** 1.14°o 11993)

1:1 5 49 (1991) *4. 0.12"0 - Schools are advised to allocate 10 0 of their grants tor
teaching stall do elopment

SF. 7.8 (1990) + 1.5°0

l'K (2)

1 'K

(Scotland)

4.7 (1988) '

6.9 (1993) **

not relevant due to decentrahiation to local authot Les

not reloiint due to decentrali/ation to local authorities

151, 5.4 119921** 0.85"0 11992)

NO 6 4 (1992) " t. 2"0

* *

(1)
(2)

Source: IJNESCO Statistical Year Book 1991
Source: EURYDICE National l'nits

Old Linder only
UK (England. Wales and Northern Ireland)

Warning:

!his information serves onl as an indication and should he interpreted with caution.
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1.4. Teacher participation in training schemes

It is difficult to collect information on the percentage of teachers asking to participate , in-
service training and being allowed to do so. for one or more of the following reasons:

in-service training is too recent a phenomenon for full statistics On its repercussions to he
available; or
the country is not in the habit of keeping statistics in this field; or

- deentralization makes it impossible to obtain an oerall idea of the numbers involved.

'The information available reveals that the rate of participation in in-service training remains
relatively low. In countries where career advancement is linked to in-service training (Spain.
Portugal), the rate of participation is naturally higher. and reaches as much as 70% in Portugal
in pre-primary education. In Denmark and the Netherlands. one-third of teachers participate
in in-service training every' year Where the rate of participation is one-third or less of the
teacher population. it is doubtful whether the in-service training reaches the critical mass
necessary for there to he an y'. hope that the proces of change and innovation will have a
general impact.

l'he weakness of the link between in-service training and innovation indicated in previous
studies (Blackburn and Moisan, 1986; Piettre 1988) led to the belief that the effects of in-
service training on the professional practice of teachers could not be measured. Figures on the
effects of in-service training on professional practice and the dissemination of innovations still
seem to be absent.

In addition, the information gathered provides only a partial picture. since even if figures were
comparable. it would still be necessary to relate the detailed demand for training to supply.
to the subjects requested or to the length of courses. It would be necessary to know whether
requests concerned courses taking place during working time or outside school hours. The
organization of in-service training is so diversified that only case studies dealing with a
significant number of in-service training centres could provide an answer to these questions.
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1.5. In-service training as a right and an obligation

In-service training is nearly always a right and a moral obligation based On statute. It is, in
practice, rarely compulsory, although there are some exceptions. Greece organizes compulsory
training for newly appointed teachers, as up to ten years may elapse between the end of their
training and their appointment. Spain, Portugal and Luxembourg make career advancement
(of primary teachers only) contingent upon participation in in-service training programmes.
In other Member States, where in-service training is compulsory, it is often only an ad hoc
course alongside a much broader range of optional provision on offer.

'Thus the right to in-service training is indeed a professional right in nearly all Member States,
but the application of this principle is very limited. Selection criteria for participation are
nearly always applied and are based on an assessment of motivation, the opinion of the head
teacher and the applicant's qualifications and seniority. Budgetary problems are probably the
reason for the obstacles to application of' the principle and the resulting contradiction.
Teachers have the right to pursue their professional development and a duty to update their
knowledge. but these rights and duties are rarely considered obligatory, on the one hand
because budgets do not allow fbr it, and on the other because training can have a positive
effect only if it is desired and freely chosen. It follows that in-service training must take place
within a context of democratic procedures. implying an absence of obligation but promoting
teachers' autonomy, to which such training contributes.

1.6. Replacement of teachers

Replacement of teachers attending training courses is often a problem. It appears that although
no Member State refuses replacement systematically, none provides for it in all circumstances.
Each has developed its own strategies for replacement depending on the type of training,
whether or not the content is considered a high priority, and on its length and location, and
the level of education. Replacement occurs more frequently at primary than at secondary level.

The problem of replacement is managed on an individual basis rather than through legislation.
Fven those countries with a pool of replacement teachers, like France. Scotland and Spain.
cannot establish strict rules in this area due to the unpredictability of the incidence of sick
leave. Strategic measures are therefore used to avoid the problem of replacement and to
maintain opportunities for in-service training.

These measures include:

exchanges of lessons with colleagues or within the limits of timetables;
- authorization for absence without replacement for courses lasting one to three days:
- arrangements for participating in training courses. rL;rtly during and partly outside schinil

time. in the case of relatively long courses:
- the development of opportunities for training outside school time, including summer

universities and distance learning;
- correspondence courses. in particular for qualifying training;
- agreements on days of the week set aside tor different subjects:



the distribution of training activities over several weeks on different days;
- coordination meetings between teachers of the same subject in one school.

Conclusions

All the information in this section should be interpreted with caution as it reveals the problem
of comparing the organization of in-service training in the Member States. These data are only

a preliminary basis for formulating theories, asking questions and laying the foundations for
a study in greater depth.

ft should be emphasized that the problems of education are common to the various Member
States. Each faces budgetary difficulties and is seeking the means of reaching a maximum
number of teachers. Responses to various constraints (in terms or replacement, budgets.
participation. etc.) differ but are not mutually exclusive. The mt.in issue is that of the
compulsory nature of in-service training. It would be interesting to be able to compare the
effects of in-service training which is linked to career advancement (Spain. Portugal) to those
of in-service training which is freely chosen. However, it would only be possible to solve the
problem of making a choice between compulsory and optional training, organized during
school time and outside school time, and paid and unpaid training, with the help of a reliable
assessment method, setting out the issues and the factors contributing to rational choices.

V. Blackburn and C. Moisan. in their 1986 study, noted that in-service training is an essential
area with an unstable structure. This observation holds true today, although the indicators of
interest described in the study have been confirmed. with the consolidated establishment of
structures such as teacher training centres in Spain. the IRRSAE in Italy, the MAPPEN in
France and the appearance of new structures in Greece. I lowever, the priority assigned to in-

service training in theory remains undeniably difficult to maintain in practice.
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2. QUALIFYING TRAINING

There are four types of qualifying (sometimes called additional) training:

aimed at complementing initial training (such as training programmes to enable teachers to
take up teaching posts in Greece);

leading to the award of additional diplomas which provide enhanced status without
necessarily changing the nature of professional duties (e.g. so-called supplementary training
in Norway; supplementary studies in the Netherlands; certificate of further training for
primary teachers in Luxembourg);

leading to a change of post within the profession (e.g. training for work with children with
special needs in a number of countries, or training of school librarians in Denmark);

enabling teachers to teach other subjects (e.g. Germany; the deferred credit system in
Austria).

Qualifying training exists in the majority of states, with the exception of Belgium (French
Community) and Ireland. Sabbatical or training leave is sometimes granted, after which a
positive assessment or success in an examination or competition may lead to promotion and
a higher salary. The number of those allowed to participate in this type of training is limited
by financial constraints, and some of these training courses, in particular those provided in
universities, have to be undertaken in the teacher's own time.

The following table attempts to present the main types of qualifying training offered by
governing bodies or Ministries and for which statutory leave is granted, during which teachers
receive all or a large part of their normal salary.

25
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3. IN-SERVICE TRAINING: CONTENT AND PRACTICE

The preceding sections have revealed convergent objectives and d:versified organization. The
content of and practices employed in training also appear tk be both diversified and
convergent, not only when comparing one Member State to another, but also within Member
States

3.1. The content of in-service training

Opportunities for in-service training are obviously related to the development of the teaching
profession and the manner in which society defines teacher training (Taylor 1980).
Consequently, there is convergence between countries concerning the definition of content in
terms of the knowledge and techniques taught, and agreement on the importance of teaching
and the place occupied by the school in society. The difference relates on the one hand to
forms of teaching (methods of transmitting knowledge) and on the other hand to the role of
the school in society, i.e. whether schools are the only medium of education or just one
among many. Although information obtained from the Member States does not permit
identification of the differences, it does help in classifying the content of current training
programmes

In-service training courses are generally provided for target groups by level of education
(primary or secondary), by types of subject or by specific professional categories, such as
head teachers or teachers at the start of their careers.

Training courses cover.

Curricula and teaching methods

All subject areas are included. However, those which recur most frequently are reading and
mother tongue teaching at both primary and lower secondary level., introduction to science,
mathematics and new technologies, including computers; and foreign languages, at both
primary and secondary level. It appears that in some Member States foreign languages,
particularly when teaching begins at primary level, are becoming a basic subject alongside
those traditionally regarded as fundamental - mother tongue and mathematics, followed by
knowledge of new teaching materials and art subjects.

School organization and management

Training in aspects of school administration and management, support teaching. counselling
and guidance appear to he on the increase. They are aimed at teachers at all levels but
particularly head teachers, for whom specific training is now provided in a number of
countries.

- Educational and psychological questions

Training related to the integration of children with handicaps or difficulties (Belgium
Flemish ('ommunity. Spain, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Austria. Iceland) and the problems
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associated with multiculturalism are the most common, followed by training concerned with
general teaching and special types of teaching, e.g. teaching by objectives, individualised
teaching, ability grouping, problems of assessment, and pupil-teacher relations.

Sociological issues and areas of innovation

Training courses dealing with the environment and health issues, and those dealing with the
internationalization and the European dimension of education, problems of
career/educational guidance, and relations between teachers and the parents of pupils are the
most frequently mentioned.

Within this classification the aspects of in-service training given the highest priority in the
majority of countries are:

- mastery of the mother tongue;
- learning and mastery of foreign languages and early learning of them:
- multiculturalism and management of diversity in school populations:
- knowledge of and respect for the environment.

3.2. Trainers

The development of centres for the provision of in-service training courses is proceeding in
parallel with the conception, implementation and regulation of the increasingly complex
processes and mechanisms of such training. In-service training therefore demands increasing
professionalism on the part of trainers (Prats Cuevas 1990). In most countries, trainers come
from a variety of backgrounds and include:

- Full-time trainers in in-service training centres

These trainers are former teachers who have specialized in training. In general, they are
responsible for organizing courses, regulating supply and demand, and managing training
operations.

- Teachers and trainers in initial and in-service training institutions

These trainers' responsibilities are divided between initial training and in-service training.
They provide training in their institutions and are sometimes involved in the training
provided in schools.

University staff, experts and teacher-researchers

These trainers dispense training in universities and also respond to specific requests from
training institutes or schools.
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- Teachers with a reduced teaching load in order to provide in-service training for their
colleagues

This "peer" training takes place mostly in schools but also in specialized in-service training
institutions.

- Inspectors, education advisers, head teachers and other administrative staff

These provide training, some of which is compulsory and often of short duration, on
guidelines in relation to educational policy or educational priorities, developments and
reforms in their country.

- Trainers and experts from the working world and business

These trainers are mainly involved in training staff providing vocational teaching they lead
study visits and supervise teachers providing in-service training in firms.

3.3. Assessment procedures

Assessment of in-service training, although it is a subje,;t of concern, rarely deals with all
aspects of the arrangements. Where it has been introduced, it concentrates on one or two
aspects, such as the institutions, the programmes or the people involved, since the authorities
responsible for in-service training have not, or not yet, established a general strategy for
assessing the in-service training system.

In Portugal, howewer, a system for assessing in-service training, both centralized and
decentralized (at regional and local level) has been introduced. At national level, the Ministry
of Education and the Coordinating Council for In-service Training are responsible for the
assessment of in-service training. The Netherlands is also involved in a process of evaluation
of the existing system, which will be completed in the year 2000 and will deal with the
financing, administrative structures and improvement of the quality and operation of in-service
training systems. In preparing its future plans, Italy makes use of the assessment of training
programmes passed on to the Ministry by local officials (IRRSAE in the regions and the
Provveditorati in the provinces). The German Land of Lower Saxony is developing
procedures for assessing supplementary training at regional level.

In-service training institutions are not usually systematically assessed. Assessment
sometimes takes the form of visits by inspectors, as in Ireland, or by external assessment
teams, as in the Flemish Community of Belgium.

In the Netherlands, education inspectors systematically assess all schools, including their plans
for in-service training. External assessment teams also visit the schools, although less
frequently than does the inspectorate.

Training courses are more easily assessed by means of questionnaires distributed to the
participants. Ireland evaluates from 15 to 20% of its training programmes through inspectors'
visits and has established a system of collective assessment in the form of a steering group
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made up of decision-makers and staff representatives. Spain places particular emphasis on the
assessment of results obtained and the effect of training on teachers, schools and pupils.
However, the diversity of in-service training programmes makes it impossible, in Spain as
elsewhere, to devise a single, uniform system of assessment. Additional types of internal and
external assessment need to be developed to evaluate the real quality of training programmes.
In Portugal, the legislation provides for the assessment of in-service training activities by the
teachers participating in the courses and by the trainer or the training institution, in order to
analyse whether the training meets the objectives set beforehand.

As for the participants, assessment of them other than in qualifying training schemes poses
something of a problem. It is difficult to associate voluntary participation with assessment if
this term implies testing. The essential evaluation is therefore self-assessment, formal
attestation taking the form of a certificate of attendance and participation. Sometimes a
questionnaire allows the participants to gauge what they have gained from the training
sessions in relation to their initia: expectations. In Portugal, however, the assessment of
teachers following the course is the responsibility of the training institution which must ensure
individual assessment of the usefulness of the training undertaken.

Approaches to all these issues of quality assessment are extremely diverse, ranging from
attempts to interrelate analysis of needs, formulation of expectations and appraisal of results.
to a feeling that nothing which happens during in-service training can be assessed because it
concerns the personal development of individuals. More precise evaluation of the effects of
in-service training on pupils would require research into this type of training and its effects.
and the acquisition of tools for evaluating the development of teachers' professional practice.

This type of evaluation can only be envisaged in the long term, and will have to be supported
by sound methodology. In-service training has not yet reached the stage of formative
assessment in terms of quality. The area for assessment is complex, and there is as yet no sign
of any convergence' towards consensus on the kind of qualitative assessment required.

3.4. The European Dimension and mobility

Concern for internationalization in training is demonstrated by the content of the training
programmes on offer, but goes beyond this framework. The development of in-service training
in the form of teacher mobility programmes may be now considered as a strategy capable of
contributing to an openness to new skills and more effective exploitation of the possibilities
offered by the European education area.

The Scandinavian countries all have a long tradition of opening up their in-service training
programmes to each other. This openness is achieved either through the Nord-plus
Programme, or more informally, so as to improve the exchange and sharing of education
problems and solutions.

Teacher exchange programmes. grants from the Council of Europe within the framework of
the Council for Cultural Cooperation, study visits, national-level mobility schemes (such as
the PLATO Programme in the Netherlands) and the development of cross-border exchanges,
represent a particular form of in-service training activity which strengthens international
understanding, cooperation and solidarity.
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Conclusions

The great diversity of in-service training programmes has developed gradually and is the
product of constant deliberation and development. Opportunities for in-service training first
involved specific subject areas and focused on bringing the skills acquired in initial training
up to date. They then began to address the problems of schools and to apply techniques of
needs analysis, problem solving, improvement of professionalism and encouragement of
innovation. In a number of countries, this change necessitated the recruitment of trainers from
different backgrounds, skilled in the management of team work and human relations and in
their own subject areas.

The variety of training programmes available bears witness to the complementarity and
breadth of the processes which have been set in action. Teachers are certain to find a
programme to suit their needs amongst those on offer. They must then apply to take part,
obtain appri val, be accepted and be able to cope with the consequences of this commitment
(absence from classes, replacement, travel, practical considerations and family responsibilities)
and the actual content and teaching methods of the training programme must meet their needs.

The current trend towards promoting in-service training in schools allows for an easier
examination of the characteristics and problems schools experience in terms of human
resource management and the implementation of school development plans. However, this
type of training does not exclude other forms of in-service training.

For qualifying training, the relationship between quality and effectiveness follows the classic
criteria of success in the examinations.

For other forms of training, quality takes on a significance in relation to its effectiveness.

In-service training can only be effective if those who follow it are motivated and have a
professional development plan related to ine training provided. There is therefore a connection
between the involvement of the teachers and the effectiveness of the different methods of in-
service training (Bolam, 1988).

How can indicators be devised for the quality of the results to be assessed? Is it possibL to
dissociate quality and effectiveness from the concern for real recognition of in-service
training, that is, contributing to the management of a career and professional mobility, and
demonstrating personal and professional development to the education authorities? Can the
recognition of training provided by the establishment (school) have the same validity as that,
for example, provided by a university which awards training credits and units?

In-service training can, at all events, only be effective if those taking part are motivated and
have a professional development plan compatible with the training offered. There is therefore
a connection between teacher involvement and the effectiveness of the various forms of in-
service training (Bolam, 1988).
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TEACHER TRAINING IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
AND THE EFTA/EEA COUNTRIES

NATIONAL DESCRIPTIONS

The descriptions which follow provide an overview of the in-service training provided for
teachers in each of the Member States of the European Union, and in the two countries of
EFTA which have ratified the Agreement on the European Economic Area.

The information presented here was provided by the EURYDICE National Units in the
respective countries.

In order to place the issues of in-service training in relation to those of initial teacher training.
each of the national descriptions includes a table summarizing initial training and a section
describing in-service training.

The information applies to teachers at pre-school, primary and secondary levels.
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BELGIUM

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Entrance

requirements

Location of training Course structure Qualifications / Titles

Pre-school education Upper secondary Institut Superieur 3 years Teaching diploma:

Nursery school school certificate Pedagogique (French) concurrent academic/ - Instituteur prescolaire

(2 '': to 6 years of age) (CESS) Pedagogische Hogeschool
(Flemish)

teacher training/teaching
observation/practice
increasing over the 3
years to about 50% in
final year

- Institut, ac prescolaire

- kleuteronderwyzer
- Kleuteronderwuzeres

Primary education as ahoy e as abos e as above "teaching diploma:

(6 to 12 years ot age) - Onderwyzer/Onderwo:eres
- InstauteurInstautricv

Losser seconda ry. as above as above 3 years 'teaching diploma

education professional and (Dip lame d'agrege de

(12 to 15 years of age) educational courses,
specified subject study.
and further optional
practice increasing over
3 years to about 5000 in
final year.

r enseignement secondaire
InWrieur)
Regenuesi - Regenue)
(Diploma van geaggregeerile
voor het Lager Secundair
(nckr%sns)

Upper secondary Upper secondary University 4-5 years academic l!niversit Degree

education school certificate training plus teacher (Licence)

(15 to IX years of age) (('ES'S) training (/ iventu,)

plus - either during the tvvo plus

Certificate of last years of their Teaching diploma

aptitude for higher
education IMES)

university studies,
parallel to the degree
course. or the last
year only)

- or as a 2-year part-
time course after
completion of
degree

(Diplam(' d'agrege de
l'enseignement secondaire
superwur)
(Diploma van geuggregeerde
voor het Hoger Secundair
Onder wus)

* only applicable to the French Community
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

A. FRENCH COMMUNITY

I. Legislation and aims

Until recently, the three education networks which include all schools in the French
Community organized in-service training independently. These networks are:

- the network in the French Community (public education provided directly by the
Government of the French Community);

the network of grant-aided public education (education provided by the communes and the
provinces) and

- the network of private grant-aided ("free") schools (education provided by private bodies,
in most cases by religious bodies).

The French Community funded in-service training directly from its budget in its own network,
while the other networks used their own resources.

In 19g7, an initial experiment was financed by the national budget, providing retraining in
firms for teachers in all the networks

More recently. the Council of the French Community approved two uecrees regulating the
organization and funding of in-service training in all the networks:

- the Decree of 24 December 1990 dealing with in-service and complementary training for
members of the teaching staff in "basic education" (pre-school and primary), special
education (pre-school, primary, and secondary), and in the centres providing psychological,
medical and social work (PMS) services;

- the Decree of 16 July 1993 on in-career training for members of stall' of ordinary secondary
schools.

In-service training courses provided for teachers in the school system in the French
Community are designed above all to encourage teachers to adapt to changing circumstances.

Current training courses are characterized by their __Ay and essentially take two forms:

- Training covered by the Decree of 24 DecLmber 1990 ("basic" and special education).
Which includes all basic specializations to complement initial training for "basic education"
teachers, special education teachers, and staff in the PAN centres in the following three
areas:

professional knoN ledge of educational science, kchniques and practice,
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general teaching and methodological skills;

training in human relations.

- Training covered by the Decree of 16 July 1993 (secondary education), which has the
following general objectives:

to facilitate the implementation of education and teaching priorities;

to promote practices appropriate to the efficient management of human relations;

to update the knowledge and professional skills needed for the current role of the
individual teacher;

to acquire new professional skills and aptitudes to qualify for a new job;

to study the social, economic and cultural factors which influence the behaviour of
young people;

to develop communication skills and team work. and to implement and develop
projects in schools;

to study the social. economic and cultural factors which influence the way teachers
work;

to implement an interdisciplinar approach in the schools by involving collaboration
amongst teachers.

2. Authorities invohed in provision

The resources provided for the training courses envisaged in these two decrees are distributed
among the three education networks in the French Community.

The amounts specified in the budget of the Ministry of. Fducation are distributed to each le\ el
and network of education according to precise quantifiable criteria (such as the numbers of
teachers and teaching hours).

For courses provided under the Decree on "basic" and special education, the Go\ eminent
of the French Community defines the general outline of the courses in its Own network and
manages them directly. In the other two network,,. however, the Government approves
training proposals submitted h other responsible Authorities atter the have been assessed
b an ad hoc commission.

Once this double approval has been granted. each education network is free to implement
its own training courses.

Ihe in-ser% ice training of staff in seeondar schools is organised difterentl>. Coordinating

4 1
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bodies have been set up for this level of education since 1992. In addition to other duties,
they are responsible for proposing training topics to the Government in keeping with the
general objectives outlined above.

Coordinating committees supervise the French Community as a whole: area councils are
responsible for, among other things. defining training topics to meet special needs arising
at local level.

In addition, each education network can establish training courses according to its own
methodologies and teaching practices and define its own goals and methods. This is the case
for all levels and types of teaching.

For instance, in-service training activities for teachers involved in the education network of
the French Community are arranged

by the inspectors responsible for different subject areas who choose the themes to he
addressed, organize the training days. and decide who should participate in the
education activities. Training courses are planned each half-year;

by the administration itself, which, since 1991, has defined a series of training courses
for specific target groups (such as inspectors, head teachers, and teachers involved in
the reform of vocational training) or on specific topics (such as a module entitled
"introduction to methods of working in secondary education").

3. Right to in-service training

Participation in the various training activities is voluntary. All teachers can take advantage of
such courses from the beginning of their employment, regardless of whether their employment
is temporary or permanent.

Official texts only mention the right of teachers in "basic education" to ten days of training
each year

In public grant-aided education, two to three in-service days are officially organized by the
local inspectorate. Participation in these training days is compulsory for teachers in addition
to their 10 days' training. The teachers participating in these conferences are not replaced and
their pupils are given the time off.

In education in the French Community. each inspector may' take the initiative of organizing
training days and inviting teachers to attend them. Participation in these days is optional.

As far as the replacement of teachers is concerned, the law is silent and cases are dealt with
individually. Most training courses last between one and live days, therefore there is no legal
provision for the teachers' replacement. By law, replacements of teachers are only provided
after an absence of 10 days. I lowever, different solutions are generally found in order to avoid
this problem of replacements and retain the offer of in-service training (for example, invitation
of named teachers, taking into account the free periods in their individual timetables, and
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distribution of pupils to ether classes).

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Participation in training activities does not lead to any advantages with regard to salar or
promotion.

Evaluation

At present, the inspectorate has the sole responsibility for assessing the different training
activities.

However, the Order of 30 December 1991 bringing the Decree of 24 December 1990 into
operation calls for a double assessment procedure in grant-aided education, under which the
inspectorate assesses the teaching aspects and the audit services evaluate attendance and the
use of the funds allotted to the courses.

Similarly, the Circular of 13 October 1993 implementing the Decree of 16 July 1993 calls for
both participants and trainers to complete assessment forms at the end of each training course.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

Many in-service training courses for teachers are provided in schools at the various levels of
education, subject to the availability of space to hold the courses and the equipment necessary

for certain courses (such as computers or laboratories).

The ( 'entre (Tinto-Formation et de Formation Continuee, CAE ( Sel f-Teaching and 1n-service
Training Centre) in the French Community offers advanced training courses for teachers in
its network of education. Teachers who come to work at the Centre have access to an
extensive documentary base and assistance from colleagues assigned tc the centre to direct
activities. The Centre also organizes da seminars and training courses cooperation with
the inspectorate. At the teachers' request. trainers can also go into schools to hold training

courses.

Other centres also provide a variety of education activities and host various training
programmes and courses.

'niversities and higher education institutions also collaborate in the organi/ation of some
courses held on their premises.

the same is true for certain courses Organized with the support of companies.

rainers are either teachers who have been speciall released lOr this task. or inspectors.
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teaching staff from higher education institutions, or representatives of the social and
employment sectors with specialised knowledge in fields such as the new technologies.

6. Form and content

Form

The frequency and duration of courses can vary greatly. As a general rule, courses are
organized while schools are in session. Courses can take different forms which in turn
determine their duration. (Courses generally last from one day to a week.) At present, there
is no system of transferable credits for in-service training in the French Community.

Content

Training activities cover a very wide range of topics, but a few general themes at the different
levels of teaching may be mentioned by way of example:

Learning in cycles and on a cross-curricular basis; psychomotor activity; attainment
thresholds; methods of assessment; interdisciplinary approaches; the reform of vocational
training; the use of software and audio-visual techniques; the integration of the European
dimension in education; problems of expression and interpersonal relations; communication;
time management; administration and financial management for head teachers: and the
concepts and content specific to each subject area.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

Several in-service training activities have been integrated into the European action
programmes. Thus, Action III of the PETRA Programme has made possible the
implementation of a module for trainers and guidance counsellors focusing on six themes (the
free movement and mobility of workers, the intercultural dimension, the labour market,
education and training, research into sources of information and guidance, and the training of
counsellors). Action I of the Lingua Programme has made it possible to provide intensive
training courses for language teachers (in particular for Dutch in ivlaastricht and Spanish in
Madrid).

Those benefiting from the ARION and TEX Programmes received information prior to their
departure, to help them to better integrate their mobility into an in-service training strategy.

In addition, the system of scholarships granted hy the Council of Europe enables teachers to
retrain in a very wide range of subject areas.

8. Statistics

l'he budgets established by the two decrees (of 24 December 1990 and 16 Juk 1993 and the
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conditions under which funds are allocated have triggered a substantial increase in the amount
of training activities for teachers during the course of their careers.

Funds allocated to training courses covered by the Decree of 24 December 1990 amount to
at least 0.12% of current expenditure for each level of education each year. Thus, a budget
of 50 million Belgian francs (or roughly 1 250 000 ECUs) has been provided for "basic
education" A sum of 160 million Belgian francs (or about 4 500 000 ECUs) was provided
for secondary education in the 1993 budget.

By way of example. it should be added that the education network ii the French Community
provided a budget of 18 million Belgian francs (or some 450 000 ECUs) in 1991 for training
courses organised by each network, which made it possible to provide in-service training
courses for approximately 12 000 staff.

The 1993 budget for courses at the different levels of education came to 26.3 million Belgian
francs (or roughly 657 500 ECUs), but it is still too soon to estimate the participation rates
or to assess the impact of these forms of training which have only recently been introduced.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

In-service teacher training in the French Community 2s been developing rapidly in recent
This has led to the approval of the two decrees establishing a wide variety of activities

.:ording to the different levels and types of education which has led to a lack of clarity
regarding the objectives pursued.

The present Government of the French Community intends to remedy the situation in the near
future by submitting new regulations aimed at establishing common aims, procedures. and
methods for all target groups involved. The Government also plans to concentrate the
organization of training courses during certain periods of the year (in particular at the end of
August and beginning of September) in order to reduce the number of days teachers are
absent from school for training during the school year.

* * *
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B. FLEMISH COMMUNITY

1. Legislation and aims

The Decree of 5 July 1989 on education and the Flemish Executive Decision of 13 September
1989 concerning the organization, coordination and financing of in-service training for
teachers and the staff of the psychological, medical and social work (PMS) centres provide
the legislative structure for in-service training. The Decree and the Decision set the broad
outlines of the aims and content of in-service training and define it as a group of activities
which bring basic training up-to-date and extend and complement it in order to contribute to
the improvement of society and of education policy.

Also considered part of in-service training are advanced courses and periods of training in
firms, which provide staff members with an opportunity to update or extend their professional
skills and complement them by following courses in a working environment. In this way, the
education they give in school can be better adapted to the rapidly changing conditions in the
working world.

2. Authorities involved in provision

In-service training is provided by education authorities which may form a non-profit-making
organization for this purpose. In addition to the General Council for Community Education
i.e. that organized by the Flemish Community. there are non-profit-making assoiations for
the in-service training of teachers in public grant-aided schools, run by provincial or
commund authorities, and for the in-service training of teachers in grant-aided non-state
schools. Each education authority has a number of in-service training centres located
throughout the regions, which are specialised for instance in special education.

3. Right to in-service training

Teachers have the right to pursue in-service training. but there is no legal obligation on them
to do so. Teachers take part in short courses of in-service training and no replacement is
provided in their absence. If these activities are organized during class hours, the school head
must take appropriate measures to ensure that the normal timetable is followed. I km ever,
replacements must be found immediately for pre-school and primary school teachers absent
on short or long courses of in-service training, if they teach in a school with onl y. one or two
pre-school or prinlary classes. The authority responsible must try to find a replacement. first
from teachers on their reserve list, then from temporary teaching staff.

Replacements can be provided for teachers who take part in long courses of in-serice
training. The authority must first seek a replacement from amongst teachers who are on the
waiting list for full-time i,osts. If none are available, teachers working under temporary
contracts may be asked to replace them.
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4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Teachers who attend certain long courses which are subject to a number of conditions are
entitled to an in-service training certificate on the basis of which they are entitled to apply for,

for example, a higher level post.

Teachers participating in in-service training do not receive any financial or career advantages.
Travelling expenses and, in some cases, other expenses resulting from participation in in-
service training programmes may be reimbursed.

Evaluation

An external team linked to the Commission for the Recognition of In-Service Training
assesses in-service training projects and tlw operation of in-service training centres. Special
emphasis is also placed on self-assessment within the programmes.

The assessment team, composed of three full-time staff members, is responsible for evaluating

a large number of projects. The effectiveness of these projects is assessed using a set of
specific criteria and indicators. The results are repcied annually to the Recognition
Committee. Teachers undergoing training are subject to "visitations", which include spot
observation of teaching sessions and questioning of participants, ending with joint sessions
between the evaluators and the teachers concerned. This exchange between internal and
external assessment provides a critical review of the overall situation.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

The team of' trainers is made up for the most part of teachers temporarily released from their
teaching responsibilities. A number of experts are also involved on a contract basis.

6. Form and content

Form

The most co mon structure is the "sandwich" model, where theory and practice are compared.
During the first sessions, the participants receive theoretical training followed by specific
assignments for practice in class. Later sessions are devoted to group discussions of the
problems or advantages of putting the theory into practice.

In-service training also includes advanced courses and training in firms, and programmes
involving study days organized inside and outside the school environment. The duration or
advanced courses and on-the-job training is determined by agreement amongst the parties
concerned and in relation to the aims set.
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Short courses in firms last for at least five and at most nine days. Long courses of this type
last for two, four or six months. There is no system of transferable credits for in-service
training courses.

Content

The content of in-service training courses is adapted to the various teaching levels: pre-school
and primary education and secondary and higher education, with the exception of academic
higher education.

Some in-service training is organized for specific target groups, such as teachers in special
education or those who teach immigrants. The following subjects can be covered in in-service
training:

the introduction of new information technologies such as computer science:
developments in industry;
work with pupils experiencing learning difficulties:
training focused on the school;
training in team-work for school management,
additional training in the sciences;
reforms in education;
teaching methodology;
training of trainers;
behaviourial problems amongst children with learning disabilities in special education;
education for immigrants in a multicultural perspective.

7. In-service training and teacher mohility

In-service training programmes may sometimes he integrated into Furopean action
programmes such as 1.1NOVA.

8. Statistics

[here irc no reliable statistics on the number of participants or the rate of participation in
programmes. I he amount provided for in-ser ice training each .ear has been Fixed at 2.10
million Belgian francs in recent ears. 1 his is approximatel 1 1"ii of the total education
budget in 1993.

9. Reforms / ('urrent debates and trends

A discussion paper has been published in preparation for a new I )ccrec on in-ser\ ice training..
I his paper contains the 1011owing proposak:

the creation ot LI structural link hemecn in-ser\ eL training and initial training kir teachers
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and the teaching situation,

- a shift of supply to meet demand. Given local autonomy and responsibility ti)r local
education needs, this means that individual schools and groups of schools should learn to
identify their own in-service training needs and should deal directly with the in-service
training institutions, which would then he able to formulate programmes to meet their
needs.

* * *
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DENMARK

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School lesel Entrance requirements I,ocation of training ( ourse structure Qualifications
rifles

Pre-schviol

is
I.pper sec)indary schiiel hedagogsomnarlion 3 ' : years (41 months) Hem /lir

education leasing certificate fleaeher training I he training programme is hedagoo,hiami
(0 to 6 ears (Studemereksamen) eollege) organited so that eisen

of age) 1.3 consists of teaching practice. (Diploma for

Iligher Preparatory 1:3 of theoretical subjects and completed

Examination I/3 of aetivity and cultural subjeyds educator training

(I 1 Veksamen)

or

It is a combined training programme
tor teachers in nurseries.

programme)

I I igher 'technical
Examination (//TV)
or

Kindergartens. recreation centres
and institutions for handicapped
persons

Ifigher Commercial
Examination WM")
or

the 10th year of
b olkesAole and
yyork experience

or
vocational education and
training qualification

Primary loyyer
secondary

I ,pper secondary Sk 11001

leaving certificate

twrcrse rpm irti,n,
II eacher training

4 ears

lhe first 2 years basic courses
hereroksornen
t 0/Ae.sAede

education IS/Lit/mien' (sa me n) college) Danish. oral expression, yyraing. leaching

ko/kesko/e or religious studies. history social Diploma

(6/7 to I S.17 lligher Preparatory studies (approy 320 0 of yyorking

years ot age) f saminarion hours)

Mr eAswnen)
or

- Arithmeticmathematics. natural
sciences (approx I 8 " 0

Higher Commervial
lsamination (Mi()
or

I ligher 'technical
l sammation (1//1)

- Iheory of education. psychology
(appros 20°0)
leaching practice,'school-hased
experience (approy 10°o)

- Students also choose 2 out of the
follossing. artidesign, music and
physieal education (appro.,
2o0 id

I he final 2 years 11)cus on general
didaytics, a speciali/ed area of
educational theory (consisting ot a
compulsory section plus a specific
topic chosen by the students)
lapproy 25"01

1 general subjects at an adyanced
ley el and chosen freely among ;ill
the subiecis of the to/AcsAi4c
lapproy rift'. of time)
leaching practice school-based
experience hipproy I c".)
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School level Entrance
requiremenks

Location of training Course structure Qualifications
Titles

l'pper secondary education see I.,) Arskale Isniversits plus school- Cnis ersits Degree 5 t 'pper Secondars

Gimnacturn based post-graduate sears Teaching Diploma

and course Pa'dagogdalM

//k-course
116.'17 to 14/20 sears of
age) 5 months course in

education theory,
education studies and at
least 120 hours teaching
practice in an upper
secondars school.

(post-graduate
teacher training)

The graduates need to he
in post to be accepted
for this post-graduate
course, and it must he
taken within the first 2
sears of employment

1 echnical ir.uf N ocational Depending on State ns COO-600 hours Piedagok:Ason

education subject taught Erhverysoutiagoir(ske !Oust be taken sk ithin the

I vocational ta,re ruddanne Ise first 2 sears of
training (State Institute for the emplos merit at a

qualification
or

Educational Training
of Vocational

ocational school

2 unisersity
degree in
teaching
subject(s)

I eachers (



2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

1. Legislation and aims

The role of in-service training for teachers is to enable them to maintain and develop the
quality of their teaching and their initial training.

2. Authorities involved in provision

In-service training for teachers in the Folkeskole (local authority primary and lower secondary
school) is organised primarily by the Royal Danish School of Educational Studies (Danmarks
LererhOjskale) and by the colleges of education (Lcerer-seminarium). These are State
institutions. Specialised State training institutions, county resource centres, teachers'
associations and the Ministry of Education also offer in-service training activities. These
activities provide opportunities for in-service training at both regional and national level.

Coordination of the different institutions is informal. In-service training course provision in
colleges of education is established m association with other colleges of education and the
departments of the Royal Danish School of Educational Studies in the same region. Similarly.
in-service training courses in colleges of education and in specialised training institutions are
also included ;n the course programme at the Royal Danish School of Educational Studies.

According to a Ministerial order which came into effect on 1 June 1994. regional committees
for teacher in-service training are to be established t'or each of the fields covered by the
individual departments of the Royal Danish School of Educational Studies. These committees
are to collect the requests for teacher in-service training from the counties, municipalities and
the schools and communicate these to the departments of the Royal Danish School of
Educational Studies and the colleges of education in the region and to the national and
regional teacher in-service training institutions: to draw up proposals for principles/guidelines
regarding priorities. it not all qualified applicants can he admitted to the in-service training
courses: and, if possible, in cooperation with other regional in-service training committees.
ensure that the supply of courses will in .e long run match the registered demand so that
courses can be established on a regular basis within all the subjects of the Folkeskole.

The Ministry of Education has general responsibility for organising in-service training for
teachers in upper secondary general education. The Ministry has set up committees for each
subject area and they, in conjunction with the professional associations, offer courses aimed
at teachers responsible for these subjects. These training courses are offered at both regional
and national level.

Me counties must ensure that the schools have thL: funds to pi ovidc in-service training for
teachers at the general upper secondary level. In addition, the county resource centres offer
courses at regional level. especially in the field of general education.

The governing board of each school is responsible for providing the necessary funds for in-
service training in its annual budget.
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The head of each school establishes the school s policy on in-service training, the allocation
of financial resources to different kinds of training and the distribution of courses among the
teachers.

Technical schools now often manage in-service training themselves according to local needs.
Most of these training activities are financed by the schools themselves.

3. Right to in-service training

Teachers in the Folkeskole are free to participate in in-service training activities. Where the
number of candidates exceeds the number of places available in the courses organised by the
Royal Danish School of Educational Studies and the colleges of education, the municipal
authorities establish on order of priority. In finally registering teachers fbr courses at a training
institution, the following points are taken into account: the motives of the teacher, the school
and the local authority; the institution's obligation to offer teaching in all subject areas: and
each candidate's need for in-service training. Older teachers have priority over teachers with
little professional experience.

Teachers attending in-service training courses are replaced by substitute teachers who are paid
for by the municipality or the school.

Teachers in upper secondary general education do not have to meet any criteria in order to
take part in in-service training actions. The availability of financial resources in the school and
an assessment of need by the teachers themselves and by the head teacher will determine
whether or not they can participate. Course places are usually allocated equitably among the
teachers, assuming that they all wish to participate. On average, each teacher devotes one and
half days per year to in-service training.

A new measure now permits teachers to obtain paid leave in order to undertake a longer
period of in-service training. (This measure covers all workers and employees in both the
private and public sectors.)

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

The Royal Danish School of Educational Studies offers hAeskole teachers a programme of
educational studies that lasts officially for a total of three ),.ears and at the end of which a
degree is awarded.

For teachers who wish to earn a qualification in special education, the Royal Danish School
of Educational Studies oilers part-time training for a period of three years. This course can
he condensed into tv,o years.

The Royal Danish School of Fducational Studies also organises lull-time training for a period
of three months, which leads to a school librarian's certificate. This course is ako offered on
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a part-time basis.

The Royal Danish School of Educational Studies' training for educational guidance
counsellors lasts for two years full-time. This training is also available on a part-time basis,
but with periods of full-time training.

The State Institute for the Educational Training of Vocational Teachers (SEL), which reports
directly to the Ministry of Education, organises a two-year training programme in "vocational
education" for teachers in technical and commercial education. Aimed at bringing companies
and schools closer together, these courses focus on an analysis of companies' skills needs and

on translating these needs into training programmes and teaching methods. The goal then is
to allow the teachers themselves to carry out studies of local companies' skills needs.
Specialists in the subject from universities and technical institutes also contribute greatly to
the programme.

Evaluation

At the Folkeskok and in upper secondary general education, there is no formal assessment of
either the teacher or the in-service training system. Folkeskole teachers who have participated
in in-service training courses receive a certificate.

Participation in in-service training courses has no efkct on the salary or the career of teachers
in the Folkeskole or in upper secondary general education.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

In-service training for teachers in the Folkeskole is provided for the most part by the Royal
Danish School of Educational Studies and by the colleges of education.

Other State institutions providing specialised training offer teachers courses in such fields as
physical education, handicrafts and home economics.

('ounty centres. the Teachers' Association and other professional associations and the Ministry
of Education also organise in-service training programmes for Folkeskole teachers.

Most trainers tbr in-service training are teachers in the Royal Danish School of Educational
Studies, colleges of education, or are Folkeskole teachers who have special experience.

There is no national institution in Denmark which provides in-service training for general
upper secondary teachers. Courses are usually organised by professional associations with the
assistance of the Ministry of Education.

At regional level, county centres provide some of the in-service training and use part-time
trainers.

'leachers' associations usually organise courscs in each of the specific subject areas. The
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trainers are usuaiiy recruited from among the members of the teaching staff.

I. Intil now, in-service training for teachers at secondary level in technical and commercial
education has been offered in the form of traditional courses organised centrally by the SEL.
In recent years, however, there has been a structural evolution in the training programmes. In
fact, the traditional courses are giving way to training assistance programmes offered to the
schools. Schools define their own needs and "purchase" training services in an open market.
In this way, the supply of in-service training depends in large part on the demand expressed
by. the schools.

6. Form 9. n d content

Form

The in-service training offered to Folkeskole teachers by the Royal Danish School of
Educational Studies covers all subject areas and all activities in the Folkeskole with the
exception of physical education courses and handicrafts.

In recent years, these courses have been offered mainly on a part-time basis. Most of the
courses involve between 60 and 175 teaching hours over approximately 30 weeks. The course
schedule is organised to allow teachers to continue their professional activities. These part-
time courses can, however, in some cases include a brief period of full-time attendance. Some
part-time courses can also be organised locally. Such courses are usually offered in schools
on the initiative of the school itself or of the municipality. The topics and working methods
of these courses are arranged to meet local needs.

The Royal Danish School of Educational Studies offers relatively few full-time courses. I...ong
full-time courses last between three and ten months and involve between 14 and 19 teaching
hours per week. Short full-time courses last less than three months and involve five teaching
hours per day, which can be offered from Monday to Saturday' during one or more successive
weeks. The departments of the Royal Danish School of Educational Studies also offer full-
time training programmes.

Colleges of education organise part-time in-service training courses involving between 40 and
150 teaching hours. Folkeskole teachers also have the option of attending individual courses
in initial training programmes where there is space available.

Specialised state training institutions allow teachers to extend their training in physical
education, handicrafts and home economics. These courses are generally offered full-time. or
pai i-time during an entire school year, or full-time over varying periods of time.

The content of courses organised by the county' centres is set in conjunction with teachers'
associations, the Royal Danish Schooi of Educational Studies, municipal authorities, the
schools, etc. Training programmes generally involve between three and 20 hours of course
work.

The Teachers' Association Mwmiarks. tie,erforemug) contributes to in-service teacher training
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by offering a series of courses on teaching in the Folkeskole and conferences which last
several days and address contemporary problems.

Other professional associations also organise courses and meetings on teaching matters.

The Ministry of Education offers some in-service training courses on specific topics.

Courses otTered to teachers in upper secondary general education can address any aspect of
a subject taught.

In most cases, courses take one of the following tbrms:

- courses on general educational topics organised within the schools for all teachers and
normally lasting one day;

- "supervision" in cooperation with colleagues at the teachers' own school and with the
support of an external consultant (observation of the activities of one teacher by another
with subsequent appraisal):

- educational courses related to subjects taught. At regional level, these course generally last
one day. Residential courses lasting three to fimr days are also organised at national level.

Content

In general, the following topics have been given precedence at all levels during the last three
years.

- individual teaching according to pupils' different abilities:

- use of computers in teaching,

- written presentation;

- oral presentation:

- health education.

- teaching of bilingual children (immigrants).

A large number of courses are otTered in the fields of education, general psychology and
teaching methods relevant to specific subjects in in-service training for technical and
vocational secondary school teachers.

In-service training is always offered in the form of courses, seminars or conferences.
Traditional teaching situations, however, are giving way to new educational methods such as
interactive teaching, study visits abroad and projects developed in cooperation with local
businesses. In-service training now constitutes an integral part of a strategy to develop both
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the qualifications of the individual teacher and the general profile of the schools concerned.
Today learning is being considered as the result of a range of activities rather than
participation in courses or formal training.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

Teachers at the Folkeskole in upper secondary general education and in vocational education
participate in in-service training actions under the LINGUA Programme.

8. Statistics

Relationship between supply and demand:

Folkeskole: Precise figures do not exist, but it is estimated that approximately 20 000
individuals.participate in in-service training. Generally, a similar number of candidates
are turned down.

Upper secondary general education: In 1992, 77% of the available places were taken
up in courses offered by professional organizations in collaboration with the Ministry
of Education.

Budget:

Folkeskole: The state spends approximately 100 million kroner on in-service training.
Expenses covered by the municipalities come to approximately 300 to 400 million
kroner.

Upper secondary general education: In 1992/93. 17 million Danish kroner were spent
on in-service training, of which 7 million came t'rom the Ministry of Education and
10 million from the schools themselves. This represents 0.6% of the entire upper
secondary general schools' budgets. or 1 700 Danish kroner p.a. per teacher.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

Currently, there is a trend towards greater decentralization in the in-service training of
Folkeskole teachers.

In the in-service training of teachers at the general upper secondary level. priority is given to
programmes in the schools themselves in which all teachers can participate at the same time
and to "monitoring" activities involving groups of teachers.
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GERMANY

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Untrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualifications
Fines

Kmdergarren (1 I At least Realschulahschluji First phase 1 hree-y ear training State-

or equivalent and completion FachschuIe .Ihr programme recognised

of a relevant vocational So:nalpirdagogth - technical - two years of full-time chilil-care

training course of at least schools for professions in courses at a "Fuchsehule worker

two years duration and/or at educational social work .fie Snzialpqdagogik" tErztelier'

least two years of prey ious (some Linder use Erzieherrni .

vocational experience. Second phase
Child and youth service

different names). an upper
secondary level

institution or pre-school
establishment (e g children's
home, youth centre, home
for the handicapped
kindergarten)

institution.
- one-year practical in a

relevant institution vs ith
supery ismn by the
hachschulc

1

I raining for teachers General higher education First phase. First and

in general entrance qualification Ilochschule (univ ersitv . or seeond state

(llochschukugangs-
herechngung)

technical university).
Gesamrhochschule (teacher
training college college of
art, of music or of sport
education)

examination

Second phase
practical teaching training
programme in the lorM ot
preparatory sell ice m
seminaries tor teacher
training and training schools

(irumAchnle fir ( ieneral higher education First phase First phase (ompletion of

prinian ks el (2) entrance qualification as above 6-8 semesters, primary lir.t phase

1//o(.#7.501141:14gun.g.- school theory of education or first state

herechngung) Second phase

as ;those

two subjects plus an optional
or major subject (including
didactics)

exanunatiim

Completion of
second phase

Second phase
18-24 months of preparators
sers ice in seminaries tOr
teacher training and training
schools

Second state

esamination

(2)

Pre-school education in Germany is not a part of the public school system. Qualified child-care workers in pre-

school education are not teachers. hut or state-recogniied child-care workers ts onerkannh.

Er: wher Er:ich( rinm,n).
These teachers have different titles depending on the Land.
The instructors responsible for training in the workplace under the "dual system" of vocational trainiiT are not

mentioned in this document
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School level Entrance requirements laJcation ( ourse structure Qualifications ,
'Fit les

General teaching careers General higher education First phase First phase: Completion of
at primary level and all entrance qualification Ilochschuk (university. 6-8 semesters, primary first phase.
or individual types of (Ilochschulzugungs- technical university, a school or two subjects plus First state
school at lower berechtigung) Gesamthochschuk. an optional or major subject examination
secondary level (2) Padagogrsche llochschule.

colleges of art, of music or
of sport education

(including didactics)

Second phase: Second phase: Completion of
practical teaching training 18-24 months of practical second phase:
programme in form of teaching training programme Second state

preparatory service at
seminaries for teacher
training and training schools

in form of preparatory
sers ice at seminaries for
teaeher training and training
schools

examination

leaching careers in all General higher education First phase First phase. Completion of
or individual types of entrance qualification as arms e 6-9 semesters study of at first phase
schools at lower (llochschukugangs- least two subjects with First state
secondary lesel (2) herechagung) concurrent course in science

of education
exannnation

Second phase Second phase
as ahose 18-24 months of practical

teaching training programme
in firrm of preparatory
sers ice at seminaries for
teacher training and training
schools

Completion of
second phase
Second state

examination

I eac hing careers in ( ieneral higher education I. irst phase I' irst phase Completion of
general education entrance qualification Ifocirschuh, (unix ersity . 8-10 semesters study of at first phase
subjects at upper (Ilochsehukugangs- technical universas I. least two subjects including First state
secondary lesel or tiir herechngung) Gesamrhochvdrule. colleges didactics and courses in examination
the (ymnasium (2) of art, of music and of sport

education
science of education

Second phase

24 months of practical
teaching training progranune
in form of preparatory
sers ice at seminaries for
teacher training and training
schools

Completion of
second phase

Second state
examination

I caching careers in (ieneral higher education r irst phase I: ast phase I ompletion kit
socational subjects at entrance qualiticatirm Mt hishule (um\ ct,it. 8-10 semesters of last phase
the upper secondary f /ha hschukugang i technical rmis ersity . pedagogical studies. usually I irst state
les el or in socationai
schools (2) 0)

herechriong) Gesunnhochschule) in-depth studs of a subject
taught at socational schools
and the study of at least one
general subject

examulation

Second phase Second phase ( ompletion of
practical teaching training 24-months of practical second phase

programme in form ot teaching trainMg programme Second state

preparatory sers ice at
.eininaries for teacher
training and training st.hools

in form ol preparators
service at seminaries tor
teacher training and !raining
schools

esamination
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2. IN-SERVICE TkAINING OF TEACHERS

I. Legislation and aims

In-service training for teachers (Lehrerforthildung) serves to maintain and extend the
professional competence of teachers. It helps teacher., to meet contemporary demands on their

teaching and to ensure that schools can fulfil their mandate to educate children. By
participating in in-service training activities, teachers improve and extend the knowledge and
skills they need to exercise their profession in the fields of educational theory, psychology and
teaching methodology, and in their own subjects.

In this way, teachers will update the skills they acquired during their studies and training: they
will learn new teaching skills and become familiar with new knowledge in education and
psychology. In-service training also offers teachers the opportunity to maintain contact with
their subject and with the professional skills that are necessary in teaching It should also
enable teachers to meet the changing demands on their profession. In-service training is
essential for maintaining the efficiency of the schools and their ability to implement
innovations in content, methodology and organization in the school system.

Further training for teachers (Lehrerweiterbildung) seeks to enable teachers to teach a
broader or an additional subject area. It also offers teachers an opportunity to acquire the
qualifications to apply for another teaching position.

In-service and further training for teachers, like initial training, come within the jurisdiction
of the Lander. The Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs (Kultusministerium) in each
Land is responsible for in-service training, as it is the supreme supervisory authority for
schools and is usually the employer of those teachers who are civil servants.

in most Lander, teacher training and school legislation at Land level establishes the goals of
in-service training for teachers. Further details concerning the responsibility for in-service
teacher training, eligibility, admissions policies and leave of absence for participants in in-
service training activities are regulated by decree. Some Lander have formulated the basic
goals and responsibilities of in-service teacher training in decrees and circulars hut have not
laid them down in law. The teachers' obligation to pursue in-service training is matched by.

an obligation on the part of their employer (generally the Ministry of Education and ('ultural
Affairs) to provide for the further training of civil servants.

1n-service and further training for pre-school teaching staff (state-recognized and qualitiLd
childcare workers, known as Er:ieher) is considered very important. given the broad range
of skills and tasks involved. In-service training at personal and institutional level serves to
maintain and extend the Er:ieher prokssional skills. Systematic further training can give
them further qualifications and allow them to specialize in particular social and educational

areas, such as remedial teaching and special education, music therapy. teaching through mu..;ic
and games. and combating drug abuse.

There are no laws or legal regulations which deal specifically ith in-service and further
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training for qualified youth and childcare workers. Erzieher do not have the status of teachers
and they are not civil servants, but employees of the bodies responsible for the individual
schools. The Land lawn on further training, which exist in 11 of the 16 Lander, provide basic
rules governing the support and organization of in-service and further training for all
eml.,loyees. The Lander have decrees and administrative regulations dealing specifically with
Erzieher and regulate the provision and opportunities for further qualification and
specialization at vocational school level (Fachschule).

2. Authorities involved in provision

The Lander divide in-service teacher training into three organizational levels: central, regional
and local. In addition, in-service training can be organized either within a school or as
directed self-tuition.

All Lander - with the exception of Berlin - have established Land institutions (Landesinstitute)
to provide in-service training for teachers at central level. These operate as dependent Land
institutions subject to the Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs. Central in-service
teacher training institutions (a particular Land can have several central institutions) are called
state academies. Land institutions, or academic in-service teacher training institutes, depending
on the Land. In Berlin, in-service training for teachers is organized directly by the Senator tbr
Schools, Vocational Training and Sport.

At regional level, depending on each Land, in-service training is organized either by the
Landesinstitut or by the middle level school insp.:ctorates.

At local level, in-service training comes under the responsibility of the school inspectorates
at lower level (Schularnter).

Schools take responsibility for providing in-school in-service teacher training tbr all or some
members of their teaching staff.

Where Land institutions are responsible for in-service training throughout an entire Land.
there is no need to delimit responsibilities. In other cases, the provision of in-service training
available at central and regional level is coordinated at Land level through, for example,
regular meetings or subject-area conferences. In this way. in-service teacher training is
provided within a network of cooperation.

In-school in-service training for teachers is organized essentially' by individual schools, with
support. in some Lander. for preparation. implementation and reinforcement. from the in-
service teacher training institutions or from advisory staff of the school inspectorate.

In some Lander, the content and schedules of in-school programmes are submitted to the
Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs. In other Lander, Land institutions in cooperation
with the school inspectorate also offer in-school in-service training programmes.

In-service training programmes for Er:icher are usua!!.N. organiied and provided h\ central
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organimtions such as associations of promoters of pre-school institutions (e.g. the churches
and the workers' social welfare organizztion, Arheiterwohljahrt), professional associations and
trade unions. These providers are responsible for organizing their own programmes.

3. Right to in-service training

In principle, teachers in all Lander are required to participate in in-service training. Individual
teachers, however, are not required to participate in particular in-service training programmes
(with the exception in some Lander of certain groups of teachers, such as school heads).

The obligation and the right to participate in in-service training programmes for teachers are
not linked to any specific minimum period of employment in the school system.

"fhe criteria for admission to in-service teacher training programmes are stated in the
prospectus of each programme, which is regularly published by the Ministry of Education and
Cultural Affairs or by the teacher training institutions (or other organizers). These programmes
are usually offered for specific target groups (such as teachers in a particular kind of school
or at a certain level, for teachers trained in specific subject areas, or for teachers in a
particular region).

In principle, all teachers who meet the formal admissions criteria can take part in an in-service
training programme if their participation will be relevant to their work and there are no work-
reial:d reasons why they should not take part. If' necessary, teachers will be released from
their teaching duties to participate in in-service training and will continue to receive their
salary. The different Lander regulate application procedures, arrangements for leave of
absence and approval fbr participation in different ways.

In all Lander, when teachers wish to participate in in-service training programmes during
school hours, they must apply to be released from their teaching duties. As a rule, the school
head or the responsible school inspectorate grants such requests.

In some cases, participants apply direct!) to the organizer of the training programme: in

others. application must be made through school channels. i.e. through the school head and
the school inspectorate.

Different Lander also select participant, in different ways. Where the school inspectorote
selects participants, this implies that the applicant will he granted leave of absence.

'file classes of teachers who have been released from duties for one or more days. will
wherever possible - be taken over by colleagues. who will provide cover
( I 'ertretungsunterricha It is not always possible, however, to avoid cancelling classes when

a teacher is absent.

Er:ieher - like all employees - are expected to be prepared in principle to take part in in-
service training, hut participation in in-service training programmes is optional. In Lander
with laws guaranteeing time off from work for training, Er:ieher (like all employees) have
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the right to take part in in-service training programmes with full pay during several (usually
live) working days each year. Employers can also require Erzieher to participate in in-service
training programmes.

Criteria for admission to in-service training programmes for Er:icher are stated in the
prospectus of each programme. Some programmes require Erzieher to have a minimum period
of professional experience (for example a minimum of one year's professional employment).
In their role as programme organizers, in-service training institutions often select participants
in the order in which applications are received.

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Programmes which provide additional qualifications - like in-service training programmes for
teachers - are provided and organized by the Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs or
by the middle-level school inspectorates and central teacher training institutions. These
programmes are intended to prepare teachers to carry out specific functions or to teach courses
in subjects for which they were not originally trained. Depending on the Lund and
programme, this further training can also entitle teachers, who take a special examination to
supplement their First State Examination, to teach an additional subject area. The relevant
courses for this training are often offered by the higher education establishments of the Land.
Teachers in programmes which do not lead to a supplementary examination before the State
Examination Board are generally awarded a certificate to be included in their personnel file.

Further training programmes for teachers usually involve a more extensive period of time and
include different courses lasting several hours each week and in some cases additional
intensive courses. Participants are relieved of their teaching responsibilities for the duration
of these programmes or have their weekly teaching load reduced by several hours (for
example by three-and-a-half or eight hours per week for a half or for the whole school year).
In these cases as well, required courses will usually be covered by teachers employed at the
school.

Examples of the further training programmes available include preparation to qualify to teach
in particular types of school, training as a school library or reading programmes adviser, and
further training as a guidance counsellor.

The Ministries of Education an,! Cultural Affairs regulate the criteria for admission to the
programmes, the number of course hours and the certificates required tor admission to
supplementary examinations (Erweiterung.spriOngen). Equivalent preparation through
participation in further training programmes for teachers can take the place of a degree from
a teachers' training college, if it has been recognized as suitable by the Ministry of Education
and Cultural Affairs.

The Ilagen Fernuniversital (Open lInivo.,rsity) also offers distance-learning programmes to
teachers seeking qualifications through further training.
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In addition to the usual further training institutions, state-run or private hwhschulen for social
work (technical schools providing advanced vocational training), and in some cases technical
colleges (Fachhochschulen) and the Ilagen Fernuniversnal. are responsible for providing
advanced and specialized qualifications for Er:idier Some higher education institutions
(Ilachschulen) offer academic further training opportunities for Er:ielwr in the form of on-
campus courses that can be taken while in employment.

'Me prerequisite for further training at a Fachschule is usually Land recognition and at least

one year of professional employment. To he admitted to study at a Hoc/Ise/1u le, the applicant
must hold an entrance qualification for technical higher education (Fachhochschulreiki.

E aluation

The Land institution sometimes provides an assessment of in-service teacher training in

centrally organized in-service teacher training programmes on the basis of reports from course
trainers (Kurslener) and seminar participants. Schools sometimes assess in-school in-service
training programmes on the basis of questionnaires completed by participants.

In some Lander, the Lwuksinstiluie carry out special assessment procedures to examine the
effectiveness of programmes and to develop them further. Among other things. these
procedures assess the teaching approach. organization, structure and results of individual

courses.

As a rule, the teachers who participate in in-service training programmes are not evaluated.
I lowever, in some Lander and in particular in-service training programmes. certificates are
awarded, which are included in the teachers' personnel tiles.

Participation in in-service training programmes has no effect on a teacher's report or salary:
however, regular participation in in-service training programmes can he taken into account
when a teachL: applies for an administrative post (e.g. as a school head).

Those responsible fOr leading or in some cases for promoting in-service training programmes
for Er:Wher ma 0 out an assessment.

5. la-service training establishments and trainers

Institutionalized in-service training for teachers is usually provided b centrally organized
institutions for in-service training and by their branch offices and external units. In some
Lander. it is ;115o provided at regional and local level by middle and lower le\ el school
supervisor boards.

In some Lander, central in-ser\ ice training institutions specifically target expert advisers and
counsellors (Fachberwcr, Eachnuulerauwen) who, in their role as multipliers, themselves
organize and carry out in-service training courses tOr teachers. In Berlin. the Senate School
Administration with its subordinate institutions is especially active in providing in-service
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training programnws for teachers, but many other Land and private institutions also run
programmes.

In some Lander. the Protestant and Catholic churches provide their own in-service training
institutions tOr Protestant and Catholic religion teachers.

Other Land institutions whose responsibilities include in-service teacher training should also
he mentioned (e.g. education centres, school psychiatric services, and universities). In addition.
there are independent providers, such as foreign cultural institutes (British Council. Instina
Francais) or foundations (such as the ('arl-Duisherg-Gesellschafi).

In-service teacher training programmes are led by teachers, higher education staff, school
heads. Senunarleiter (heads of teacher training centres) and other specialists. The teachers are
sometimes permanent employees of teacher training institutions or school supervisory boards.
hut they can also be teachers delegated by their schools or teachers who provide in-service
teacher training in addition to their normal teaching. In Saxony-Anhalt, expert advisers
(Fachhetreuer or Fachmoderatoren) organize regional and local in-service teacher training.
These are teachers, who, in addition to their normal teaching responsibilities, undertake the
planning, implementation and assessment of in-service teacher training for a specific function
or subject area (such as environmental awareness). For their work as advisers, these teachers'
teaching load is reduced by three to four hours per week This system has proved successful
in view of the huge demand for in-service teacher training in one of Germany's new Ltmder.

Programmes for Er:it:her are provided b., in-setA ice and further training institutions set up and
maintained for this purpose b the state. the churches and other providers of pre-school
education. l'hese in-service training institutions usually specialize in in-service training in the
social and educational field (So:ialpadagogic).

6. Form and content

Form

I n-setA ice teacher training programmes usually take the form of seminars. hut there are also
working groups. meetings. study trips and colloquia.

In-school programmes can he held informally as open sessions or seminars. Or as closed
meetings (Klausurlagungen).

It is also possible to obtain in-service training through distance-learning courses. Such courses
arc developed 'Ind made available above all by the German Institute for Distance-learning
('ourses I/kr/NJ/es !maw fur Fernstudien) at the I 'niversity of Tubingen.

1n-service training programmes tOr teachers ma take place for several hours in the afternoon
or evening or can last for up to several days. Centrally organized in-service training
programmes often last for two-and-a-half to live day s: regional programmes can he offered
as a series of full-day programmes. as a one-day programme. or as a series of afternoon and
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evening courses once oi several times per Week. In-school in-service training usually takes
place in the afternoons or evenings. However. full-day programmes lasting ftom half a day
to several days per school year are also offered.

In-service training programmes are offered throughout the year. The courses on offer are
announced in programmes published once or twice a year.

Content

l'he following areas are most commonl co\ ered in these in-service training programmes:

a subject area,
a type of school,
particular functions;
particular individuals

An unusuall wide range of topics is addressed. Examples of subjects which receive special
emphasis include nature conservancy and emironmental protection. intercultural learning,
health education, new technologies and career counselling.

In-service training programmes can target specific groups of teachers (such as those w ho teach
foreign children. school heads and teachers in institutions offering a "second chance" to earn
the i hitur diploma - der :weite Bil(Iungsweg).

In-ser ice training programmes for Er:ieher usuall take the form of seminars organized as
da or block seminars which, depending on the topic. can he supplemented by practical
exercises or t) obser.ation of classes. A certificate is often awarded to participants in an in-
service training programme.

The main themes of in-service training programmes for Erzieher are problems concerning the
content and methodology of pre-school education (such as educational concepts. problems
with and the improvement of practical work, and social learning in Kindergarten). legal
problems and conditions affecting the work of Er:ieher (such as the social problems of parents
and unemployment among parents). Altogether. a broad range of topics is covered; for
example, there arc also programmes which compare pre-school education in Germany and in
other countries.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

Some in-ser ice teacher training programmes - especiall those for foreign language teachers
are organized in the context of internitional exchange programmes. Some Lander are active
in the I.INGt 'A Programme.

No information is aN ailaNe oncerning the mohilit or Er:it:her,
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8. Statistics

l'he ratio of supply to demand differs among the Lander In some Linder. supply and demand
are in balance, in others, demand outstrips suppl

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

Individual Linder (including Lower Saxony, Berlin, Baden-WOrttemberg and Rhineland-Pfalz)
are developing new concepts for specific aspects of in-service teacher training. The aim is to
increase the effectiveness of in-service training and to convince as many teachers as possible
to participate. Given constantly changing social conditions, a wide choice of in-service
training programmes is needed if teachers are to be able to serve their pupils" interests.

* * *



GREECE

I. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School les el Entrance requirements location of training Course structure Qualifications 'titles

Pre-school l'pper secondars school t msersits 8 sentesters (4 sears) 1 msersits degree

education avketol leasing (Department ot Educational them's. (Prfchro P.m Peeltik,gilni

V gnagogeto certificate (Apohurro) Nursers Education) teaching methods. general Trrumatas 'V tplagogout

to : .., ears plus education subjects such as or

lif age) pass in the unisersits educational seienes. Pit.chm \quagoy,n, 01 the

entrance examination didactics. arts. music. former Institution ot

(Genlkes Evelaseml sports, maths. phssical
education. puppet theatre.
etc practice

Nursers 'teacher training
\Iptagogos

Prima) education as also\ e rill\ ersits as abos c I nkersIt degree (PA chi')

Demotiko SAoh,,
(5 ': to 11 :

sears of age)

(Department ot
Primars tdueation I

rou PedagogiAou I numato.,
I.lemonAls Elspiudesr.st
or
Ptychio Do.kkaloi ot the
tormer College of
Education (Po/agog/kr
Ikadgmt)

Secondars
education

Iiask,r/o,S /his/Uhl

1.0Nci secondars as ;those 1 'ins e rs its X to 10 semesters (4 to - I 'nis ersits degree (PA; (not

education or sears) academic training in entitles the holder to teach

G.1111PlaSio l 'nis ers its one discipline, teaching or

2 to 14 ' : plus methods and pedagogical I nisersits degree (Pitchro)

sears of age) P.I/ES'" (ollege ot elements in 3rd-4th sear of - PATES dIploma
Education tor
technical Schoi 1

leachers)

universits course (rOr
teachers in specialised
subject areas ts months
seminars ai the PA TES)

Aarlugto.s. kilhwarc,

l'pper secondars
education
(ieneral I yketo

as abiise as abikc as altos e as ahos c

(14 '.2 to 17 '1
sears (it age)

technical as abose l'no,ersns at the unis rsits 8-In I .nisersil degree (Pm., Ilk')

Vocational ItAch) or semesters a ..ademie Vhich confers entitlement

1 /E/.1* 1 'nis ersits training 111 1 ne to teach

(14 .: to I" ' : plus dkcipline te; ching or

years ot age) PA ITS" methods and I'msersit degree h'ts,loo)
or pedagogical elements in V)/Es dip/firm/

Comprehensise Ill I'l echnical 3rd-4th sear lit. 01

I vlieto Il..PI I* I ducation Institution) unisersits course (for I El degree (PA ((mil in a

(14 '2 to 17 ': plus 'eachers in specialised technical 01 technological

18 ' 1 sears of PATES** subject areas (1 subject area

age) or months seminars at the Pi 11-,,c diphoisi

..I.V.11..kr" It ollqc Pi / F.V) or

technical of Education tor - at the 11.1 7.8 .1.5 Tit/ degree
Vocational `NLI1001 teachers ot semesters technical (Ph, Iwo

t TES)* engineering sciences) training . at the Ka/Jug/us Ur/mg/oh/

114 ': to Ifs ' 2

sears of age I

P 1/E1' I sear
pedagogical teacher
training collrM:

P.'. Ii...S and
1St:TEM ate 2
sLhools operating
csithin the SF/I. It

- at the ..1.51.11.11 X

semesters technological
and pedagogical
training

Isee test)

the initial training of teachers tor technical socational I i/i'. comprehensise I l'Acie, ;uid technical socational sdkiols is identical
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2. 1N-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

1. Legislation and aims

In-service training of teachers in Greece may take one or two forms.

1 1 Compulsory training which includes the rollowing elements:

Introductory training of candidates for teaching posts or ot young teachers before they
take up a first teaching post. The aim is to rene w. and update their theoretical and
practical training, bring their knowledge and teaching methods into hne with the
realities of teaching, and thmiiiarise them with scientific and educational issues
relevant to their profession (LaN,N, 1566/85 on the structure and operation of primary'
and secondary education and other provisions).

Six or twelve months of training at the College of Education for Technical School
Teachers (PATES) of the College for In-Service Training of Technical and Vocational
I eachers (SELETE at Athens and Thessaloniki). This is only for graduates of the
universities. poly technics and institutes of technology, prior to their appointment either
to a secondary school, and more particularly in technical and vocational education
(technical and vocational /ykeio, technical and vocational schools and comprehensive
/ykeio), or to training schools under the manpower and employment agency. This does
not however apply to graduates in general subjects such as languages. literature, maths.
phy sics. theology or physical education. The SELETE also provide educational and
technological in-service training aimed at updating the knowledge of teaching and non-
teaching staff in 'Technical and Vocational Education.

Periodic training of 3 mouths duration organized twice a year. in which teachers must
participate every five or six years. with the aim of keeping them informed of
developments in their specialized fields, of new curricula and of updating their
teaching methods. This training must he as comprehensive as possible to enable the
teaehers to carry out their duties as effectively as possible (Law 1824'88 on the
regulation of educational matters. and other provisions).

Special short in-service training programmes in connection with educational ref orms
and innovations, changes in school curricula. and the introduction of new subjects. new
teaching methods and new textbooks ( Presidential Decree 250'921.

1.2 Optional training of which there are several types.

A two-y ear course is provided at the Marasleio Teacher Training College, for nursery
and primary school teachers under the age of 40 with at least five years' teaching
experience. This course is aimed at training teachers fOr senior posts in the profession.
It focuses on research and the scientific study of subjects relating to psychology
education, and primary education policy. (curricula. textbooks and materials, and the
inspection. organi/ation and administration of education).
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There are short seminars on specific subjects of general interest (nutrition,
environment, Europe, health, theatre, etc.) (Law 1566/85).

Special short seminars are organized by the SELETE for in-service training in the
fields of education and technological training (seminars for training teachers in
computers, environmental education or updating their knowledge of their subject. etc.).

.I'here will be one-year training courses at specialized schools for voluntary in-service
training (training in teaching theory and methods for primary and secondary level
teachers, but not yet operational) (Presidential Decree 235/93).

2. Authorities involved in provision

[he Ministry of Education is responsible for in-service training at national (central) level. It
defines the priorities, sets the objectives and decides on the form and content of training and
drafts the relevant legislation.

As the main consultative body at national level. the Pedagogical Institute gives its opinion on
the requirements, form and content of in-ser ice training. It is responsible for drafting the
laws and presidential decrees relating to forms of training, training progranmles and methods
of evaluating in-service training.

The in-service training institutions - the regional centres for in-service training (PEK), the
Marasleio Teacher Training College (.11DDE). the College for In-Service .1.raining of
Technical and Vocational Teachers (SELETE) etc. - are responsible for the implementation
of the forms of training and training programmes which are established at national level.

In particular. the in-service training seminars which are conducted by other bodies, such as
the universities (AEI), the institutions of technological education ( TE/). the SELETE. and the
school ath isers. arc organized with the assistance of the relevant bodies and the Ministry or
Education.

1 he legislation specifies the responsibilities of the various bodies in accordance with the
administrative organization of the education system. The Ministry of Education is responsible
for planning and managing the expenditure of all forms of in-service training. whilst the
regional bodies play an executive role.

3. Right to in-sen ice training

I he training organized and provided b the regional centres tOr in-service training is

compulsor . It consists of introductory courses and periodic training in specific subjects.

Introductor training is a step towards appointment as a teacher and takes place in the eat

before taking up a post

Periodic trainino_ is for teachers k ith from 5 to 25 ears of teaching everience. During their
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training, permanent teachers are replaced b teachers who have undertaken introductor
training hut have not yet been appointed

the training provided by the Maiasleio Teacher Training College is optional. Selection is b
competition and is open to pre-school and primar school teachers who are not more than 40
years old, and who have at least five years of teaching experience.

The various in-service training seminars are optional. Those interested in participating must
submit an application. The selection of candidates is based on criteria such as length of
service, previous participation in similar seminars and so on.

One-year in-service training courses in specialized schools will be optional; these have not yet
come into force.

.1.he SELETE provides educational and technological training and in-service training for
teachers in Technical and Vocational Education; it is the only institution in Greece with this
function

Iwo schools operate within the SELETE

the PATES (College of Education for Teachers of Technical and Vocational Education) in
Athens and Thessaloniki;

the 1SE7'E,11 (College for Teachers of Engineering Sciences), the college in Greece which
produces teachers who throughout their four-year course have followed technological
education in all years in parallel with their teacher training, equivalent to three years of
technological education in their specialization and one year of teacher training. The
.,1YE7EN1 comprises four departments of training in engineering sciences:

Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering

- Electronic Engineering
- Civil Engineering (divided into two branches Structural and Transport)

Admission to the ,,1SE7'E,11 of the SELETE is through the national entrance examinations for
4 El and TEI (institutes of' technology).

In addition, in the SELETE (Athens and ThLssaloniki). in accordance with Article 29,
paragraph 9 of l,aw 1566/85. an in-service training centre has been created for teachers who
have graduated from certain departments of llniversities (Economics. Sociology, I.aw and
Political Science. Medicine, Pharmacy. Agriculture etc.) and fOr graduates of' various TO
faculties.

In the SHOT it is possible to organize special programmes of pedagogical and technological
in-service training (PILOT) in the P/111S and the ,,ISETE,t1 which should operate in special
departments of' the in-service training centres for teachers of vocational education, in order
to support the decentralized implementation of those programmes of educational and
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technological in-service training which have been devised and applied in the SELETE.

The College of Education for Teachers of Technical and Vocational Education
(PATES/SELETE) which is a post-graduate institution, as mentioned above, also provides
initial teacher training and awards a teacher training qualification in all the subjects of
graduates of University and Polytechnic faculties. TEl and Secondary Vocational Education.
This PATES qualification has been, for 25 years, the formal qualification and pre-condition
for appointment to a post in secondary education.

Courses in the PATES and the ASETEM are compulsory.

As from 1982, admission to the PATES/SELETE is on the basis of an objective and merit-
based selection system, which takes the form of an assessment and grading on a pre-
determined scale of the formal and other qualifications of the candidates (class of degree,
post-graduate studies, knowledge of foreign languages, and any other diplomas and
professional and teaching experience).

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

The form of compulsory training known as introductory training, provided in the regional
centres, leads to the formal appointment of the teacher and taking up of a post.

Presidential Decree 250/22 of 18 August 1992, which refers to the Regulation of Compulsory
In-service Teacher Training etc., stipulates that the teacher training followed by PATES
graduates must cover the compulsory introductory train:ng provided in the regional centres,
which is necessary for appointment as a teacher of general subjects (eg. philologists,
mathematicians etc.), and they are therefore exempt from the introductory training provided
in the regional centres.

Evaluation

Assessment of the in-service training system is carried out by:

- the teachers in the regional in-service training centres, during classes and practical exercises
and workshops:

- the coordinating council or administrative body of the school. or other body responsible for
in-service training, on the basis of the teaching staff s assessments:

the school advisers who assess the teachers after their in-service training:

the Pedagogical Institute which makes an assessment at national level on the basis of the
observations and proposals made by the schools or other competent bodies in the in-service
training field.
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The assessment of teachers during their training is carried out by the teacher trainers, on the
basis of their participation in activities, discussions and courses and of their results in practical
exercises and e,:aminations.

The assessment of teachers undergoing training in the regional in-service training centres, or
the Marasleio Teacher Training College, has no bearing on their salaries or careers.

5. ervice training establishments and traiiiers

In-service teacher training may be provided by the following:

- individual schools (by the head teacher and educational advisers);
- the 16 regional in-service training centres (PEK), by highly qualified staff paid on an hourly

basis;
- the universities (AE/) (by members of the academic teaching staff);
- the institutions of technological education (TEI) (by members of their academic teaching

staff);
- the College for In-Service Training of' Technical and Vocational Teachers (SELETE) (by

members of the academic teaching staff);
- the Pedagogical Institute (by advisers and deputy advisers attached to the Pedagogical

Institute);
- the Marasleio Teacher Training College in Athens (by highly qualil 'd teaching staff).

6. Form and content

Form

Introductory training includes three months of study at regional in-service training centres.
followed by a six-month placement as a supply teacher. This takes place once before
appointment.

Periodic training is provided in regional in-service training centres. The candidate attends
lectures on theory and is involved in practical exercises. It is foreseen that each teacher will
be called upon to take part in periodic training once every 5 to 6 years, that is. three or four
times during his or her career.

Training provided by the Marasleio Teacher Training College, and spread over two years. may
only be taken once.

Short seminars, of from two to ten days, arc organized at irregular intervals.

In-service training may take the form of lectures. seminars, short courses, practical exercises.
workshops or individual or group work.

Teachers are paid Nr hilst participating in introductory training.



Teachers currently in service who attend the Marasleio Teacher Fraining College or follov
periodic training are considered to be on secondment; they continue to receive their salary and
are replaced by supply teachers.

Teachers attending the short seminars take time off from their teaching duties for a few hours,
or attend outside their working hours.

Content

The following provides an indication of the subjects which have been covered over the iast
three years.

Introductory training:
General theory and practice of education;
Structure and organization of the education system;
General issues and current problems;
Education and psychology;
Teaching methods;
Practical exercises.

Periodic training:
As above, but at a more advanced level.

Special in-service training programmes
Philosophy of education;
Sociology of education;
Educational theory;
Psychology;
Special teaching:
Teaching practice in schools.

Voluntary training:
Theory and practice of education;
The organization and administration of education:,
Scientific and educational guidance for teachers.

Short seminars:
Relating to specific subjects.

The compulsory (initial) teacher training in the PATES of the SELETE covers the following
subjects: teaching methods; teaching vocational subjects; educational technology educational
assessment; vocational psychology; educational psychology; developmental psychology;
educational research; the organization and administration of education; the principles of
organizing vocational education/training; the philosophy and sociology of education: the
organization of school workshops; human relations in the school; computers in education;
vocational guidance; subjects and workshops; special subjects; technological subjects at
Gymnasia: law and economics; teaching practice.
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The SE,ETE also organizes programmes and seminars in special subjects which are not
included in initial compulsory teacher training, but are included in the school curricula, such
as environmental education, new technologies, subjects in technical vocational education.
vocational guidance, computer science in education. the European dimension, and other special
subjects.

The ASETEM study programme includes subjects in the areas of general education,
technology, specializations and theory of education. The technological subjects of the
specializations are equivalent to the specialist subjects of the Polytechnics and the TEL and
the pedagogical subjects are equivalent to the one-year courses of the PATES.

Some in-service training programmes are aimed at specific groups of teachers, such as those
teaching children of Greek parents returning from abroad, or pupils with special needs.

The Marasleio Teacher Training College organizes a special two-rar programme fo r
teachers who wish to teach in schools providing special education.

Through short seminars, an effort is being made to provide teach?.rs working in schools for
children of Greek parents returning from abroad with information on their pupils' specific
problems.

There are in-service training programmes dedicated to specific topics such as the European
Dimension. the new technologies, technical education. psychology, etc. The programmes
provided in the regional in-service training centres and at the Marasleio Teacher Training
College deal with specific subjects such as the European Dimension, health, the environment.
the theatre, or the learning difficulties of pupils.

7. In-sen ice training and teacher mobilit)

In-service training and teacher mobility can he provided for in the fl-amework of programmes
of one or more days and in those of international and European organizations, such as
UNESCO. the Council of Europe or OECD.

Foreign teachers who are following in-service training in the regional training centres. the
Marasleio Teacher Training College. or the College for In-Service Training of Technical and
Vocational Teachers (SELETE) may he eligible for long- and short-term study grants.

The programmes referred to are limited in scope. Greece would, however, like to see them
extended at bilateral. multilateral and Community level under the Maastricht Treaty.

8. Statistics

Because all teachers specializing in a general subject (literature, mathematics, physics.
theology, physical education, Foreign languages, etc.) must undergo compulsory introductory
trainiug in a regional training centre befige appointment, participation is 100%.
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Because the teacher training qualification of the PATES is essential for appointment for all
teachers who have not specialised in general subjects. they must take the course and
participation is therefore again 100%.

Within five to six years, all teachers will have followed periodic training. It is estimated that
each year 14% of teachers with from 5 to 25 years' service. or 15 to 20% of all teachers.

participate in this training

9 Reforms / Current debates and trends

a. Development of training centres:

The teacher training establishments providing one-year courses for primary (ELM)
and secondary (SELME) school teachers ceased to exist as from 1 July 1992.

These establishments have been replaced by the regional in-service training centres.

Fourteen regional in-service training centres have been established since 1992. In
1993. two new regional in-service training centres were created. Some 4 800 primary
and 4 000 secondary school teachers enter these ne.,,v centres every year.

The College for In-Service Training of Technical and Vocational Teachers (SELETE)
continues to provide the initial and in-service training of teachers of vocational and
technical education.

Two voluntary in-service training schools have also been established, one in Athens.
the other in Thessaloniki. Their operation is governed by a Presidential Decree. which
determines their titles, aims, administrative bodies. curricula, assessment methods and
the qualifications the award.

b. The main priorities at present are:

the restructuring of in-service training provided by the Maiasleio feacher 1 raining
('ollege:

amendment of the legislation relating to compulsory education, on the basis of two
years' experience of the regional in-service training centres:

W. possibility in-service training for school teachers being transferred to

establishments of higher education or the universities (,.1/17).

c. The in-service training system which has been in operation since 1992'93 makes
introductory training compulsory for two reasons:

on the one hand because most teachers. especially in secondarN education. hme
insufficient professional training,
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on the other hand. because an interval of as much as 8 to 10 years may elapse between
the time teachers complete their studies and their appointment to teaching posts.

In addition, the periodic in-service training programme is drawn up on the basis of the
needs of teachers, arising largely from their inadequate professional training, and to some
extent from the rapid changes and innovations which have occurred at school level, such
as new technologies, modern teaching methods and techniques, etc. The gaps in teachers'
knowledge, the ever-changing requirements of school curricula, and the tendency to broaden
the teacher's role. form the basis for the organization and provision of the various training
programmes.

* * *
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SPAIN

I. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level f ntrance requirements Location of training Course structuw Qualifications ,
Titles

Pre-school education
Educación Inliimtd

See primary. school Aith its
specializations

(0 to 6 years of age)

Primary education 14wer secondary certificate teacher !raining 3 year concurrent course Diploma for

Fducacion Primaria (IV P) folloyNed by a one- Colleges (Eseue las combining academic teachers of Basic

(6 to 12 years of age) year preparation course for I'mverwarias de subjects With general Tducation

entry to higher education Formocuin del science of education and Wiplomado en

(( urso de orientacuin Prolesorado) W hich are a specialization Educacuin 6eneral

I niversaaria - C011 integrated into the
inuYersities

/Aiwa)

- common subjects
psy cholog y. science of
education, sociology .
educauonal institutions
and theories etc.

Since 199.3 the title
of .thdostro

- subjects according to
specialization. Nursery
school, primary
school. fiireign
languages. phy sical
education. music
education, special
education. spceeh
therapy

LosYer (Compulsory ) 1 'nis ersity degree I. am ersity and post- A 4-5 year concurrent Degree plus a

Secondary Tducation (4 or 5 years) graduate Institute of course plus one y earls prolessional

Educacuin .Secundarhi I. ice ni. iatura Lducation Sciences teacher training diplom
(Mligatoria - LSO Unvindo de rienchA de teaching

(12 to 16 years ,,t la Edueacuint or a specialization

age) similar institution flu- one
year to obtain a

Prol,'.or de
En.sean:a

Cpper Secondary
[dui:Elliott

professional diploma of
teaching specialization

.Secuthiwaa

Bachilleraio
(lb to 18 years of
age)
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2. IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING

1. Legislation and aims

The following are the current aims of in-sen ice teacher training:

- to support training relevant to the implementation of LOGSE (Basic Law of 1990 on the
General Structure and Organization of the Education System);

- to consolidate structures and rationalize the training system;

to improve planning methods and encourage teachers to participate;

to improve the quality of training provision;

to promote the organization of activities based on cooperation agreements.

The official texts on this subject are the Plan for educational research and teacher training
(Ministry of Education and Science. Madrid, 1989) and the Annual Plan for in-service teacher
training, school year 1993/94 (planning document. Sub-Directorate-General for teacher
training. Ministry of Education and Science. Madrid. 1993).

2. Authorities invoked in provision

According to Article 56.2 of LOGSE, the education authorities are responsible for in-service
teacher training and for their own training centres, in particular the universities, teachers'
centres (CEP), and the Institutes of Educational Science (ICE) (see details under point 5).

The framework plan for the in-service training of teachers was approved in 1989. The plan
incorporated the various proposals put forward by the education administration and teachers'
unions as regards training and aid for further professional training. The tuirther training model
set out in the framework plan is based on a divelL;itication of strategies and types of training.

Following publication of the framework plan, annual plans were draw n up for 199091,
1991/92 and 1992/93.

The Ministry prepares guidelines, on the basis of which provincial teacher training plans
(PPE) are developed. These plans reflect a decentralized approach to planning. and their
primary objective is to respond to the training needs of teachers, while taking into account the
requirements imposed by the reform of the education system at provincial level.

All the initiatives and efforts of the bodies whose main responsibility is the training of
teachers are brought together in preparing the provincial plan. Drawn up on an annual basis
provincial training plans establish the priorities for action and coordination of resources and
incorporate the programmes prepared by each Teachers' Centre I( 'FM. These plans combine.
in an organised form, all the proposals for activities to be carried out during the year.
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3. Right to in-service training

The provisions of Article 56.2 of the LOGSE specify that "In-service training constitutes a
right and an obligation for the entire teaching profession ... Teachers must participate
regularly in training activities designed to bring their knowledge of the field, and their
teaching and professional skills, up to date in schools, training facilities, and, in the case of
teachers of vocational courses, in companies."

Teachers taking part in training programmes are repl iced. In cases where in-service training
takes place during school time and is of long duration, teachers in public schools are replaced
by public service teachers of the same level who are waiting for a permanent appointment or
by teachers under contract (known as interim teachers) who are subject to the respective
provincial administration. When in-service training is of short duration, teachers may be

replaced by colleagues within the same school, provided that their teaching timetables are

compatible.

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Participation in in-service training not only influences teachers' careers but also their
remuneration in the new system. The following are examples of this.

- The in-service training undertaken by teachers is specifically taken into account when they
apply for a transfer from one post to another. Credit is awarded for completing a doctorate,
obtaining other university degrees and certificates (for teachers who require special training
in languages music, or dance), successfully completing a training, further training or
innovation course. or following other training or retraining activities in the field of
education, including participation in the experimental or initial implementation of the new
education system and its development.

At the same time, in-service training influences teachers' salaries. The Council of Ministers'
Agreement of 11 October 1991, which regulates supplementary remuneration for teachers
at the primary and secondary levels, in vocational training, and in art and language schools,
establishes a new system of remuneration for teachers in the public school system. The new
system allows for salary increases during professional employment, amongst other things
for participation in in-service training activities. Specifically, it has been possible since
October 1992 for a teacher to receive a salary increase, every six years. for participating in
in-service training. In order to receive this increase, teachers must provide proof of'
participation in at least 100 hours of training.

Evaluation

Training credits represent a unit of measurement to give recognition to the time devoted to
preparation, the quality of work, and the level of participation ii, in-service training activities
according to t'.1,! criteria below.
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For courses and seminars, one training credit will be granted for each session of 8 to 12
hours effectively devoted to training, tinder no circumstances can more than 25% of the
credits awarded for work in a course be given for hours spent working at home, except in
the case of distance learning courses. The exact number of credits to be awarded will be
included in the description of each course.

The organizing body determines in advance the number of credits to be awardd to work
groups according to the project involved. Each member of the group can receive a
maximum of ten credits a year. An assessment committee distributes the et vlits awaided
to the work group according to the level of participation and functions of each member.

The CIDE (Centre for Research and Educational Documentation) is responsible for assessing
research activities; it grants the credits to be awarded to candidates on the basis of the
quality of their work, results and participation. Each member of a research team can receive
a maximum of ten training credits a year

Training credits can also be awarded to individuals who follow courses at a university or
equivalent institution which are not a prerequisite for gaining employment as a teacher.

For example. for first cycle (undergraduate) university degrees. 30 credits are awarded for
certificates of technical engineers or technical architects; 30 credits for courses leading to
second cycle (Masters') degrees in engineering and architecture: for degrees at third cycle. 30
credits for completion of the entire do'...toral course and 30 credits for receiving a doctorate.
In addition. 10 credits are awarded for obtaining qualifications in special subjects (music and
dance at intermediate level) and 10 credits per cycle for language courses.

The system for assessing in-service teacher training is as follows.

Assessment is participatory: assessment criteria are made elem before the course and the
proposed system of assessment is considered provisional and subject to improvement as it
is applied in each new context.

The assessment :;ystern allows for genuine participation by all those who are involved in one
way or another in the implementation of the framework project for teacher training.

All variables are cored by the assessmem. the educational administration considers it
necessary to develop self-assessment in the courses, both by those responsible for the
courses and by the teachers who take part in them. Special documentation makes it possib:
to guide the asse:,sment of the diMrent phases of each course. and the involvement of
external assessors when the nature of the problems encountered makes this necessary.

Assessment is specific and coordinated: the diversity of the projects. courses, and activities
in in-service training is so great that it would be impossible to conceive of a single and
homogeneous assessment system. It therefore seems appropriate to establish complementary
assessmmt systems, formed by teams both internal and external to the activities and bascd
on research projects designed to assess the general characteristics of training.

Assessment is contextual: the specificity of the assessment also makes it necessary to take
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into consideration the particular context of each activity. The decentralization of in-service
teacher training makes it possible to take into account to a great extent the regional and
local contexts in which courses must be assessed. Specific cultural aspects, the varying
degrees of adjustment by teachers, and differing ease of access to libraries and training
centres all exert a significant influence over the characteristics of the courses and activities
that must be assessed.

Assessment must also increase effectivencss although the assessment system as a whole
places the emphasis on an analysis of the training process, the results cannot and must not
be left out of the assessment. On this point, it is necessary to confront the still controversial
problem of assessing etTectiveness in the broadest sense of the word. The level and nature
of the objectives and the time required to achieve them must be assessed in terms of
educational, social, and economic effectiveness. A desire for effectiveness, howel er, must
rot force us to transform the education system and the teaching profession ;nto simple
technical elements that can be rationalized mechanically. What differentiates a school from
a factory or business is, amongst other things, the fact that it has educational objectives
which cannot be reduced to terms of strict economic profitability. In tAis particular case, it
is necessary to assess the effects of the different forms of in-service teacher training on
teachers, schools and pupils.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

The following public institutions ire responsible for providing in-service teacher training -
teachers' centres, university departments, and university institutes of educational science and
equivaleot institutions. In addition, there are associations, professional organizations, and
privat.: institutions which provide in-service teacher training courses, in particular bodies such
as official colle 3, teachers' unions, professional associations, and "movements for
educational reform"

The teachers' centres (CEP) were created by Royal Order No 2112 of 14 November 1984.
These are the preferred instruments of in-service teacher training at the non-university level.
They are attached to the Ministry of Education and Science (MEC). The education
administrations of the autonomous communities which have full and effective authority in
these matters have similar institutions in their jurisdictions. The CEPs are made up of
members of the teaching, administrative and technical staffs. The director, assistant director.
and secretary are all teachers, as are the in-service training counsellors responsible for the
organization and technical administration of the courses and their assessment and control
procedures. In-service training counsellors are required to be qualified teachers with wide
professional experience not only in schools but also in innovation activities, in bodies such
as work groups and on-going seminars.

Universities are responsible for initial teacher training and are research institutions pa(
excelknce, two characteristics which link them directly to in-service training. The relationship
between initial and in-service training must be seen in a broader context which lends
coherence to the professional life of thc teachers.

The Basic l,aw on the Reform of the I Iniversities establishes their autonomous character.
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Along with other agencies of the Ministry of Education and Science, they organize meetings
to discuss skills, functions, qualifications, and resources.

6. Form and content

Form

In-service teacher training activities take three basic .forms: courses, seminars, and work
groups. Course curricula focus on technical, cultural, academic and teaching themes and are
based on the contributions of specialists. Seminars are organized around a working proposal
and are designed to advance the study of specific teaching problems. They are based on the
contributions of the participants themselves and the exchange of experiences and knowledge
constitutes the normal working procedure. Teachers form work groups at their own initiative.
Within these, teachers tbrm a consensus on the basis of their own teaching experience and
formulate and experiment with elements that could be introduced into the curriculum.

Providing certain conditions are met, research activities and courses leading to university
degrees and special teaching qualifications (music, dance. and languages) may also he
considered as training activities.

Content

.1'he following are some of the training activities described in the "Reports on In-service
Teacher Training Activities" over the last three years:

- training in schools: reviews all the activities likely to take place in a school and includes
the school's entire teaching staff.

different types of academic and didactic refresher courses: these courses are designed to
bring teachers up to date (courses from 20 hours or less to 150 hours or more) and they
assume the coordinated involvement of representatives from the three authorities that make
up the training system: the teachers' centres, the provincial directorates. and the Sub-
Directoratc General for teacher training of the Ministry of Education and Science. Other
agencies of the Ministry also participate in certain specific training courses, such as the Sub-
Directorate General for regulated vocational training:

- work groups and on-going seminars: these address a wide range of topics including the
educational basis of the course. pre-school and primary education, different areas of the
course, recurring themes, specific educational needs. and adult education in a rural setting:

training courses for language teachers: these include additional training courses for language
teachers in primary education, summer courses abroad and in Spain. and participation in tic
LINGUA Progranmie:

- training courses for members of schools' administrative teams;



training courses for vocational training teachers,

training courses for teachers of technology in compulsory secondary school:

training courses for educational psychology services, guidance. and pastoral care:

special courses: training for trainers participating in training courses for adults, in

compensatory education, in co-education, in health and environmental education. in
cooperation between the press and the school. and in introducing new information and

communication technologies;

international courses: training for Latin-American teachers, training Spanish teachers abroad.

courses and seminars organized by the Council of Europe;

self-tuition courses for teachers: leave of absence granted to teachers who return to stud.
economic assistance available to individuals:

- training for staff working in the in-service training network.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

The Sub-Directorate General for teacher training plays a rose in certain international courses.
in particular in the training course for Latin-American teachers and their own trainers, in
training for Spanish teachers abroad, and in the Council of Europe's courses and seminars in

Spain.

With a view to the opening up of Europe and a growing awareness of European issues. day

courses have also been organized annuall). in order to make teachers familiar with the
functioning of Community institutions and to provide an introduction to training in European

issues.

8. Statistics

The budget allocated to teacher training and retraining in 1992 came to 0.94% of the annual
budget allocated to education by the education authorities (Source: Planning Office of the
Sub-Secretaript of the Ministry of Education and Science).

Participation rates nave increased in recent years. Thus, surveys show 40 421 teachers
attending training activities in 1989/90 and 91 383 in 1992/93 in the territory under the
jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education and Science. This corresponds to a participation rate
of 52.5% for the latter year. out of a total of 174 097 teachers.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

There are currently no new proposals to reform in-service teacher training. On the other haA.
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one can see the effects on in-service training of the general education reform now beim!,
applied to non-university studies (implementation of LOGSE of 1990).

* * *
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FRANCE

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualifications 'I itles

Pre-school education Id( ence II TAP iuni y mit)) Students who choose to prepare for either the ('4PF Proles.seur dcs

I.,cole mwernelle or other diploma obtained competition for primary school teachers or one ecoles

12 to 6 sears of age) after at least 3 years of
post-secondar y. education

of the competitive recruitment examinations for
secondary teaching (see list in column SI ina)
receive a year of preparatory training in an
If dAl

If they pass. the students are appointed as

Primary education /milt( 0 ((dein) If 1..t 1 teacher trainees and are required to take a one- I API l'ros,ssettr des

I. ( tle dementatre
(6 to I I years of age)

I unis criers I sear teacher training course at an II 1.. t I.

including a teaching practical comprising
independent teaching and a dissertation

reacher trainees in technical and vocational

el IlieN

Secondars education /item e (11 othei diploma II 111 /it efts must also 4:41111plete a placement in I API S. PrOc'551'11C

1.0llege awarded tifter 'tt ot 4 year. (university I industry s cm Its' de

I I I to II sear': of age) of post-secondary studies / l'Ilwignencesil

II 5e( midair,'

( ANTS* Prulesseu r
Cyril/it, II tqut allots
phi Skill(' el porltiv

%Wrist' Framing tor teachers wishing to take the fen.tgasion

or other dipkima iatamcd
after 4 sea; ot post-
secondars education

competms e examination Psr agn'galiort special
intenuse preparation followed in the second
sear bs teaching practice with responsihilits for
a class in a lir cc t and additional training ssItere
necessars

Proki,t'ilr ,/,w6,,,,,,

Sccondars educ anon .1:4 ahos e I 1 III as abose r ',4/'/N 1.14,,,eur

I At tie d eTheIgnenien1

jet'ne'rill et

technoltugtqut,

( I 5 to I 8 seas of age)

Isiniei SO I , (little dc
I en seigrir MOH

sec osidatri.

1 ..4 I' I I'S Prolesseur

(endue d 6Ito anon
Mutsu/1o' l'i 5/55,0510

(. IN l Pro)essenr
d l'IMIgheInClli
W(11111(1114'

ds alsosc is ;Om e Igregatiosi
l'ndesserir .11:n o

Secondars education / 6 en, ,. tidem ) or t1 seas II I. 1/ as al, is c i IN I52° Prolcs,, ur

I 14 IT plisksSifillei
(Is to I t) y4eilr 4: ot age)

.5) pimessional activin at
managerial lesel or Bac 2

tor les el Ill professional
qualification I ai.d c vcars

prittc:stimal espenence

itiniseisus 1 dc /i i i'. proh,s1,,rilicl

.1. altos,' .I. abova
I 411 P.S. Prrslesseur

u'rrilii d rdn, Woo(
phi Aeque ei iflortlif'
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1) Three years for diplomas awarded in a country of the European Union; four ears in
other cases.

WPM: Institut universitaire de fbrmation des maitres
(28 in total - 1 111FM in the area of each Academie)

CAPE: Certificat d'aptitude au prpfessorat des ecoles
(teaching certificate for primary school teachers)

CAPES: Certificat d'aptitude au prokssorat de l'enseignement du second degre
(teaching certificate for secondary school teachers)

C4PEPS: Certificat d'aptitude au professorat d'education physique et sportive
(teaching certificate for physical education and sports)

CAPET: Cern' 'Ical d'aptitude au professorat de l'enseignement technique
(teaching certificate for technical education)

CAPLP2: Certificat d'aptitude au projessorat de lycee prolessionnel du 2eine grade
(teaching certificate for vocational secondary school)

Note: Most teachers in public education in agriculture (proftsseur de lycee projessionnel
agricole de ler ou de 2, grade, professeurs certifies de l'enseignement agricole) are
recruited by special competitive examinations organized by the Ministry of Agriculture
(certificat d'aptitude att projessorat de lycee professionel du 2eme grade (('APLPA2),
certificat d'aptitude professionnelle a l'enseignement technique agricole (('APETA)).
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2. 1N-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

1. Legislation and aims

There are numerous laws and regulations dealing with in-service training for teaching staff.
The main provisions are set out in the Labour Code, which is published annuall.

Article L.970-1 of the Labour Code specifies that "The State shall establish a coordinated
policy of professional training and social development for the benefit of its employees
comparable in its scope and methods to that called for in Article L.910-1 [which concerns
salaried employees and the self-employed]. This policy shall take into account the special
character of the public service".

As teachers at primary and secondary level are recruited by way of competitive entrance
examinations in France, they are civil servants and are therefore entitled to the same
conditions as civil servants generally.

The objectives of in-service training for teachers at primary and secondary level are, firstly,
to introduce teachers to the most recent information in their subject areas and in education
generally and, secondly, to create opportunities for their personal and career development.

2. Authorities involved in provision

In-service training for teachers can take different forms. In the language of Article 3 of
Decree No 85-607 of 14 June 1985, as amended by Decrees No 90-436 of 28 May 1990 and
No 93-410 of' 19 March 1993, there are.

- actions organized by, or on the initiative of, the administration to provide professional
training for civil servants. This category of action includes university summer programmes
and courses organized within the framework of either the national education plan or regional
(Academie) training programmes. The language programmes and rants awarded in
connection with European projects under the LINGUA Programme should also be
mentioned;

actions organized or approved by the administration by way of preparation for
administrative examinations and competitions. These actions are primarily for
administrative, technical, operational. and support staff:

actions selected by the civil servants themselves to further their own education. The
administration supports these actions by granting training leave or a release from duty.

In-service training programmes for teachers in primary and secondary education are organiied
at national level by the Ministry of Education, at regional (A cademie) level by the regional
authorities (rectorao). and, in primary education, by the regional inspectorates.

In the central administration. the Directorate of' Schools (Sub-Directorate of Personnel
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Management) and the Directorate of Secondary Schools - lycees and colleges - (Sub-
Directorate of Innovations and In-Service Training for Teachers in Secondary Education) draw
up the national training plan. fhis plan is drawn up each year and published in the Bulletin
Officiel de I 'Education Nationale (BOEN). The national plan for the 1994/95 school year was
published in B.O. (special edition No 5) of 2 June 1994.

The Ministry provides training for teacher trainers and courses at national level, in particular
"summer universities". These courses last several days and are organized during school
holidays. Their goal is to develop links between research and training, and exchanges within
the national education system, on the one hand, and with the external environment, on the
other, and to promote innovative educational projects. The courses are directed towards the
entire staff of the state education system and can also admit outsiders.

The curriculum of the summer universities is developed annually and published in the BOEN.
The curriculum for 1994 was published in special edition No 2 of 3 March 1994.

Other in-service training schemes for teachers in secondary education are carried out under
the the regional training plans. These plans are drawn up each year by the Regional Services
for the Training of Staff for the National Education System (Missions Academiyiws el la
Formation des Personnels de l'Education Nationale - MAFPEN), which operate in each
region (Academie) under the authority of the Recteur d'Academie (Director of education
services).

Actions involving teaching at pre-primary and primary levels are carried out under
department plans drawn up annually on the authority of the regional inspectors, the directors
of state education services at district level.

3. Right to in-service training

The Recteur d 'Academie selects course participants, generally following the advice of the head
of the MAPPEN. Each Academie is called upon to drawn up its own selection procedures.

In most cases, participation in training schemes is voluntary. However. Article 6 of Decree
No 85-607 of 14 June 1985, amended as mentioned above, provides that civil servants may
he required to attend certain training programmes in the interests of the service. There are no
seniority criteria.

These courses also last several days and in most cases are held annually.

In addition, civil servants may request training leave (cf 4) or special leave of absence to
carry out studies or research of general interest.
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4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

There are also courses taken on an individual basis by teachers wishing to apply for higher
level positions or simply to extend their knowledge. Permanent established teachers
(enseignants titulaires) are entitled to basically the same benefits as central and !ocal
government employees as regards in-service professional training under the continuing
education arrangements.

This includes the right to professional or personal training leave as provided for under Article
21 of Law No 83-634 of 13 July 1983 (Official Journal of 14 July 1983), which sets out the
rights and obligations of civil servants, and under Article 34-60 of Law No 84-16 of 11
January 1984 (Official Journal of 12 January 1984), establishing the legal position of public
servants of the State.

These provisions are set out in detail in the Decree of 14 June 1985. This specifies that leave
can only be granted for training approved by the State and provided that the civil servant has
completed at least three years of effective service. For the duration of the course, the civil
servant receives a flat-rate allowance equal to 85% of the monthly salary.

Civil servants are granted such leave subject to the availability of funds. However, the senior
officers may refuse a request for training leave or defer it in the interests of the service. In
the course of their careers, civil servants are entitled to a maximum of three years of training
leave.

Training courses which the State has approved and for which training leave could be claimed
can be provided by a university or other teaching institution. Most such programmes award
credits which can count towards a diploma.

Evaluation

In-service training schemes are assessed in a variety of ways depending on their content and
they affect the careers of the participants in different ways.

Courses organized under the national plan, the plans of the various education regions, or by
summer universities do not usually lead to an examination or any kind of assessment of the
knowledge acquired. They do not affect the participant's career directly. At most, it could be
taken that teachers who have always kept their qualifications up to date would he in a hencr
position for promotion, but there is no guarantee of this.

On the other hand, study undertaken by teachers taking training leave on an individual basis
is assessed in the normal way by the relevant examiners. These st,,dies lead to examinations
which entitle participants to a qualification or prepare them for a competition leading to
admission to a particular group (such as that of certified teachers, projesseurY agreWs. or
inspectors).

9 1
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5. In-service training establishments and trainers

In-service teacher training schemes are provided in university teacher training institutes
(Instituts Universitaires de Formation de Maitres, IUFM), in regional educational research
centres (Centres Regionaux de Documentation Pedagogique, CRDP), in universities, higher
education institutions, and schools. Teaching can be provided by the staff of the host
institution or by others, including inspectors, researchers, university graduates, persons from
the working world, and specialised trainers.

6. Form and content

Form

Each training scheme is addressed to a particular target group, such as teachers in a particular
group or subject, primary school heads, secondary school (college or lycee) heads, inspectors.
or teacher trainers.

Content

The training schemes address a wide range of topics. For instance, the national training plan
of the Directorate of Schools for the 1993/94 school year includes courses on the acquisition
of reading skills; individual teaching in such subjects as mathematics and science; the
integration of handicapped pupils and pupils with serious learning difficulties in mainstream
schools; number work; and civics.

The national training plan of the Directorate of Secondary Schools (lycees and coWges)
includes courses on a large number of subjects taught in institutions at secondary level and
on specific topics including, for instance, training in the teaching of history and geography
to pupils seeking to obtain both a Baccalaureat and an Allgemeine Ilochschulreife at the same
time; training of trainers to assess experimental activities in schools; and the use of the new
technologies in lower secondary schools.

There are also training programmes for specific groups of teachers. for example, for teachers
who deal with handicapped pupils or pupils with special problems.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

Some training falls into the category of international exchanges. In particular, these include
hilateral exchanges in the framework of the TEX action and courses for modern language
teachers, some of which are organized under the LINGUA Programme. Ofhers take place
under it auspices of' Franco-German cultural cooperation.
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8. Statistics

During the 1992/93 school yea,, 4 310 trainees took part in training organized under the
national in-service training plan for primary education; I I I 330 teachers in pre-primary
schools participated in activities organized under district plans.

In 1991, summer universities admitted approximately 6 000 trainees (of whom 5 000 came
from the state education system - the very great majority of them teachers - and 1 000 were
outsiders). There were as many as 12 200 applications for these places. Courses provided
under the national plan for secondary education were attended by 2 243 trainees in 1992/93.

The statistics on the regional plans are drawn up by each Academie. In 1992/93, there were
6 833 trainees in the area under the jurisdiction of the Paris Academie, 25 207 in that of
Créteil, with 38 165 applicants for places; and 51 207 in the Versailles region (with 53 527
applicants). During the 1991/92 school year, almost 550 000 people participated in in-service
training provided under the regional plans throughout France.

In 1993, approximately 120 million IT were allocated to in-service training schemes for
teachers at primary level, and 320 million FF for activities aimed at teachers in colleges and
lycees.

By way of comparison, the entire state education budget for the 1993 school year came to
241 188 million FF The draft budget for 1994 called for a total of 251 300 million FF. The
amounts allocated to university teacher training institutes (Instinos Universnaires de
Formation des Alahres. IUFM) come to approximately:

- 550 million FF for running costs, equipment. and building maintenance:

- 1 200 million FF for grants to students in the irE,Ifs.

In 1992. payments to teacher-researchers training teachers at primary and secondary level in
the 111FMs came to some 617 246 360 F1'. to which must he added salaries and various grants
totalling over 59 million FF. Salaries and expenses paid to the non-teaching staff of the
IUFAis came to some 231 million FF.

It should be noted that the budgets allocated to the llYitls do not cover the full cost of the
initial training of teachers at primary and secondary' level, as admission to these institutions
is only open to applicants who already' hold a qualification awarded after three years of post-
Baccalaureal higher education.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

The principles and structure of in-service training of teachers in primary and secondary
education have not undergone any major reforms recently.

The range of training programmes available to teachers as part of the Academie and
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departement plans remains very wide and covers most disciplines each year. Ministerial
priorities are translated into specific programmes, for both trainers (national plans) and
teachers. At the level of primary education, for example, numerous actions have focused on
the teaching of reading, the vital role of which was stressed in the "New Contract for
Schools", a series of decisions taken by the Ministry in June 1994. For the school year
1994/95. Academie inspectors and directors of the departement offices of the Ministry of
Education were also asked to provide, in their departmental training plans, for specific
practical programmes aimed at new staff members beginning their first job at the start of the
1994/95 school year.

1n-service training for secondary school teachers also takes into account the priorities set out
in the "New Contract for Schools" and must relate to the changes occurring in the school
system and its environment:

- development of the various functions of the teacher:

- changes in structures and curricula (for example, the new "consolidation" class in the first
year of secondary education);

- teaching in "sensitive" schools (where threats to safety have led to a deterioration of
working conditions).

* * *
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IRELAND

I. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Entrance requirements l.ocation of training Course structure Qualifications /
Titles

Pre-school education
(4 to 6 years of age)

Primary education
(4/6 to 12 years of
age)

National Schools

Secondary education
(12 to 17/18 years of
agel

Secondary schools

Voational schools

Community and
Comprehens iv e

schools

Same training as for
primary school teachers

Passes in 6 subjects in the
upper secondary School
Leaving Certificate, of
which the following 3 are
obligatory. Irish (oral and
written). ElJglish and
Mathematics.
Minimum grades required
are as follows: Honours
(Grade C') on a higher
level paper in 3 suhjects
including Irish, Pass
(Grade D) in 3 other
subjects
Grade C' on a lower level
or (irade I) on a higher
level paper in English
Interview tests in oral
Irish and Music

School leaving C'ertificate
plus
triiversity Degree
plus
()rat Irish

Colleges of Education
which have an
association with either
the University of
Limerick, Dublin C ity
ttniversity or the
University of Dublin
( Frinity College)

t 'my ersny

plus
nis ersity Education

Department

Ihe degree work can
iny olye a single subject.
or a dual suNect or
three subject framework

3 year concurrent
course, including.
- theory: psychology.

philosophy.
sociology and
history
curricular elements
related to the
disciplines to be
taught and their
methodology
practice periods
including
preparation.
presentation,

evaluation. class
management and

resources
management

15-16 weeks teaching
practice under close
supervision.

I year consecutive
course to obtain the
ligher Diploma in
Education in one of 5
university colleges. It is
composed of 3 basic
elements

- the study of the
foundations or
education

- training in education
sciences

- practical training in
schools under
superv ision

.Feachers of specific
subjects. e g Art.
'technology !tome
Economics, mulct eo a
concurrent course w lib
educational studies
combined w ith their
academic subject
These degrees are

awarded by a
university.

Bachelor of
Education
(BEd) Degree:
Honours or Pass
level.

In colleges
associated with
Trinity College.
Dublin. students
will glt a pass
degree after 3
years and an
Ilonours Degree
only atter a 4th
year

When they have
finished their
studies successful
students obtain
the title of
National Teacher

Degree e g.

Bachelor of Arts
(BA)
plus
Ifigher Diploma
in Education (II
Dip. Ed

Bachelor of
Education Degree
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

I. Legislation and aims

Legislation

Ireland's education system is not governed by up to date, comprehensive legislation. Much
of the current system stems from the nineteenth century, from the provisions in Article 42 of
the Constitution, and from legislation at various times governing specific aspects of the
system, such as the 1930 Vocational Education Act, the establishment of the Higher Education
Authority, the establishment of the National Council for Vocational Awards etc. There is no
specific legislation governing the provision of in-service training. The system has developed
informally, and circulars are used to advertise courses, to invite providers to submit tenders
for funding to meet priority needs, and to inform staff of the financial conditions governing
attendance (whether a replacement teacher will be allowed, rates of lecturc fees, and travel
and subsistence payments, where applicable).

It is a matter for concern that much of the current legal basis stems from the nineteenth
century; Ireland is probably unique among European countries in the degree to which it
administers an ee acation system without a comprehensive and up to date legislative structure.

The adequacy o current legislation has been the subject of debate over many years. For
example, the practice of issuing important policy directives in the form of rules and circulars.
with a tenuous, if any. link to legislation, is a continuing cause for concern.

Accordingly. the forthcoming White Paper on Education' is intended to pave the way for an
Educw.ion Act or series of Acts whose legislative content would be responsive to evolving
needs and developments, putting in place principles linked to traditions of the past. reflective
of current realities and enabling of future developments.

Traditionally, and in line with the situation described above, the availability of in-service
traing has been announced by means of circulars issued to all schools.

Aims

The Green Paper on education, "Education fbr a Changing World", published in 1992, stresses
that teachers need to keep themselves abreast of new developments in their professional fields
of responsibility. In-service training is important in improving the qualit of teaching. by
helping teachers to develop their professional competence and to up-date their knowledge and
skills to keep abreast of changing educational requirements. The issue of personal and
professional development is also decisively important in sustaining and enhancing teachers'
motivation and in helping teachers to respond positively to the changing role of the school and
to take account of social changes and the new challenges that face young people.

Published April 1995.



In-service training needs are seen as belonging to two main categories, which are not mutually
exclusive:

needs arising out of decisions of policy (system needs):

needs of teachers for professional development.

The overall approach must be one whereby educators are viewed as sources of expertise.
rather than as implementors of others' plans for school improvement.

2. Authorities involved in provision

Overall responsibility rests with the Department of Education which has established a
dedicated In-career Development Unit to administer in-service training at the first and second
levels of the system, i.e. for primary and secondary education. The work of the Unit is
overseen by an internal Policy Committee chaired by the Chief Inspector, representing the
primary and post-primary areas of the Department. In addition, there are two policy Advison
Committees at primary and post-primary levels which include the partners in education, the
National Council for Curriculum and Assessment and the National Council for Vocational
Awards, as appropriate. Policy issues, objectives for the Unit and priority in-service needs are
determined by these committees, and this work is informed by System/Professional Needs
Studies funded by the Department.

At national level, the Department of Education funds, coordinates and organises in-sen ice
training Programmes funded by the Department are delivered through a variety of channels:

by the Department itself, either directly through its Inspectorate, or through close
collaboration between the Inspectorate and selected trainers released from school duties for
the purpose. Such programmes generally concern priority areas which require national
application.

by national bodies such as the National Council for Vocational Awards and the National
Council for Curriculum and Assessment. either directly or in collaboration with the
Department of Education.

by a regional network of 25 Teacher Centres. Nine of the centres operate on a full-time
basis and the remainder are part-time. The salaries of directors and overheads are funded
by the Department of Education, hut the centres also generate substantial contributions
towards running costs through charges for courses and materials. The role of the centres is
to provide in-service training programmes to meet system and local needs, and to provide
a resource and meeting place for teachers in their regions to discuss prokssional issues.

- by Colleges of Education and llniversities.

- by teacher unions and management bodies.

- by Vocational Education Committees.
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- by subject associations established on a voluntary basis by teachers.

Providers are invited to submit training proposals to the Department to meet identified priority
needs. The proposals are examined by a team of Senior Inspectors within the In-career
Development Unit and approved for funding on the basis of agreed criteria, subject to overall
budgetary constraints. Authority to run the programmes is delegated to the organization
concerned, subject to the Department's stipulations on evaluation, reporting and financial
accountability being met.

Such programmes are evaluated and audited by the Department On a sample basis, and the
work of the Teacher Centres is evaluated on a rolling basis.

There is no formal regional or other intermediate tier of responsibility.

In addition to the programmes funded by the Department of Education, many of the bodies
listed above organise programmes themselves; these attended by teachers outside school
time on a fee-paying basis.

3. Right to in-service training

Philosophically, in-service training is both a right and an obligation. In practice. attendance
at most courses is voluntary, but certain courses do have obligatory status.

There is no stipulation as to the duration of professional employment before a teacher
undertakes in-service training courses. Teachers' contracts do not, at present, contain any
stipulations in relation to attendance at in-service courses.

Replacement. though costly, is permitted in certain specific circumstances. In practice, a
supply teacher is employed where

- the teacher is released for training so as to become a presenter of in-service programmes.
i.e. Training of .Frainers,

- where the teacher is deliverini: in-service programmes:

- where the teacher is a participant on an approved programme and a replacement is essential
to keep the school open.

The majority of teachers released from school duties to attend in-service programmes are not
replaced by a substitute.

Where it is approved, the teachers are replaced by qualified supply teachers funded by the
Department of' Fducation. The whole question of teacher repl4cement vis-a-vis in-service
training courses is under review at present.



4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

The accumulation of credits for modules of in-service training is possible only where the
course is being run by an award-giving institution. Possible ways of having in-service training
modules accredited for recognised academic awards are being explored at present.

At present, a limited number of courses are provided by Colleges of Education and
Universities on an in-service basis leading to the award of diplomas and Master's degrees.
Programmes are also available on ar ut-reach basis through the Teacher Cen:res. Participants
are charged fees towards costs, but for certain awards, an additional qualifications allowance
is paid with salary to those who successfully complete the programme.

'Teachers' conditions of service also enable them to take a career break or leave of absence
without pay to pursue further study.

The vast majority of in-service programmes do not attract formal certification at present.
Generally, organisers of courses delivered at local level are requested to arrange for
certification of attendance to be given to participants.

In general, in-service training has no effect on teachers' salaries, but promotion within the
institution might be influenced by attendance at in-service training courses. Teachers who
acquire additional recognised qualifications, such as degrees. may qualify for allowances in
addition to their salary.

The basic concept of in-service training is that of in-service teacher education which should
continue throughout the teacher's career.

Evaluation

By way of course evaluation, organisers are required to submit reports based on a synthesis
of the views of the participating teachers. The Inspectorate monitors courses: in many cases
this commences at the time the courses are being developed and continues through to
evaluation at the point of delivery.

There is no formal evaluation of teachers undertaking training. The effectiveness of in-service
training courses, as evidenced in teachers' professional performance in their institutions, may
be evaluated by the management of the institutions.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

In-service training courses are provided by a wide range of institutions or agencies. including
Iniversities, Teacher Training Colleges. Teacher Centres. Subject Associations. Vocational

Education Committees, Managerial Bodies, schools, either individually or in groups. and other
acceptable organizations and individuals.
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The trainers, who are academically and experientially qualified, include members of the
Inspectorate, specialist personnel, and teachers whose growing involvement in such acthfities
indicates a significant development in their professional culture.

In certain circumstances, the Department of Education arraiges special training programmes
for teachers to facilitate their delivery of national priority programmes to their co: lgues.
Fees are paid to trainers at agreed rates, e.g teachers are released with pay from school duties
in order to deliver in-service courses and are paid a fee (usually £20 per hour) plus travel and
subsistence costs at approved rates.

6. Form and content

Form

Training courses are held throughout the school year and during the holiday period. They
range from &tort one-day or evening seminars to a number of days in a block or in sequence.
Some courses last the full academic year, usually being held in the evenings when schools are
closed. They may also take the form of summer schools, in-school statT development days or
block release courses of varying lengths staggered over the academic year.

Content

1n-service training courses cover management training, subject up-dating across the
curriculum, all aspects of educational practice. didactics, guidance and counselling, specific
issues such as equality of the sexes, sex education. bullying, assessment techniques.
information technology, making resources, and accommodating curricular change. There are
also courses relating to the teaching of particular groups, such as the handicapped. migrants'
children and children whose parents have no fixed abode.

Block-release courses of varying lengths. staggered over an academic year. are arranged for
remedial teachers. Diploma courses in Compensatory and Remedial Education are conducted.
Given the policy of integrating the learning disabled and the physically handicapped in
mainstream education, in-service training courses will in future be provided tbr teachers in
this area. The Department of Education facilitates attendance at seminars for teachers of
traveller young children.

In recent years. emphasis has been placed on the areas of information technology, technical
education, the European dimension, guidance. counselling and remediation, bullying/abuse.
equality of' the sexes. etc.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

Training activities are integrated into international exchange programmes in relation to
management and subjects.

Me Department's training programmes are of current international standard. Teachers attend
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international courses, e.g. College of Education courses, courses organised by internationally
based subject associations, e.g. Euro-Clio, the European History Teachers Association, the
Goethe Institute Scholarships, E.U. exchange programmes. At a regional level. the

Departments of Education in the Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland and the rest of United
Kingdom have cooperatively organised in-service training courses in history and related topics

over the years. The Department has cooperated with organizations promoting European
integration and has run courses on the European Dimension in Education. The Department has
funded teachers who have attended courses overseas involving formal attendance at
management training lectures and shadowing experienced Principals.

8. Statistics

Participation

Courses designed to help teachers handle newly introduced curricular changes generally have
attendance rates of almost 100%. In other circumstances demand and attendance fluctuate.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

Irish society has been undergoing a period of profound cultural, social, occupational.
demographic and attitudinal change. This is of great significance for how the education system
relates to society generally. Irish people. always well-informed about and interested in
educational developments, have become more active participants in the debate on education
in recent years. Specifically, parents and teachers are seeking more effective participation in
the formulation and implementation of education policy.

With the enormous expansion and diversification of the education system. the highly
centralised nature of management has been called into question and. with it. a desire has been
expressed that education should be more responsive to local needs and should reflect a closer
partnership between the school and its local community.

Many now believe that there is a need for greater cohesion between the various elements of
the education system and for clarification of the rights and duties of the parties involved.
Furthermore, the major developments in education and Irish society generally ov,:r the past
25 years have highlighted a number of important issues that must he addressed.

The process leading to an Education Act oMrs an opportunity to ensure that the nation is

benefiting fully from its investment in education. The promotion of reforms leading to
qualitative improvements, and the stimulus that can be given by the empowerment of
individual schools, together with better administrative structures. point in the direction of
providing a new framework for development.

The National Education Convention, which took place in Dublin Castle from 11 to 21 October
1993, was an unprecedented democratic event in the history of Irish education, It brought
together representatives from 42 organizations - educational bodies, the social partners and
the Department of Education - to engage in structured and sustained discussion on key issues
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of educational policy in Ireland. The Convention was a very significant dimension of the
wide-ranging consultative process on tit:: Green Paper. "Education for a Changing World",
published in June 1992, and on the "Programme For a Partnership Government% of January
1993. Occurring at the penultimate stage before policy was formulated for the White Paper
on Education, the National Education Convention provided a forum for mature reflection and
focused debate by representatives of many of the agencies involved. It set out to encourage
participants to clarify viewpoints; to question, probe and analyse varying perspectives; to
foster multilateral dialogue and improve mutual understanding between sectoral interests; to
explore possibilities of new ways of doing things and to identify areas of actual or potential
agreement between different interest groups.

Amongst recent important reforms are these:

- The Junior Certificate has replaced the Intermediate Certificate since 1992 and operates at
two levels, higher and ordinary. in all recognised subjects except Mathematics, English and
Irish, in which there are three levels - higher, ordinary and foundation. Most subjects have
been reviewed.

Assessment procedures in consonance with th philosophy of the subject have been
recommended and are being debated.

The content of traditional disciplines and proposed new "integrated" syllabi have been
developed to correspond to the optimum educational and socialization requirements.

As a consequence of the reforms in the Junior Cycle. the Senior Cycle (upper secondary
education) subjects and length have been considered, and from 1994 onwards a three-year
;enior Cycle is optional with a variety of Senior Cycle programmes to meet the needs of

pupils. This is current, ongoing and evolutionary. The reforms are aimed at providing a
range of options to meet the needs of those for whom the existing Leaving Certificate was
unsuitable, enhancing the entrepreneurial, vocational and technical dimension of senior cycle
programmes, and encouraging a greater number of young people to remain in school to
completion of senior cycle education.

The development of a revised curriculum at primary level is nearing completion at present.
Priorities identified in this context are the early identification and remediation of learning
difficulties, the enhancement of literacy/numeracy skills, a strengthening of basic science
in the curriculum, European language awareness programmes and the development of health
promoting schools.

The Programme for Partnership Government and the Green Paper, "Education for a Changing
World", have identified the need to broaden the education system to deal effectively with
school failure; improve retention rates and combat early school leaving; strengthen the
vocational and enterprise dimension in secondary schools; improve management techniques
and develop teachers' skills in the areas of curriculum development and assessment. Major
reforms and re-structuring of curricula are also planned. making a substantial and systematic
investment in staff development an imperative. In addition, significant restructuring is planned
for the administration of the education system which will require the development of new
management skills amongst teachers.
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Over the period 1994-99, with assistance from the European Social Fund, the investment in

in-service training at all levels of the system will be significantly increased. Principals, Heads
of Departments and members of middle management teams in schools and colleges will be

targeted for specific management training initiatives to facilitate the effective running of
schools and colleges, delivery of educational programmes, identification of performance
indicators and measurement of the achievement of educational objectives.

In all cases, the in-service provision will emphasise the active participation and involvement
of the members of the target groups. The focus will be experiential with an emphasis on the
group processes, active learning, skill acquisition and attitudinal changes which are essential
for the implementation of effective change in education.

The philosophical thrust underpinning the reforms is the need to empower school and college
management, educational staff, parents, pupils and the wider community to participate in the
design and delivery of education and training as a partnership, responsive to the needs of
participants, the community and the economy.

A fundamental prerequisite to accomplishing the reforms proposed is an updating of the
knowledge, skills and attitudes of management and staff in the educational institutions and
F. g:rvices. The most effective means of facilitating change is through comprehensive
programmes of re-training.

The key priorities are:

Updating knowledge

- related to curriculum development and increased emphasis on science. ti:chnology.
computers. European languages and developing the vocational dimension of curricula at all
levels.

Upgrading skills/curriculum and enterprise development

emphasis on developing teaching methodologies and the skills and competence of
teachers/trainers to meet the challenges of delivering a modern curriculum promoting a spirit
of enterprise among pupils through a more active responsibility for the management of their
own learning. A major objective of in-service training is to assist teachers to transform from
traditional didactic approaches to the involvement of their pupils in activity methods of
learning, project work and developing a heuristic approach to knowledge. Teachers will be
developed to be managers of learning rather than purveyors of knowledge.

Developing management skills

- designed to bring about more effective management systems for schools, assisting them to
be responsive and open to the changing needs of the community and to improve the quality
and relevance of the service they provide to society.
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Special intervention techniques

- providing teachers/trainers with the knowledge, skills and attitudes to provide programmes
responsive to the particular needs of those who are or MI6 potentially are, early school
leavers with the aim of encouraging them to seek qualifications before entry to the labour
market. This will also develop the skills required for effectiveness in dealing with out-of-
school "second chance" programmes for unqualified early school leavers and unemploy ed
adults.

Careers Guidance/Employment Links

- improving the knowledge and skills of teachers/counsellors in developing programmes and
links with the labour market in order to develop the vocational skills of students.

Counselling skills

- developing skills for teachers and trainers for dealing with parents and the wider
community, 1. upils with behavioural problems, and helping programme participants to
discover, clarify and assess what their learning needs are and the various ways of meeting
them.

***
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ITALY

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

Schoo level Entrance requirements I ,,cat 41 of training Course structure Qualifications
ritles

Pre-school education Intermediate School Upper secondary institute Subjects: Italian. science Diploma di

Scuola materna (Scuola Media) (Scuola thigistrale) of education. history. ahiluavone

(3 to 6 years of age) leaving certificate. 3 years geography, maths. natural
sciences, hygiene and

all'insegnamento
nelle scuale del

As from application of As from application of childcare, religior grado preparatorio

new Law'. Upper
secondary school

new Law*
University 4 year course

domestic sciences,
handcraft modelling and Cancarso

leaving certificate drawing, music and competitive exam Mr

(Diploma di mamma) choral singing.

As from application of
new Law': new
curriculum

a permanent post.
thereby becoming a
civil servant

Primary education Scuola media Istauto ifagistrale 4 years academic and Diploma di maturita

Scuola elementary kaving certificate. 4 years education studies. magistrale

(6 to 11 years of age) Teaching observation and

As trom application of As from application of practice in the final 2

new LW' Upper new Law': years. mainly assisting ('oncorso:

secondary schoo! University 4 year course the classroom teacher competitive exam Mr

leaving certificate Subjects: Italian, Latin. a a permanent post.

(Dipl ,ina di maturital foreign language,
philosophy and education,
history and organization
of the state, geography.
natural sciences,
chemistry', maths.
physics, choral singing.
religion, sport
plus practical training.

thereby becoming a
civil servant

As from application of
new Law':
new curriculum.

Lower secondary. Diploma di maturita University 4 to 6 years University courses Fsami di laurea

education plus (Dottore in . .i

Scuola media an individual post- - Certificato di

(I I to 14 years of graduate study to prepare ahilitazione

age) the E.same di Abditazione
and the Concorso (test of As fron; application of

all'insegnamento

aptitude and competitive new Law*: there will be ('oncorso:

Upper secondary entrance examination). a post-graduate competitive exam for

education
Classical, scientific,
artitistic Liceo;

professional teacher
training curriculum (not
yet available),

a permanent post,
thereby becoming a
civil servant.

Technical and
vocational institutes
(15 to 19 years of

As from application
of new Law':

age) Diploma di
Specialimnione.

Law 341/90 on "Riforma degli ordinamenti didattici universitari"

In accordance with the 3-year plan (1994/96) for university development, most of the universities should be able to introduce the new courses

and new curricula in this period
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2. IN-SERvICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

1. Legislation and aims

The aims of in-service training are defined in Decree No 419 of 31 May 1974 of the President
of the Republic. Article 7 of the decree specifies the following objectives: "To keep teachers
up to date with developments in all subjects and to enable them to adapt to the context of
interdisciplinary relationships; to intensilY teachers preparation in teaching; and to enable
teachers to participate in research and innovation in the fields of teaching and education".

Other provisions have since been added to this basic legislation, increasing the range of topics
to be addressed following reforms in structures and curricula, the results of pilot schemes and
the availability of new intbrmation and training tools.

Ministerial Circular No 136 of 18 May 1990 describes the in-service training system and sets
out in details its content, the territorial limits within which initiatives can be undertaken, the
authorities responsible. and the deadlines established for its implementation. The provisions
contained in the Circular form the basis for the activities undertaken during the last three
years to assist teachers in updating their knowledge.

2. Authorities involved in provision

In-service training is carried out on the basis of a national plan tbr in-service training (P.V..1
or Piano Na:ionale di Aggiornanwnto). which calls for action to be taken at four levels.

National schemes aim to implement or propose activities of general interest linked to
legislative innovations, innovations in educational content and methods, and changes in
existing structures to meet new objectives. The responsible body is the Ministry of
Education and, more specifically, the Directorates General for the various levels of
education, and for cultural exchanges. the Research. Budget and Planning branch, and
technical advisory bodies such as the conference of the IRRSAE (istituti Regionali di
Ricerca, perimenta:ione. ed Aggiornamento Educativo), the CEDE (European Education
Centre), and the departments of the technical inspectors.

Regional schemes are the responsibility of the IRRSAE, which must provide schools and
provincial education services with advice and technical and academic assistance in
developing projects and assessing activities already undertaken. They can also organize their
own training activities on specific topics to respond to needs emerging at regional level.

Provincial schemes are the responsibility of the Provveditore (Provincial Director of
Education) who, on the basis of initiatives at provincial level and proposals from schools,
prepares a provincial plan (PPA) to satisfy the training needs of the schools in the province.

Local Teachers' Councils are directly responsible for proposing initiatives to respond to
the training needs of their own schools or in cooperation with other schools.
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The Provincial Plans are the main vehicle for disseminating and putting into effect the
proposals contained in the National Plan; through them, the current year's Plan is
implemented and proposals are made for inclusion in the following year's National Plan.

The provincial education services of the Provveditorati agli studi work with, advise and
supervise the following collegiate bodies:

- the Conference of head teachers of all levels and all types of education, which is consulted
in drawing up the Provincial Plan and in setting priorities for action;

- the Committee comprising technical inspectors and representatives of the IRRSAE. which
examines proposals made by the schools.

One teacher, chosen on the basis of technical skill and practical experience, is assigned to
each Provveditorato in order to liaise with the schools and prepare the work undertaken by
the Conference of head teachers and the Technical Committee.

3. Right to in-service training

Following the conclusion of agreements with the unions on the renewal of teachers' contracts,
Decree No 339 of 28 August 1988 of the P:esident of the Republic defines the rights and
duties of teachers and includes reference to the system of in-service training for teaching staff.

By defining the updating of knowledge as both "a right and a duty" for the entire teaching
staff (including inspectors, head teachers, and teachers), it implies that the greatest possible
number of teachers should become involved in these activities, preference being given to those
who have not yet participated in this type of training (Article 7 of Decree No 419 of 31 May
1974 of the President of the Republic).

Under the framework law of 29 March 1983, No 93, on employment in the civil service, the
public services are required to ensure that their staff have adequate training to meet the
demands for quality and efficiency required by their employment.

In the case of teachers, this right and duty is prescribed in Decrees Nos 417 and 419 of 31
May 1974 of the President of the Republic, which specify that the enhancement or teachers'
professionalism is a condition for the exercise of freedom in education.

Under the multi-annual programme ratified by the unions, it is the teachers' councils and head
teachers who are responsible for taking initiatives to enable teachers to participate in training,
in implementing this, and in undertaking joint control of it (Decree No 416/1974 of the
President of the Republic).

According to Article 26 of Decree No :i39/1988 of the President of the Republic, teachers are
required to devote 40 hours to in-service training. It is recommended that these hours be taken
either during the period between 1 September and the date when classes begin, or between
the end of classes and 30 June.



A fund has been established to finance training courses. Factors such as admissions criteria
and commitment of teachers' time are subject to the Ministerial Decree of 13 July 1989.

Total or partial releases from teaching may be granted on condition that alternative teachers
can be tbund without increasing costs and by drawing on staff from the Dowzioni Organiche
Aggiuntive (DOA. or supply pool) or surplus staff (resulting from falling numbers of pupils).

DOA s are non-temporary staff who, from year to year. are sent out to schools situated within
the province to replace absent staff.

Temporary staff may not be engaged to replace teachers undergoing in-service training.

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Participation in training activities does not impls an benefits in terms of salary or promotion.

Evaluation

Assessment of the results achieved in the different in-service training courses is primarily, and
at all levels, the responsibility of those promoting the courses, who must take into account the
participants' knowledge of the material in question betbre, during, and after the courses, and
assess the impact it has had on the teachers' cultural and professional de% elopment.

the results of these observations at provincial level must be transmitted to the Prorvedifori
responsible for the area and to the IRRS.1E. l'hey in turn carry out a detailed study of the
results at regional level, submitting this study to the Research. Budget. and Planning branch
of the Ministry of Public Education. which drafts a final report which is used in the
preparation of the National Plan for in-service training (PAA ) for the following year.

echnical inspectors play a particularly impoitant role in assessing the results of in-service
teacher training activities and promote. coordinate. support and help with teacher training
courses at school level.

l'nfortunately. the assessment form mentioned in Circular No 136 of 1g May 1990 has not
yet been prepared and, as far as can he ascertained, there is no document evaluating the
activities already carried out. The Ministerial Circular of 2 August 1993 ordered the provincial
education services to draft a report on the activities undertaken in their territories over the past
three years; it is clearly too earl for the results of this survey to he available.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

In choosing a venue for a training course, account is taken of the buildings, the teaching
materials and equipment available within a given area (generally the school district), and the
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presence in the area of trainers trained to carry out such courses. At regional level, the
IRRSAE provides training for trainers, and there are also decentralized initiatives at provincial
or district level, or in institutions which have been recognized as particularly important
"centres" of training and educational experimentation.

6. Form and content

Form

In Italy, the structure, length. and frequency of in-service teacher training can vary
considerably at all levels and in all types of school,

Training courses range from one-day discussion meetings to seminars extending over a much
longer period on one or two days a week for a limited number of hours, of which only a few
fall within teachers' working hours, in order not to disrupt normal teaching activities. The
official texts clearly indicate the need to maintain continuity of teaching and to remain Within
the resources available in the national budget and the budget of the institution.

Content

The National Plan of in-service training calls for courses to be organized on a multi-annual
basis School initiatives on the other hand are on a school year basis, as programmes planned
over a longer period could be disrupted h the mobility of teachers, which is organized on an
annual basis. The length and frequency of the courses almost always affect the choice of the

type of course offered in the proposal, such as lectures, teaching practice. sabbaticals. and
structured discussions.

Me National Plan for in-service training (ANA) of 1991, the first to be formulated on the
basis of the provisions set out in Ministerial Circular No 136/1990, retthed to both cross-
curricular and subject specific courses for each school level, subject area or group of subject
areas

The cross-curricular themes included the European dimension in education, environmental
protection, the fight against drug addiction, health care. school guidance services, combating
school drop-out, and the integration of handicapped pupils in schools.

The main themes for pre-school and primary education included understanding and in-depth
study of the new subject content introduced by the recent reform of the curricula in primary
schools and of the cultural and professional skills required to apply the new educational
approaches at pre-school level. New curricula at primary level, in particular. require teachers
to have skills in new subject areas - e.g. in a foreign language or in teaching psychomotor.
musical, and artistic skills - requiring preparation which teachers in primary school have not
received during their initial training.

For education at lower secondary level, the proposed themes address,..d the planning of
teaching activities, assessment, education for foreign workers or 'or adults who have not
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completed their compulsory education, and the introduction of computers in education.

For education at upper secondary level, the dominant themes have involved discussions on and
monitoring of experiments in curricular planning, particularly in the areas of language, law,
economics, science and technology, the promotion of new vocational skills, and educational
guidance and remedial work.

The National Plan for in-service training (PNA) of 1992 pursued the initiatives taken in
1991, which were unanimously considered as responding to the training needs of teaching
staff at the different levels of education.

At primary level, these needs include foreign languages, mathematics, education in art, music.
and psychomotor skills.

At lower secondary level, they involve assessment, educational guidance, introduction to
computer science, the European dimension in education, and foreign language teaching.

At upper secondary level, they include the experimental implementation of the reform of
current course content and curricula. This reform, which is still at the draft stage and is being
debated in parliament, would call for a large number of pilot schemes, which in turn would
require the assistance of experts and an assessment of the results. There appeared to be a need
"to rapidly develop experimental teaching programmes, hypotheses concerning the planning
of training courses as a whole, and multimedia materials on programmes and their monitoring.
and at the same time to offer schools and each individual teacher a framework of reference
and support for the introduction of new content and new teaching methods".

Similarly, the PNA of 1993 pursues activities launched in 1992. Innovations were made in the
vocational training sector, where new curricula were adopted. Given the large number of
teachers throughout the country needing to update their cultural knowledge and teaching skills,
priority has been given to methods of distance learning and self-tuition using multimedia
materials.

With respect to secondary education, one element common to all three successive national
plans is physical education. This subject area has changed so much that all teachers at
secondary level need retraining and new qualifications.

The National Plan for in-service training of 1994 at nursery school level aims to provide
continuity with actions promoted by the circulars which have guided the updating of nursery
schools since 1991, particularly how new approaches are implemented.

For teachers at primary level, these training and updating skills are aimed specifically at
enhancing the profession and improving the quality of teaching while recognising the
autonomy of individual schools. These initiatives seek to promote foreign language teaching
and to implement training projects for the teaching of' auditory% music, artistic, and motor
skills.

During the 1993/94 school year, a new timetable was introduced in lower secondary schools
providing not only the opportunity to review pupils' general performance periodically, hut
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also to make an ongoing evaluation of the effective implementation of teaching programmes
planned at the beginning of each school year. In addition to updating the actual timetable
itself and the activities considered necessary for its effective implementation. particular
attention will have to be devoted to the following areas:

- scientific, technical, and technological education:
- the contents and general importance of civic education;
- language training with special emphasis on reading;
- review of experiments being carried out in lower secondary school.

The National Plan for updating education at upper secondary level can be seen essentially as
a continuation of activities planned, promoted, and carried out during previous years. Special
emphasis is to be given to methodology and innovative models for the organization of
education. Each initiative includes provision for monitoring and assessing the effectiveness
of the training programmes offered to teachers.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

lo assist primary school teachers in teaching a foreign language. the National Plan for in-
service training provides, in addition to other action, for grants to be awarded to teachers who
wish to follow in-service training activities, including activities abroad. and to work together
with providers of training in other countries of' the European Union.

Teacher exchanges between the countries of the European Union make available more
extensive and more frequent forms of mobility in the context of in-service training. These
courses are available to all schools (regardless of level) and are not intended for foreign
language teachers alone. They are provided within the framework of cooperation in education
amongst Member States, or of bilateral accords promoting teacher exchanges within the
Community. or even beyond the Community

I eachers wishing to participate in such exchanges must fulfil the following conditions:

- they must have successfully completed their probationary period;
- they must have been employed (under a permanent contract) for at least three school years:
- during the last three years. they must not have undertaken other activities which involved

leaving the service temporarily (Ministerial Circular No 35 of 18 February 1992 concerning
the 1992/93 school vear).

S. Statistics

The lack of recent data makes it impossible to provide information on the percentage of
teachers taking part in in-service training courses.
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Distribution of die in-service training budget for 1994:

- Total budget allocated: LIT 86 000 000 000
Various general expenses: LIT 25 100 000 000

Net budget LIT 60 900 000 000

This corresponds to approximately 0.16% of the total budget for education.

To this amount must be added LIT 8 200 900 000 which is used to reimburse the travelling
and subsistence expenses of teachers, trainers and participants in in-service training courses.

- Distribution of the net budget

Central offices LIT 36 445 000 000 (59.85%)
Provincial level (PPA) LIT 20 455 000 000 (40.15%)
Non-teaching staff LIT 4 000 000 000

LIT 60 900 000 000

Funds are distributed to each Provveditorato in proportion to the anticipated number of
participants in training courses.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

Those involved at all levels mav find themselves restricted in their choices by the amount of
money allocated in the national budget, which is established each year by the National Plan
and distributed by objectives and by province. They are also confronted with the problems
involved in reconciling the task of improving the cultural and vocational training of teachers
with the duty of ensuring continuity of teaching.

The system is currently in the process of taking stock and assessing results; clear proposals
for innovation have not yet emerged.

* * *
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

I. Legislation and aims

The Ministerial Order of 20 February 1992 (renewed for 1993) provides the general
framework for in-service teacher training, on the basis of the provisions of the reform Laws
of 1983 (primary education) and 1989/90 (general and technical secondary education).

It defines four principal aims for in-service training:

- to respond to the teachers' desire to improve their teaching skills and knowledge of their
own fields;

- to make it easier for teachers to participate in research on education and the teaching of
different subjects;

- to update the knowledge of teachers who are involved in educational innovation and the
implementation of school reforms; and

- to assist teachers in learning new methods and using new teaching materials.

2. Authorities involved in provision

Generally speaking, all in-service training activities are coordinated by SCRIPT (Department
for the Coordination of Research and Educational and Technological Innovation), In

cooperation with other related services under the Ministry of Education, in particular the
departments of primary, secondary, and technical secondary educationS'CRIPT makes
proposals for courses and organizes the implementation of activities approved by the Minister.

3. Right to in-service

Participation is entirely voluntary. There are no selection criteria: all interested candidates are
admitted to the training courses. If not enough places are available, courses are rzpeated in
order to give all candidates a chance to participate.

In principle, every member of the teaching staff in public schools has the right to an annual
credit of 40 hours for training, i:he or she participates in in-service training activity included
in the priorities established for the war. This training credit is to be considered as equivalent
to 20 teaching periods, with one period corresponding to two hours of in-service training.

Training credits are administered by

Teachers who, outside their teaching hours, parIicipate in in-service training courses included
the established priorities are reimbursed within the limits of the training credits, according

to a scale established by the Government.
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Teachers who wish to participate in in-service training activities which would affect their
teaching timetables must first obtain authorization from the responsible authority. This
authorization specifies how the teacher will be replaced, how the lessons will be exchanged
with other teachers, or how the lessons will he made up.

In cases where in-service training activities included in the established priorities take the forms
of courses, seminars, or teaching da)s held on a regular basis on the same day of the week
for an extended period of time, the duties and timetables of teachers wishing to participate can
be adjusted to enable them to take part.

Mese arrangements must he made before the school year begins and must he approved by the
responsible school authority.

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Teachers authorized to take training courses fm them either to become teacher trainers, or to
serve as multipliers in their projects coordinated by the Ministry of Education, can be granted
a reduction in their teaching load for this purpose. This must be arranged. at the latest. b 15
July prior to the beginning of the school year in Which it takes effect.

Teachers in pre-school and primar: education can take supplementary training courses
organized b ISERP (11igher Institute of Pedagogical Studies and Research).

Nese supplementary training courses lead to the "Supplementary Training Certificate". which
amounts to promotion for these teachers

lo obtain the certificate. teachers must attend at least 90 hours of course work in ir -service
training. This certificate entitles its holder to a salary increase. although the teacher's duties
remain unchanged.

No other training activity leads to an increase in salary.

Evaluation

Teachers, apart from those participating in supplementary training courses. are not assessed
individually.

Heads of innovation projects are recruited primarily from amongst teachers who have
demonstrated particular teaching ability and skills during their training courses. Ikmever, this
recognition is purely informal and does not lead directly to any advancer ,ient in the teacher's
career,
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5. ln-ser ice training establishments and trainers

1SERP bears the main responsibility for in-service training for primary school teachers. There

is no ill- service training institution for secondary and technical secondary education. SCRIPT
coordinates the organization of training at Ministry level: assessment of demand, issue of
plans for training to teachers, preparatory contacts with trainers (universities in the region.
Luxembourg teachers), assessment of results of training activities.

6. Form and content

Form

Training courses are programmed annually

S('R1P1' publicises the in-service training activities which are to be included in the established

priorities for the year.

1 he y. can he organized either in the form of courses or seminars over an extended period of
time, for part of a day or a whole day each week. or as occasional seminars or courses lasting
for one or several day s or parts of das. Thex may be organized ab

As far as possible, in-service teacher training courses are organized outsiLie thv teachers'

timetable. I. current conditions, it is not possible to integrate training activities in the

teaching timetable without some disruption to the smooth running of the schools.

Content

An analysis of the courses offered during the past two years reveals two main trends:

- activities focused on the educational. psychological, and teaching aspects of the profession:

activities focused on mastering new technologies, especially in the various fields of
vocational training.

In I q92, training credits w'ere allocated to the following priority areas in in-service training:

For pre-scho )1 education:

- training to improve the learning of 1.etzebur.,!esch by all pupils and thus improve the
chances of their subsequent suiciss at school:

- introduction to the sciences:
iinegration of children with special needs.

For primary education. for "supplementary" and special educati(m. and individualized
education (Education dilfirench;O:
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introduction to new methods and new materials developed for learning German, French, and
mathematics, and for introduction to the sciences;
measures to be taken to improve the education of immigrant children in the school system;

- integration of handicapped pupils into schools;
- definition of the aims, content, and methods used in the preparatory phase of technical

secondary education.

For general secondary and technical secondary education:

oral work in modern languages;
preparation for oral examinations in the light of the final examination at the end of the
general and technical secondary levels;
moral and social training:
diversification of teaching methods;
assessment of pupils' achievements;
training for information technologies and communication;
vocational training at the intermediate and upper levels of technical secondary education;
measures to be taken to improve the integration of immigrant children into the school
system;
dissemination of information concerning new concepts and tools developed in projects
coordinated by the Ministry of Education;
training in response to needs in connection with the implementation and assessment of
school projects.

The proizramme proposed by the Ministry of Education for the 199:3/94 school year for this
level of education involved continuing activities which began in 1992 and introduced new
themes, such as health education and the training of teachers responsible special projects.

During the 1993/94 school year, the needs and the training activities were also to be
reassessed.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

No information is available.

8. Statistics

The rise in expenditure reflects the increased importance given to in-service training.

The f011owing figures show the pattern of fw.ds allocated directly to in-service teacher
training and the reduction of the teaching loads of teachers acting as trainers. These figures
do not include the expenditure of NERP, which has increased steadily over the past ten years.
or the funds spent in the context of school projects.

Direct budget:
1990: 3.3 million I,Fk
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1991: 3.3 million I.,FR
1992: 8.6 million LFR
1993: 24.9 million I,FR

Reductions in teaching loads grante&
1990: 21 periods
1991: 44 periods
1992: 84 periods
1993: 208 periods

Costs of the Higher Institute for Pedagogical Study and Research (teaching load reduction and
direct expenses): 25 million ISR.

This amounts to a budget of approximately 75 million 1,FR, which, in 1993, represented 0.5%
of the total budget for education (15 billion I,FR).

Participation rates vary at the different levels of education. In general these rates are highest
at the primary and "supplementary" levels, and at post-primary level they are highest in
technical secondary education.

Thus, nearly 73% of teachers participated in in-service training activities in one form or
another organized by the Ministry of Education during the 1992/93 school year, while, at the
secondary and technical secondary levels approximately 28% of teachers participated in
training activities, mainly in the fields of new technologies, assessment, oral work, the reform
of initial vocational training and school projects.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

Not so long ago, teachers pursued their own supplementary training almost exclusively on
their Own initiative, by consulting specialized literature and taking part in seminars or in
courses abroad at their own expense.

In today's context, due to changes in and the new demands made by society, the education
system is called upon to maximize all its human resources. Therefore it is one of the priorities
of the Ministry of Education to develop in-service training for teachers.

Training has existed at the primary and "supplementary" level since 1983. In fact, the 1983
reform of the training of trainers engaged in in-service training activities, organized by 'SERI',

gave this training new impetus.

For the last year, following the introduction of a new stud) plan, a series of day courses has
been organized at regional level to reinforce this training. These courses are aimed at all
teachers affected by this innovation.

With the exception of training activities related to the new technologies, in particular in the
vocational education introduced around 1985/86, the first in-servi :e training activities at the
general and technical secondary levels were only introduced on a larger scale in 1990/91.
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Since then, the Ministry has considerably increased its efforts to develop in-service training
for teachers and trainers in general and technical secondary education as well.

In addition, almost all teachers involved in the preparatory work for the reform of
"supplementary" education (for children who after primary education do rlOi follow general
secondary education nor the 7th class of technical secondary education) have taken part in a
series of training seminars lasting five days.

Thus, especially in general and technical secondary education, in-service teacher training is
a relatively recent phenomenon.

Current discussions and debates deal primarily with the following questions:

How can the programme and the in-service training activities be best adapted to the
priorities for innovation defined at national level? Th.: "supplementary" education project
provides an example of how the reform of aims. meth xis, structures, and in-service teacher
training activities can all be integrated into a comprehensive approach. This raises the
problem of the medium-term planning of in-service training activities.

How can the teachers' personal aspirations be taken into account?

What role should be played by in-service training courses devised and implemented by the
schools themselves and how much autonomy' should be given to schools to organize their
own in-service training'?

One issue that has still not been resok ed is that of the replacement of teachers who take
leave of absence to participate in in-service training. For this reason, most of' the training.
activities take place outside normal teaching hours.

Another question which has not yet been resolved is the relationship between initial and in-
service training. Whereas in-service training currently responds primarily to the needs of
the current situation, initial training tends to distance itself from such contingencies.

* * *
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THE NETHERLANDS

I. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Entrance requirements Location of
training

Course structure Qualifications / Titles

Full-time
training
Primary education School leaving HBO: 4 years 4 years in general subjects; Primary teacher's certificate

(4 to 12 years of certificate NAPO or (sometimes professional studies and Leraar hastsonderwys

age) MO. or possibly AfB0 called PABO) teaching practice (approx.
',. of the course).

Lower Secondary School leaving HBO: 4 years 4 years in one general Lower secondary teacher's

+ Secondary certificate 11.4)0 or subject or in one technical certificate with grade 2
Vocational (12 to IWO, or possibly MBO. subject, education subjects qualification (Leraar
16 years of age) and teaching practice. voorigezel onderwys 2e

2e graads Science of teaching graads). They can teach in
(grade 2) integrated (appr. 1/8 of the

course).
the first 3 years of IWO
and HAVO and all classes
at MAIO. 1'80 and ill30.

Upper Secondary University Degree I !niversity for I University I year in one Secondary teacher's
(every age group
at all secondary

(which must include a
two-month introductory

sear (l '10),
after academic

IWO/H.410 examination
subject (under-graduate

certificate with grade 1

qualification (Leraar
schools) hie course to teaching) discipline study course of 1700 hours of roorlge:el onderwys Isle
graads (grade 1) in one discipline which 850 hours teaching graads) Allowed to teach
general subjects and a doctoraal

examen

practice). throughout secondary
education.

Upper Secondary: HAW, IWO. MBO HBO. 4 years in physical Secondary teacher's

Isle graads (sometimes education certificate (teraar
(grade I) physical
education

called ALO) voorignet onderwys Isle
graads) in physical
education

Part-time
training

see full-time training 1180 4-6 years Primary teacher's certificate
Leraar hasisonderwys

Primary education

Lower Secondary 11..11.0 1'140. MHO HBO (1).41. - 2) 4 years in one general or Lower secondan teacher's
2e graads one technical subject certificate (Leraar
(grade 2) in a
general subject or
a technical subject

(formerly 6 years). voortge:el onderwijs 2e
graads). Teachers A, ith
grade 2 qualification in a
general suhject or a
technical subject

tipper Secondary 'Teaching certificate HBO (DAL - I). ) years in one general Secondary teacher's
late graads Leraar voorige:er in one geberat subject (1),414) certificate with grade I

(grade I) onder141/5

2e graads
subject qualification in one general

subject (Leraar voartge:et
(mderwys Isle graads)
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PAW: Pedagogische Akademie BasisonderwUs - College of education for primary teachers
HBO! Hoger Beroepsonderwijs - Higher vocational education
HAVO: Huger Algemeen Voortgezet Onderwijs - Senior general secondary education
MAVO: Middelbaar Algemeen Voortgezet Onderwifs - Lower general secondary education
VWO. Voorbereidend Wetenschappehf k Onderwijs - Pre-university education
LBO: Lager Beroepsonderwzjs - Lower secondary vocational education
MBO: Middelbaar Beroepsonderwifs - Senior secondary vocational education

Universitaire Lerarenopleiding - University-based teach,!r training course
DAV-1:
Dean] dopleiding Algem 'ne rakken Isle graads - Part-time teacher training course, grade 1,
in one general subject
DAV-2:
Deeltijdopleiding Algemene f'akken 2e growls - Part-time teacher training course, grade 2, in
one general subject
ALO: Academie your Lichameliike Oproeding - College for physical education
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

I. Legislation and aims

In-service training is a type of training provided to staff to enable them to improve and extend
their knowledge, skills, aptitudes and professional performance directly related to the exercise
of their profession on the basis of the skills they acquired during initial training.

In-service training is regulated by law.

2. Authorities involved in provision

The Minister for Education. Culture and Science grants a specific budget to the schools for
in-service training; the schools themselves are responsible for the in-service training of their
teachers.

Certain subjects are of such importance that the Minister grants them additional funds. either
for a limited period or for well-defined groups of participants. The Minister also defines the
aims of this activity and in certain cases grants facilities to schools to enable their personnel
to pursue in-service training.

3. Right to in-service training

All teachers have access to in-service training, even when they are unemployed.

There is no obligation on teachers to participate in in-service training, even when they are
unemployed.

In general, in-service training does not take place during teachers' working hours.

When in-service training does take place during working hours, there are two possibilities:

- To support in-service training in subjects which go beyond the responsibility of individual
schools, the Minister for Education. Culture and Science may make extra funds available.
In such cases, official arrangements for paid training leave and teacher replacement may he
made.

- In other cases, when in-service training during working hours is inevitable, schools have to
make their own arrangements for paid training leave and teacher replacement.
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4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Teachers who wish to be promoted must attend at least one in-service training course, which
may be:

- an activity chosen from among those defined each year by the Minister;

- another type of in-service training programme, which must be approved by the inspectorate,
for example at least 20 hours of course Ikork in the teacher's subject, at least five days in
on-the-job training in industry or in a working environment, a supplementary course in the
same subject; or the completion of a publication.

Evaluation

Schools choose where in-service training is to he provided. The assessment of the quality of
in-service training is therefore done by the schools. Schools must establish an in-service
training plan each year in order to stimulate an active training policy on their part. This plan
is supervised by the inspectorate of teaching.

The government intends to carry out a review of in-service training, which will be completed
on 1 January 2000. The review will focus on funding, administration, quality improvement
and the operation of market forces.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

As from August 1993, the budget for in-service training of staff in primary and secondary
education was transferred from the teacher training institutions to the schools. Demand from
the latter determines both the provision of in-service training and the body providing it.

In-service training can be provided by teacher training institutions (teacher training colleges
and universities), in some cases with support from a school guidance service, a national centre
for education or specialists not directly involved in the field of education.

Teachers responsible for training have a grade 1 qualification and are specialised in one
subject. Their qualifications are higher than those of teachers in primary schools or in the first
three classes of secondary schools and general lower secondary schools (MA VO), who are
teachers with a grade 2 qualification. Their qualification is equivalent to that of the grade 1
teachers qualified to teach throughout all of secondary education.
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6. Form and content

Form

The duration and frequency of in-service training varies. The duration of each course is
determined by the schools in consultation with the in-service training institutions.

Courses last an average of five days (1990/91). In special education, however, there are
relatively large numbers of courses lasting one day or less.

In-service training takes several forms, including theoretical and/or specific skills courses; self-
tuition; conferences; training on-the-job in industry or in the teacher's subject area;
supplementary courses; or practical supervision by a school guidance service.

Content

The supply of training programmes is determined by demand from the schools.

Courses are aimed at target groups, which can be anything from a small group of teachers to
one or more types of school.

In 1990/91, most of the courses in computerization, management. general education and
technology were attended by secondary school teachers.

One of the main priorities of education policy is to promote the teaching of Dutch and
arithmetic to pupils from under-privileged backgrounds. In-service training is part of this
policy.

Several types of in-service training which are not the responsibility of the schools are financed
centrally and regulated by the Minister. In 193/94 these courses were in the following fields:

- educational management for head and deputy head teachers in primary schools and in
special education (secondary),

- intercultural education for teachers in primary schools:

- preparation for senior posts for women who have at least five years' experience in teaching.
who have demonstrated an interest in management and who have completed the course on
"Women and Management".

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

In-service training is only integrated with international exchange programmes in a limited
way. In the context of the international exchange programme between classes, teachers in
secondary schools can spend a maximum of four weeks abroad.
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The cross-border rev,ional cooperation programme in education with Belgium and Germany
can include teacher exchanges and in-service training activities in all areas of teaching.

Mention should also be made of the PLATO programme (Pr( notie van Lerarenmobiliteit voor
Arbeidservaring in Training in het buitenlandse Onderwy s), which promotes teacher mobility
with a view to acquiring experience of work and training in education abroad. This
programme is designed for teachers in primary and secondary schools.

Teachers can participate in study visits abroad (for a maximum of six months) if it can be
shown that this will be of benefit to the school.

8. Statistics

Participation

In 1990/91, one third of all teachers in primary and secondary schools and in special
education (a total of 188 500 persons) participated in 58 200 in-service training courses.
Twice as many men as women participated in these courses in the primary sector.

In practice, in-service training courses are attended almost exclusively outside working hours.

The number of participants is limited by the available budget for in-service training. The
amount per full-time equivalent (fte) is established yearly by Ministerial Order. A ceiling can
also be placed on the number of participants in the courses arranged centrally by the Minister.
In 1993/94, the following ceilings were set for the examples already mentioned:

- educational management: a maximum of 600 participants;

- intercultural education: a maximum of 150 participants;

- preparation for senior posts for women; a maximum of 200 participants.

Budget

Every year, the government grants a sum of money to thc authority responsible for public and
private schools to be used for the in-service training of teachers. The amount per full-time
equivalent (fte) is established yearly by Ministerial Order. For 1993/94, this amounted to 380
guilders per fte in primary and 700 guilders per fte in secondary education.

Approximately 1% of the total cost of salaries in primary and secondary general and
vocational education is allocated to in-service training.

In 1990/91 costs reached an average of 834 guilders per course.

Some 50% of this covers the cost of the staff who provide the training and 50% covers the
costs arising from the courses themselves.
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In-service training may also be at the teachers' own expense.

The budget for the in-service training of teachers at primary and secondary level has been
transferred to the schools. Up to 1 August 1997, the schools will be required to pay to the
institutions providing in-service training 80% of the budget they receive from the government
for this training.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

As the budget for in-service training has been transferred from the teacher training institutions
to the schools, the needs of the schools determine the supply of training. This makes for a
better match of supply and demand and, at the same time, improves the quality of training.
This measure is part of a broader policy of decentralization.

The priority of national education policy between 1993 and 1997 is to seek to improve the
teaching provided to under-privileged groups in the population. i.e. to pupils, whose social.
economic and cultural environment exerts a negative influence on their ability to learn and
develop.

In particular, this priority has the following results on in-service training:

Schools can use their in-service training budget to meet this priority and also have access
to the training programmes financed by the government.

In 1991, the 26 municipalities with the largest numbers of foreign pupils in primary and
secondary education received additional funds for a period of four years. These funds must
be used to improve the skills of the teaching staff in this field.

The four largest cities in the Netherlands have launched projects aimed at immigrant girls
aged 10 to 16. One of the themes deals with increasing the availability of in-service
training.

* * *
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AUSTRIA

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Entrance requirements Location of training C'ourse structure Qualifications /
Titles

Pre-school Successful completion of Kindergarten leacher 5 years (general education plus Officially

education (I) year 8 plus aptitude test training ('ollege teaching-specific subjects). Ihe recognized

Kindergarten (requirement for the five- Bildurt.'canstalt fnr theoretical part is provided in professional

(3 to 6 years year course). tipper kindergartenpadagogik school, the practical part takes qualification

of age) secondary school leaving place in Kindergarten. At the (Beruishefdhigung)

certificate cnd of the course, students take entitles holders to

(Re ireprnfings:eugnis) - an upper secondary final take charge of a

higher education entrance examination (Re)eprnfring) and kindergarten-

qualification plus an a Befahigungsprnfimg. group. In addition.

aptitude test (= usual The post-secondary Training it is possible to

entrance requirement for Course (Kolleg) takes 4 obtain qualifications

Kolleg).
Entrance Examination
(Studienberechtigungsprn-

semesters (2 years) with
emphasis on the professional
aspects.

as an "educator"

.fung) for persons aged at
least 20 years.

Primary. t Ipper secondary school Teacher Training 3 years (at least 6 semesters) it Teaching

education leaving certificate Colleges comprises a total of 168 weekly qualification for

l'olksschule. (Reifeprnfungszeugnis) - (Padagogn-he units of tuition (approx. 2500 Primary School and

Grundschule higher education entrance "Ikadenuen) (one hours of lectures, seminars and the pre-primary

(6 to 10 qualification. Federal 'leacher work in small groups). year in Primary

years of age) Entrance Examination Training College ill Competence is required in all School (For

(Studienherechtigungs- each Land). subjects taught in primary children aged 6

priitung) for persons aged school. The course comprises years who are not

at least 20 years the following areas of study
- Human sciences

yet ready for entry
to primary school

(Ilumanwissenschaften) e.g.
education sciences, theory of
teaching and learning.
educational psychology,
educational sociology,
special education (about 25°0
of t: : total course time).

( I Ors,'hulstute))

- Subjects taught at primary
and pre-school level (470'0 of
the course time).

- 'Teaching practice ( I /300 of

the total course time)
(weekly lessons in
demonstration schools)

- The remaining time is
devoted to acquiring
additional skills necessary to
he a professional teacher It
is also possible to acquiie
additional qualifications Ic g
alternative education,
multicultural education)

I I Pre-school education is not part of the public school system
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School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualifications /
'fitles

Secondary Education

General Lower Secondary see primary education see primary 3 years (at least 6 teaching
School edueation semesters) Teachers qualification for
Hauptschule 4. specialize in 2 subjects General 1.ower
Pre-Vocational Year Hie first subject must he Secondary School
Poipechruscher t ehrgang German or English or and the Pre-
(10 to 15 years of age) Mathematics, but the

second subject may be
chosen freel y. from the
whole range of subjects
taught in these schools.

Vocational Year

The time devoted to
education sciences in the
course for Primary teachers
is given over to studies in
the various subjects in the
course for lower secondary
teachers In each subject.
student teachers receive a
total of 28-30 hours of
tuition a week in these
subjects (appros. 420-450
hours) plus a total of 8-10
hours of tuition each week
in subject matter
methodology
(Fachdidakiik) - appro.
120-150 hours in all.
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School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualifications /
Titles

General Secondary Schools Upper secondary school Universities and 2-phase model Master's Degree

AllgemeinMdende &Mere leaving certificate - academies of fine I A minimum of 9

Schulen (10 to 18 years of higher education entrance art or music semesters or 4 ',': ) ears Teaching

age) qualification General academic qualification in

(Rerfeprieungstteugnis) background necessary for 2 subjects for the

Medium- and Higher-Level Students aged over 20 at teaching at lower anti General

Secondary Technical and least may take an upper secondary level Secondary

Vocational Colleges Entrance Examination Students normally Schools and 2

Berufshildende mirilere und (Studienberechogungs) specialize in 2 subjects general subjects

hdhere Schulen (up to R The first part of the course at Medium- and

years) concentrates on subject
studies. 'The remaining 5
semesters comprise subject
matter methodology.
studies in the educational
sciences and period f
teaching practice. On
average. about 84% of the
total of 160 hours is
devoted to subject studies.

Higher-Le% el

Secondary

Technical and
Vocational
Colleges

1000 to subject maner
methodology and 6% to
educational studies and
teaching practice
2. An additional year of
practical teaching in
schools

(Unierrichtsprukaurn)
Parallel to this, student
teachers must attend
obligatory courses
organized by tbe
Pedagogical Institutes
(non-university institutes of
in-service training).
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School level Entrance requirements I.ocation of training Course structure Qualifications /
Titles

Technical and vocational
education

Part-time vocational
colleges for apprentices
(Berufsschule).

- General education e.g Upper secondary school stage I stage I: reaching Diploma
foreign language,
economics, business

leaving certificate
(RetfeprUfitng) plus 2

Piniugogisches Institut
(in-service teacher

2 years
6 weeks of training in the

studies and years of relevant training college) following areas.
management, word
processing and
technical subjects

professional experience educational sciences.
science of teaching

- relevant subject area
(theory)

stage 2

- school law

stage 2.
Vocational reacher
['raining ('ollege

I year (2 semesters) full-
time course (subject area.
humanities, educational
sciences and methodology
incl. classroom experience)

- Technical subjects
(for practical training,
workshops etc.)

Skilled workers'
qualification plus 6
years of relevant
professional experience
plus qualificaticn as a
master craftsman

see st4e. I and stage 2 see stage I and stage 2 Teaching Diploma

Technical and vocational
colleges (medium and
higher level, upper
secondaty):

- (ieneral education *) Upper secondary school
leaving certificate

I mersity Min. 4 '.'2 years
(9 semesters) academic

Master's f)egree,
Teaching Diploma

IReileprulung) training in 2 subjects hid
studies in educational
sciences, science of
teaching. methodology in
the last 5 semesters as well
as a Schulpraknkum (12
weeks) with a 4-week
introductory phase and 8
weeks of practical training
at school

(tir 2 subjects)

(teaching experience)

) For further details see General Secondary Schools
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School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualifications ,
Titles

Fechnical and vocational
colleges (medium and
higher level, upper
secondary) (cont.)

- Business studies and Upper secondary. school University Min. 4 1/2 years Master's Degree.

management leaving certificate (9 semesters) academic Teaching

(Re ifornfung) training incl. studies in
educational sciences, science
of teaching and
methodology in the last 5
semesters and I semester of
practical training at school
(teaching experience)

Diploma plus
2 years of
experience in
relevant
profession
require6 for
teaching contract

- Engineering and law University Degree Padagogisches 2 years Certificate

(Master's Degree) Institut 6 weeks of training in the

plus 4 years of (in-service teacher following areas:

experience in relevant
profession

training college) - educational sciences,
science of teaching and
methodology

- relevant subject areas
- school laws

- Word processing
shorthand etc

I ipper secondary school

leaving certificate

Vorational Tiigh,
Fraii.47. College

2 year course with training
in

Teaching
Diploma

(Re ifeprifung) plus 1-2 (FierufSpadagogische - humanities, educational

years of experience in
relevant profession

.4kademw) sciences, science of
teaching and
methodology (incl.
teaching experience)

- relevant subject areas
- school laws

- Domestic science Upper secondary school Vocational 'reacher 2 (31 year course w ith 'reaching

leas ing exam fraining College training in Diploma

I Berufsoidagogesche - humanities, educational plus I year of

.4 kaile mu.) sciences, science of
teaching and
methodology (incl
teaching experience)

- relevant subject areas

experience in
relevant
profession
required tUr
teaching contract

school lims

Full-time %ocational see under part-time see under part-tune see under part-time see under part-

colleges (medium-level.
upper secondary)

ocational colleges wcational volleges %ocational colleges time vocational
colleges

- technical subjects -
theory
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2. IN-SERV!CE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

I. Legislation and aims

The aim of in-service training courses in Austria is to support teachers' professional
development and to enhance their knowledge and skills in the relevant subject matter,
methodology, legal and organizational matters and classroom management, and to contribute
to the development of the teaching profession.

The provision of in-service training for teachers is governed by the School Organization Act
(Schulorganisationsgesetz). The present organizational structure of in-service training has been
laid down in amendment 7 (30.6.1982) (part V. hiclagogische Institute, see point 2).

2. Authorities involved in provision

In accordance with the School Organization Act, in-service training is provided in institutions
for the in-service and further training of teachers (Peidagogische Institute) which have been
established in all nine Bundeskinder in Austria. Most are federal institutions, but some are run
privately by the provinces and are recognised as public institutions. Like the teacher training
colleges for primary and lower secondary school teachers (hidagogische Akadernien) they are
establishments of higher education.

The Pcidagogische Institute are organized in four departments, reflecting the different school
categories:

- for teachers in primary and lower secondary schools;
- for teachers in vocational colleges for apprentices (part-time);
- for teachers in general secondary schools (for 10- to 18-year-olds);
- for teachers in technical and vocati mal colleges (full-time).

The responsibilities of the hidagogische Institute include both in-service training courses
aimed at teachers' professional development and "further training courses" with special
curricula leading to examinations which confer additional qualifications and entitle those
concerned to teach specific or newly introduced subjects.

They also provide initial training for university graduates in general education subjects and
staff recruited from industry and business. They also carry out educational resecrch.

One of the principal tasks of the hidagogische Institute is to plan, organize and run in-serv ice
training courses at local and regional level, including school-based courses.

The Padagogische Institute are under the control of the regional education authorities which
are in turn suppervised by the Federal Ministry of Education. The regional education
authorities co-ordinate the programmes at regional level, while it is the Ministry undertakes
co-ordination of training at inter-regional and national level which is, in turn, organized and
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run by the Nidagogische Institute.

As well as the POdugogische Institute, there are separate institutions for teachers of Religious
Instruction and those working in the agricultural sector. A variety of other kinds of bodies
(universities, teachers' associations, political parties, churches and the chambers of commerce)
also provide in-service and further training courses.

3. Right to in-service training

Teachers are legally obliged to ensure that their knowledge and teaching content are kept up
to date. Thus, in-service training may be considered mandatory, although there is no law or
directive indicating either the type or the frequency of in-service training courses to be
attended. Teachers cannot be forced to accept any of the programmes offered if they prefi:r
private study. Enrolment is normally on a voluntary basis. When important innovations are
introduced, however, in-service training can be made compulsory.

Whilst teachers are following in-service training courses they are replaced either by the head
teacher or by a colleague teaching in the school (see also Point 6 - Form and content).

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Teachers who attend in-service courses receive only certificates of attendance.

There is no bonus for attending a training course nor any immediate effects on teachers'
salaries or careers. However, when there is a vacancy (e.g. for a head of department or head
teacher), priority may he given to the candidates with the highest attendance rates.

On the other hand, teachers successful in courses of further training receive certificates or
diplomas, which in certain cases, entitk; them not only to teach another or an additional
subject or to take on certain responsibilities hut also to progress up the salary scale.

Evaluation

Evaluation of the organization and content of the training is c xried out at the end of every
course by means of questionnaires to be completed by the participants.

Teachers undergoing training are not assessed on a systematic basis. It is assumed that they
will benefit from the training and be able to make use of their newly acquired skills in the
c lassroom.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

Through the educational research which they conduct and co-operation with other institutions,
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the Peidagogische Institute have extensive knowledge and wide experience of educational
trends and problems. They also have a legal obligation to co-operate with other institutions,
including universities and adult education institutes, private bodies and industry. Trainers can
thus be recruited from amongst teachers and from these institutions. They are usually engaged
for individual courses, so considerable flexibility is guaranteed, which often makes it possible
to react to short-term needs. Due to awareness of the importance of trainer quality, several
measures have been taken to improve the training of teacher trainers recruited from the peer
group.

6. Form and content

Form

In-service training is mostly provided during the academic year and teachers are granted leave
to attend. A certain number of courses also take place during the school holidays.

There is a decree limiting short courses during the school year to a maximum of three
consecutive days in order to contain costs. This is a counterweight to the special regulations
which allow a paid supply teacher to be provided when a teacher's absence exceeds three
days.

However, this decree includes specific provision for the length of training to be extended
where necessary.

Courses organized in modules or as weekly meetings outside teaching hours can run over a
term or a year or even longer. Teachers who undertake in-company training are entitled to
special leave which may sometimes be assimilated to sabbatical leave under COMETT, as
these training periods usually exceed one week.

In-service training is extremely varied both in form and content. It can be organized in the
form of workshops, seminars with lectures and discussions, conferences, field trips, industrial
visits, in-company (on-the-job) training etc.

Other types of activities include meetings or workshops for teachers of specific subjects
(Arheitsgemeinschufien).

Content

The programmes are usually limited to specific target groups (categories 9f teachers or
teachers in specific types of school or subjects) but there are also courses open to all teachers.
Specific selection criteria may be applied, depending On the course content.

The content of in-service training is extremely varied, ranging from topics connected with the
organization of education, to curricular matters, via topics of regional importance and the
science of education, which is a particular favourite. Areas such as school management.
computer studies, teacher development and classroom management, the new technologies, El
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actions and multicultural education are becoming increasingly popular. Provision has also been
made in order to meet unforeseen needs in any field (e.g. migrants' children) at short notice.

7. In-service training and teacher mobiliq

Once Austria has access to all EU exchange programmes. training activities will certainly be
integrated into international programmes to a greater extent. At present, Austria has bilateral
programmes with other European countries, including these of Eastern Europe, which enable
their teachers to attend courses in Austria or to take courses appropriate to their needs given
in their home countries by Austrian trainers. As a member of the Council of Europe. Austria
takes part in the CDCC Teacher Bursaries Scheme. Under this scheme. Austria admits 50
teachers from other member countries to its short national in-service training courses as part
of the in-service training programme for teachers of the technical and vocational education
sectors.

In exchange, Austrian teachers can take part in courses offiyred by other countries and by the
Council of Europe.

Since 1992, Austria has participated in the COMETT programme and is preparing to set up
the necessary infrastructure to take part in the LINGUA programme.

8. Statistics

Participation rates in in-service training vary in particular according to the different categories
of teachers and subjects. Needs analysis during the planning stage, a combination of both top-
down and bottom-up approaches and flexibility in course organization allow programmes to
be adapted to teachers' needs.

The Ministry allocates 0,5% of its budget to in-service teacher training. This is equivalent to
18,5% of expenditure on initial training.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

Efforts to introduce compulsory teacher training ( for instance attendance at one course a year)
have failed. partly because of the high costs which would be involved.

Subjects covered by in-service training programmes follow changes in society and in
education and educational reform. Thus, since the recently introduced reforms (14th and I 5th
amendments to the School Organi/ation Act) granting a higher degree of autonomy' to
schools and providing for the integration of handicapped children into mainstream schools.

l'he aim is to make the system more Ile\ ible and to enable schools to pla their new role in relation,
on the one hand. to the communit and, on the other, to the degree of centrali/ation required tOr the
essential unity of the system.
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courses have beeil offered to teachers and heads to enable them to carry out their new tasks.
Main current trends and priorities include teacher development, school management. the new
technologies, multicultural education, teaching of German as a foreign language. foreign
language teaching (especially vocationally-oriented language learning). in-company training
for teachers of technological and commercial subjects. ecological awareness, adult education.
interdisciplinary skills, core skills, and the European dimension.

* * *
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PORTUGAL

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualifications
Titles

Pre-school education Successful completion of School of education 3 years Nursery or Primary

Educacdo Pre-Escolar secondary schooling or (Escola Superior de min. 40% of course A Teaching Diploma

(3 to 6 years of age) equivalent and tests
specifically designed to

Educacdo ESE) A = personal, social.
cultural, scientific.

&chore laio

evaluate ability to attend a The ESE are non-university technological, technical or

1st cycle "of basic higher education institution higher education institutions artistic training

education" (Prowl de Afericdo and (Instinnos Superior

1° crclo do Ensino specific tests) Tecnk'os) max. 600/0 of course II

Basico B = educational sciences

(6 to 10 years ot age) 3 years and teaching practice
supervised by the training
institution, with the
cooperation of the teaching
institution where the training
takes place.

2nd cycle of "basic as above ESE 1 or 2 subjects Specialized Higher

education" 4 years (or 415 years if they max. 70% of course A Studies Diploma or

20 ciclo do Ensino
Ramo

continue their studies atter
having obtained their

min. 30% of course 13 ticenciatura degree

(10 to 12 years of
age)

Bacharelato degree for the
1st cycle)

3rd cycle of "basic as abos e C to 6 years of university 5 to 6 years of university LIcencratura degnie*

education"
30 ciclo do Ensino
Basin)
(12 to 1.5 years of
age)

studies studies, teaching practice
included
max 70% of course A
min 30% of course II

Secondary education as above 5 to 6 years of university 5 to 6 years of university 1.icenchitura degree

Ensino Secundario
Geral

studies studies, teaching practice
included

(IS to 18 years of
age) max. 50% of course A

min. 20% of course B

Teachers who are graduates with a licenciatura degree (which does not constitute a professional teaching
qualification) may obtain qualified teacher status either by completing a one-year course of distance
training provided by the Universidade Aberta (Open university) t a minimum of 6 years' teaching
experience is required for admission to this scheme) or after successfully completing a two-year course
of in-service education, under the responsibility and supervision of a higher education institution. In the
first year, teachers attend lectures on education sciences by provided higher education institutions. 'The
practical teaching training, in the second year, takes place in schools, under the joint responsibility of
a higher education institution and the school education council. It includes practical teaching (planning
and execution), classroom management, and participation in the school's education project. Teachers
undergoing training who have at least 6 years of teaching experience have their teaching hours reduced
and are exempt from the second year of practical training.
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAININ(; OF TEACHERS

I. Legislation and aims

The law establishing the framework for in-service teacher training (Decree-law No 249) was
passed in 1992. This regulates in-service training and the related system of coordination.
administration, and support. It sets out the following basic aims for in-service training:

- to improve the quality of teaching by providing teachers with continuous updating and
upgrading of both their theoretical and their practical knowledge;

- to improve teachers' professional and pedagogical skills in the different areas in which they
work;

to encourage independent learning, research and educational innovation;

to make professional retraining possible in order to facilitate mobilit) between the di ff erent
levels and types of education and between "teaching groups" (groups of subject areas in
which teachers are qualified to teach. depending on their respective training).

These aims take up objectives previously formulated by statute (Comprehensive Law on the
Education System, Law No 46 of 1986, which introduced the reform of the Portuguese
education system; Ordinance on the training of pre-school trainers and teachers in "basic" and
secondary education - Decree-law No 344 of 1989; Terms and conditions of service of
teaching staff - Decree-law No 139-A of 1990).

2. Authorities involved in provision

At national level. the Ministry of Education establishes the priorities which the training centres
must observe and establishes national courses in the context of the reform of the education
system.

The "Coordinating Council for In-service Training" coordinates. assesses and supervises in-
service teacher training at national level. This body's main functions are to formulate
recommendations, make known the training courses on offer, plan their distribution.
participate in defining criteria for funding. establish the duration of the courses, register and
accredit the centres and training activities, and carry out assessments of the system, more
especially in terms of the adequacy of supply in relation to demand and the links betw,een
initial and in-service training.

The General Inspectorate of Education is responsible fOr supervising and inspecting accredited
training centres.

At regional level, the Regional Directorates of Iducation are responsible fOr the administration
of the system. To this end, they hav.: to draw up an annual list of the activities proposed in
the region, grant approval to the provision of educational services, encourage the
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establishment of new training centres on the initiative of school associations, and promote
inter-school cooperation.

These bodies can also designate areas for priority action and take specific action by way of
implementation.

3. Right to in-service training

The teaching staff regulations describe the teachers" right to training and information affecting
the performance of their duties as a "professional right" peculiar to the teaching profession.
It is guaranteed by providing access to regular teacher training activities designed to update
and upgrade teachers' professional knowledge and skills. Such activities can also be designed
to provide professional retraining or to promote mobility or career adv ancement. Such
advancement determines the teacher's promotion to the next level on the scale.

Release from teaching duties for up to a maximum of eight working days (separately or en
bloc) per school year may be granted to teachers attending congresses. conferences, symposia.
courses, seminars or other activities connected with teacher training and aimed at its updating.

Leave will be granted provided that it is proved that the training activities cannot take place
outside the teacher's normal working hours. When granting such leave, the administrative
body of the school must be assured that the teacher concerned will be replaced by another
teacher from within the school, as provided in the teachers' terms and conditions of service
(Estatuto Carreira Docente).

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

1n-service training is also a duty and it is a prerequisite for teachers' advancement in their
teaching career, as they are regularly reported on and given marks in the course of their
careers In-service training goes on throughout the professional career, beginning at the end
of initial training.

A specific number of credits. calculated on the basis of the number 6. hours and the le\ el of
training undertaken, is awarded for each in-service training activity. These credits are taken
into account and influence the teacher's promotion prospects.

Only training provided at accredited training centres and institutions (see point to can he so
taken into account.

Any teachers who have not had an opportunity to undertake the in-service training necessary
for promotion have to prove the point by showing that. while in their present grade, none of
the courses necessary for this promotion have been made a% ailable free or charge in an
appropriate field of study in the locality of the school.
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Evaluation

In-service training courses are assessed both by the teacher undergoing training and by the
trainer (or the training institution) so that the adequacy of the courses can be assessed in
relation to the goals previously set and that their utility in teacher training can be measured.
Training institutions have to develop methods for assessing the courses, evaluate the resulting
data, and publish their findings.

In addition, the Ministry of Education and the Coordinating Council for In-service Training
are responsible for the evaluation of in-service training at national level.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

The Basic Law on the General Structure and Organization of the Education System gives a
major role in in-service training to the institutions which provide initial training in close
cooperation with the schools in which trainers and teachers are employed.

Subsequent regulations establishing a legal basis for teacher training provide that in-service
training can be offered in specialized institutions, in particular in those responsible for initial
teacher training (higher education institutions), but that it can also arise from the initiative of
national or regional agencies of the Ministry of Education and the professional and academic
associations of teachers.

Associations may also take initiatives.

Training centres may be public, private, or mixed (i.e. with the participation of both the
public and private sectors).

- Higher education institutions may provide training either on their own initiative or on the
basis of cooperation protocols or contracts with other training centres. More particularly,
they are qualified to offer advanced and specialized training. As centres providing initial
teacher training, they are also responsible for developing courses for the training of teacher
trainers.

Higher education institutions can provide advice to training centres on academic and
methodological matters, especially by assisting in identifying needs, developing training
plans, and in designing and developing projects.

Training centres run by associations of schools are set up by groups of schools and
kindergartens located in the same area. They must include schools offering different levels
of education and trainers representing each of these levels. These centres must make sure
that the national priorities for training are respected and must establish local priorities. They
are also responsible for developing training plans. To this end, they can enter into
agreements to cooperate with other training centres so as to ensure that the supply of
training meets the demand.

- Training centres run by teacher associations made up of groups teachers may, like the
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school associations, create in-service teacher training centres under the law on the formation
of associations.

- The services of the central or regional education administration may promote
complementary in-service training in the areas of special education, vocational training.
adult education, and Portuguese language teaching abroad.

Institutions wishing to provide in-service training have to submit to a process of
accreditation. For this, they must apply to the Coordinating Council for In-service Training.
In its application, each training centre must indicate its progran me of training courses and
projects, the names and qualifications of its trainers, where the training will be carried out.
and for whom it is intended.

Accreditation is valid for three years.

The framework legislation governing in-service teacher training specifies a series of
requirements which trainers must meet. These differ depending on the level of the training.
In this context there are three lcvels of training: introductory, advanced, and specialized.

At the introductory level, trainers must be practising teachers with qualifications equal to or
higher than those of the teachers at whom the training is aimed.

At the advanced and specialized levels, trainers must be specialists, i.e. they must be pre-
school teachers or primary, secondary, or higher education teaching staff, with at least five
years' seniority and they must hold one of the following specialized certificates: the diploma
in specialized higher education (a non-university higher education diploma taken over one to
two years following the award of a higher education diploma); a degree (licenciatura) in

education sciences; a postgraduate qualification; a pass in an examination of teaching aptitude
and academic ability to teach in higher education; a Master's degree or a doctorate.

The In-service Training Coordinating Council can also grant a specialized trainer qualification
to professionals who are not teachers but whose professional experience justifies it.

6. Form and content

Form

In-service training can take the form of courses or training modules, seminars, training
courses, projects, or training workshops and can also include the study of particular higher
education subjects.

There are three levels of training:

- introductory, lasting a minimum of 30 hours;
- advanced, lasting a minimum of 22 hours;
- specialized, lasting a minimum of 15 hours.
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Introductory and advanced training are offered by one of the training institutions mentioned
above.

Specialized courses are provided by higher education institutions or by training centres
operating under their aegis for academic and educational guidance.

In-service training must be accredited by the Coordinating Council for In-service Training.

The application for accreditation must spec4 the name of the course, the level assigned to
it, its duration, and for whom it is intended, the conditions for attendance, the names and
qualifications of the trainers, the location of the course. and the method of assessment.

The accreditation indicates the number of credits to be awarded for promotion purposes and
the fields to which it relates.

Teachers are entitled to eight days of leave each year to participate in in-service trdning.

Recently, the Basic Law on the General Structure and Organization of the Education System
has made provision for teachers to be granted "periods of time specifically intended for in-
service training, which could take the form of sabbatical years". This provision is confirmed
by Decree-law No 139-A of 1990, which describes the teachers who are entitled to apply for
sabbatical leave. In order to qualify, teachers must hold permanent posts and have been
awarded "satisfactory" marks in their reports over an uninterrupted period of at least ten years
of' teaching.

Other leave of absence will also be granted "to enable teachers to participate in conferences,
symposia, courses, seminars, and other activities organized inside the country or abroad".

Content

In-service training must include both academic and teaching aspects and theoretical and
practical elements, and encourage the acquisition of the various functions appropriate to the
needs of the teacher. It must be flexible in order to ensure the retraining and mobility of
teachers

In-service training must also be based on teaching methods similar to the ones the teachers
will be called upon to use in their teaching. It must emphasize the practical application of
critical analysis, research, and innovations in teaching and constructive participation in the
local environment.

'Elie main in-service training courses include:

education sciences and specializations which are subjects taught at the various levels of
education (pre-school, primary, and secondary);

teaching practice and research in the various areas of teaching:
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- personal, ethical, social and cultural training;

- Portuguese language and culture;

- communication methods and techniques.

7. In-service training and teacher mobilit)

There is no information available on this point.

8. Statistics

The educational programme for Portugal (PRODEK which includes several sub-programmes.
has been approved for Community support. The first sub-programme of PRODEP includes
training measures promoting management and computer science or communications
(FORGEST) and measures promoting in-service teacher training (FOCO). These were awarded
the following budgetary grants for the financing of in-service teacher training in 1993:

FOCO 11 552 342 000 escudos
FORGEST 1 511 948 000 escudos

As the State budget for education in 1993 was 659 567 527 000 escudos. these grants
represent approximately 2% of the total budget.

Different levels of education show different rates of participation. For 1993. the rates were
estimated at 70.3% for the pre-school level, 44% for the lower and 50% for the intermediate
and upper levels of "basic education". and 37% for upper secondary education.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

'Me Council of Ministers has recently approved a Bill to introduce changes to the legal
framework of in-service teacher training and to its coordination and administration. The most
interesting changes to the present arrangements are set out below, pending publication of the
Decree-law.

Administration

A new scientific and educational body, called the Science and Education Council for In-
service Tiaining will he set up at national level to replace the current Coordination Council
for In-Service Teacher Training. The new council will consist of a president and four
members appointed by the Minister for Fducation and chosen from persons who have earned
a reputation for excellence in the field of education

.ike the Coordination Council. the new Science and Education Council for In-service I raining
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will be responsible for the accreditation of training centres and in-service training activities,
and for monitoring and evaluating the practical implementation of the in-service training
system as a whole. The Council will also provide an advisory service by responding to
questions falling within its area of competence

In addition to the tasks provided for under the original legal framework, administrative bodies
at regional level will be responsible for ensuring the conformity of new training sentres and
associations of schools.

Training centres

I he main change here involves areas where the central and regional administrative bodies
may , by joining with other training centres. carry out training activities. In this way. the
administrative bodies will also be responsible for those areas considered relevant to the
progress of reforms and the development of the education system.

The initial legal framework subjected all centres wishing to organize training activities to an
accreditation process. l'he new system waives this requirement for higher education
institutions and for education administration bodies at central and regional level, although they
must still provide the Science and Education Council for In-service Training with all
necessary iffibrmation about their activities

Form and content

'Hie new framework will maintain the forms of in-service training activities but eliminate the
various levels. Another change affects the organization of training into subject areas explicitly
mentioned in the legislation, but it does not reduce the content of training.

Training activities carried out by a training centre of any kind will remain subject to the
approval of the Science and Education Council kg In-service Training.

Trainers

One of the principal aims of the present restructuring of the legal framework for in-service
training is to provide a clear definition of the qualifications required of trainers.

Under the previous system, these qualifications were defined with respect to the level of
training activities. Insofar as these levels are eliminated, qualifications will from now on be
defined in terms of the individual trainer's position. e.g. professional teachers and/or other
persons.

Trainers are required to have at least one of the following qualifications: a doctorate. a
Master's degree; successful completion of qualifying examinations for teaching in higher
education; a post-graduate course or part of a Master's degree relating to the teaching
profession; or a higher education diploma with a specialization in education for those who are
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already graduates.

As regards teachers employed at primary and secondary level and preschool instructors, one
of the following qualifications is required to teach in-service training courses: a specialised
higher education diploma; a specialised training course or trainer training course of at least
120 hours duration. Teachers with appropriate qualifications and experience in teacher training
may also be entitled to give courses in specific training areas. A teacher's status as a trainer
must be formally considered and approved by the Science and Education Council for In-
service Training.

The new system grants trainers the right, within certain limits, to accumulate credits for the
training activities they participate in.

in-service training and promotion

The proposed modification of the in-service training system will create new conditions for
taking account of training activities in the promotion process within the teaching profession.
Although it is still the case that the trainers must, when they give their courses, already be in
the teaching service, such activities must also comply with one of the following conditions:

cover topics directly relevant to the professional classroom activity of the teachers; or

be an integral part of a professional retraining scheme: or

give staff the skills to perform specific supervisory, management and administrative tasks
in schools.

* * *
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FINLAND

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Entrance

requirements

Location Course structure Qualifications i'
Titles

Pre-school Upper secondary.. Nursery teacher training 3 years Nursery teacher

education school leaving college or university, the course includes the science of certificate

(0 to 6 years of certificate or from 1.8.1995 university teaching, psychological and (from 1995 BA

age) adequate vocational only creative subjects plus 20-30 level degree in

certificate weeks of teaching practice education)

Primary Upper secondary Department of teacher 4-5 years Master of

education school leaving education in university 45% university studies in school Education

(7 to 13 years certificate and subjects (common core in all

of age)

Comprehensive
School

university entrance
examination

school subjects and specialization
in 1-2 subjects); 45% educational
science including Master's thesis
and research method studies, 10%
teaching practice

Lower Upper secondary University faculties 5-6 years Master of Arts

Secondary school leaving 1 University studies in (-3 Master of Science

education 114 certificate and subjects (in one subject Master of Music

to 16 years of university entrance advanced studies and Masters Master of Physical

age) and examination thesis) and Education

(ieneral Upper 2. Educational studies Master of

Secondary

education
(16 to 19 years
of age)

a) 35-40 study weeks
concurrently with university.
subject studies, or

h) Educational studies (I year)
after Master's degree

Theology

Comprehensive
School Structure of educational studies:

30% educational sciences; 20%
teaching theory related to school
subject; 50% teaching practice

Vocational Higher vocational University or Vocational 40 credits of teaching studies Diploma in

Upper diploma or Master's college of education (one full-time year of study): teaching The

Secondary degree from educational science. science of diploma qualifies

education university teaching related to the subjects (or all schools

and Non- plus work and the practice of the teaching ('rom 1.1.1995

university experience (2-1 profession. Specializations The requirements

higher years) curriculum planning. guidance of of subject studies

education learning, student tutoring and vary from one

(16+ years of planning of school activities type of school to

age) Studies are often linked to the
actual work of the intending
teacher

another
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

1. Legislation and aims

The objectives set for in-service training in Finland are to update teachers' skills in relation
to the implementation of the curriculum and school evaluation and to the new challenges of
multiculturalism, internationalization and modern technology. It is also aimed at enabling
teachers to expand their skills and develop their personality. In the vocational sector, in-
service training often aims to give teachers the skills to teach at a higher level of the school
system.

At the regional and institutional levels, in-service training is aimed at enhancing the
development of schools and creating school networks. The improvement of school
effectiveness is also a top priority.

At national level, in-service training activities are designed to support the implementation of
official education policy and strategy in schools.

2. Authorities involved in provision

Under Finnish legislation, the bodies supervising schools are responsible for the in-service
training of teachers. Three types of training can be identified, according to the body
supervising and financing it:

individual training undertaken by teachers on ti- 'r own initiative;

training arranged by schools; and

training designed to support the implementation of national policy directives and
innovations.

In the first case, responsibility is delegated to the individual teacher, who may receive
financial support in the form of a grant from public funds. When staff development is
organized by the school, responsibility rests with the local education authorities in the case
of comprehensive schools and general upper tecondary schools; for other types of schools,
responsibility is shared between the State and various foundations. As for the in-service
training serving to implement national educational policy objectives, it is the State, and more
specifically the National Board of Education, which is the highest authority in charge of the
programmes and financing.

3. Right to in-service training

Inder the current legislation and the collective agreements in the education sector, all teachers
have a duty to participate in training lasting from three to five days each year, arranged by
their school authority. Participation in state-subsidized training at national level is decided by
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the school administration.

In vocational education, in-service training has to be provided during the working time of the
teachers, who must continue to be paid their salary in full. However, the principle that pupils
have the right to full-time education must be observed and this raises the problem of the
replacement of teachers undertaking training. In primary and upper secondary education,
obligatory in-service training takes place outside the working time of the teachers.

Teachers who are absent from school for training for several days, usually exchange lessons
with other teachers. For longer periods of training, the school usually has no other choice than
to employ a supply teacher. Although this was current practice in the 1980s, when supply
teachers were even called on for single days, it has become much less frequent today for
reasons of cost. Schools prefer to arrange their teachers' various in-service training days
locally in such a way that they can group classes together for sports or cultural or
environmental activities, which can be supervised by fewer staff.

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Studies have shown that teachers prefer training which enables them to update their
knowledge in the subjects they teach and to improve their professional skills. Teachers are
increasingly interested in in-service training which counts towards diplomas and degrees and
thus improves their position in the labour market. Up to now. however. only a very few in-
service training courses have been recognized as credits towards university-level studies or

degrees.

In the context of the restructuring of Finnish education. the National Board of Education has.

over the past few years, financed training designed to qualify teachers at more advanced levels
of education (from college-level to university-level), thus increasing teachers' competence and

supporting their further studies. Totally or partially financed, this training has been offered
in industrial fields, information technology, art education, environmental studies and health
care. National schemes of in-service training have been connected with the reforms of the
education structure.

The National Board of Education has launched professional development programmes for head
teachers and teachers. in cooperation with the in-service trainiu centres and the universities.

Evaluation

In line with its responsibilities for evaluation and raising the general level of' in-ser% ice
training in Finland, the National Board of Education wil, be concentrating on quality

evaluation.

The individual programmes are evaluated by the body responsible for them. More importance

will be attached to self-evaluation by the participants.
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5. In-service training establishments and trainers

The National Board of Education has two training centres for all the educational staff in
Finland. The in-service training of teachers in vocational schools and adult education centres
has been placed in vocational teacher education colleges, whereas for teachers in general
secondary schools training is primarily provided by the in-service training units and teacher
training units attached to universities and by summer universities.

In the two training centres of the National Board of Education, the trainers are usually
employed on a contract or freelance basis and represent a wide range of expertise. They are
in the main civil servants from the educational admniistration, qualified teachers or uniNersity
researchers.

In vocational teacher training colleges, trainers frequently have vocational teacher
qualifications in the same field and MA-level or higher studies in education.

University units for in-service training and teacher training are normally managed by staff at
doctorate level, and trainers are. as above, experts under contract or on a freelance basis, or
university teachers with MA or higher degrees

Other bodies making an increasing contribution in the field are the polytechnics, the
specialized vocational institutions, the adult education departments of vocational schools,
teachers' unions, and private enterprises and consultancy services.

The school authorities and administrations are increasingly favouring locally arranged and
school-based forms of in-service training, and various private firms and consultants already
play an active role in the organization of staff development courses. Instead of short courses,
there will be a gradual shift towards training programmes and projects supporting the
development of schools and the individual work of teachers. Teacher participation is today
largely determined by the cost-effectiveness of the training offered. It should also be
mentioned that recent years have seen the development of various types of multi-media based
distance learning.

6. Form and content

Form

School teachers have a duty to participate in in-service training On three days every year.
while vocational school teachers have a right to live annual in-service training days. This is
included in the calculation of government grants. In addition to this, the education authority
for the school (the state, municipality or private body) may buy in in-service training "shares"
for its staff.

The training is always provided by the education authority of the school, either through public
or private providers of training. There are two dominant trends: on the one hand, more and
more schools are organizing in-service training at the school itself or nearby, by inviting
experts or arranging visits to businesses, other educational establishments, exhibitions etc. On
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the other hand schools are beginning to group separate in-service training periods into larger
units, so that, by combining several training units and complementing them with independent
study and distance education, a complete qualification can be obtained. One example of this
is the professional development qualification consiiting of 40 credits.

Content

For 1994, the main themes of the in-service training funded by the National Board of
Education are:

- curricular development;
- evaluating the effectiveness of traininig:
- qualifications, examinations and quality control in adult education;
- training in foreign languages;
- education for immigrants;
- vocational counselling and guidance;
- the educational challenge of schools with neither separate year classes nor provision tbr

independent study; and
- internationalism.

These training activities are generally open to all categories of teachers.

7. In-service training and teacher mobiliq

Finland joined the ERASMUS and COMETT programmes in 1990 and 1992 respectively.
Schools have been encouraged to strengthen bilingual education and modules taught in
European languages to facilitate exchange programmes. There are also bilateral exchange
programmes between Finland and other countries, e.g. FUSEE(' with the U.S.A.

8. Statistics

Due to the decentralization of decision-making, there are no national statistics on the funds
allocated to in-service training. Educational establishments are advised to use an average of
I% of public education grants for the staff development of their teaching staff. Teachers in
vocational institutions have usually had the best overall training opportunities, while teachers
in the field of general education have had the most restricted access to in-service training.

In 1992, the proportion of the education budget allocated to in-service training of teachers was
estimated at 0,12%.

In the same year, 1,32"..0 of the education budget was allocated to initial training of teachers.

It should he noted that public expenditure on education and teacher training comes from two
main sources: the state budget and municipal budgets. The government grants to education
cover on average 57% of education costs. 'Hie municipalities (and in some cases private
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school owners) are supposed to cover the remaining 43%. Nonetheless the percentage of
government funding varies from one school type to another, and no exact information about
the local funding is available. (It can be higher than average.)

Teacher participation in independent training varies widely and is clearly in addition to the
other forms of training.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

A general decentralization of educational administration is currently under way in Finland. In
the field of in-service training, general oversight and financial control are being delegated to
regional training networks, to schools and to individuals.

Future priority areas are the evaluation of the effectiveness of education at individual, local.
national and international levels respectively.

Initial teacher training and the in-service training of teachers are currently being reformed
according to the principles of "lifelong learning". The main goals are to eliminate the
bottlenecks in education, combine the qualification requirements of different levels of teacher
training, and enhance on-the-job training.

* * *



SWEDEN

1. INITIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS

School level Entrance requirements Location of
training

Course structure (I) Qualifications ,
Titles

Pre-school education Upper secondary school leaving Universit), or Course of study for 120 points 1'niversity Degree

(0 to 6/7 years of certificate from a 3-year national universit) college (2), for service as a pre-school in Nursery

age) course or an equivalent level of of education or teacher or as a youth worker. Education and

knowledge, e.g through work
experience, and specific
requirements, imposed hy the
individual institution, of passes
in particular subjects

teacher training
college

Youth N ork .

Primary and lower As above As abose. Courses of study for teaching in University Degree

secondary education years 1-7 and 4-9 respectively in Education for

(6/7 years to 16 Trainees for years 1-7. Primary and

years of age) Minimum 140 points with I.ower Secondary

provided on an
uninterrupted basis
between school entry
and leasing ages

specialization (7 points) in
Swedish and social science
subjects or mathematics and
natural science subjects.

Education.

(grundskola) Options: Swedish as a second
language. or as mother tongue,
or adult education.
Trainees for years 4-9.
Either minimum 180 points with
60 points in the major subject
and 40 points in other subjects
(art and music 80 points: home
economics, physical education,
crafts and Swedish 60 points).
or 140-160 points with
specialization in Swedish and
other languages, or mother
tongue, Swedish as a second
foreign language and English, or
social science subjects, or
mathematics and natural science
subjects or artistic and practical
subject with Swedish/English/
mother tonue/mathematics. All
courses include 40 points in the
theory and practice of teaching

t!pper secondary. University, or 160-220 points: min. 80 points I iiiversity Degree

education (16 to 19 teacher training in the major subject, 60 points in Education for 1

years of age) college in other subjects (80 points in Upper Secondary

gymnaneskola modern languages, Swedish.
civics or artistic and practical

Education. which
is also valid for

(ieneral subjects subjects) and 40 points in the teaching in adult

Group I As above theor) and pr , tice of teaching education

Group 2 University degree of min 140
points with min 80 points III a

subject rele)ant for teaching

As abo.c 40 points in the theor) and
practice of teaching

As ribose

Vocational subjects Degree in engineering,
architecture or economies'
business administration or
vocational training and
professional experience

A. ;Mose As atm% e .,\,, .j,,,,,c
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School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure ( I) Qualifications ,
.fitles

Primary and Upper secondary school University or 120 points 80 points in art liniversity Degree
Secondary eduLation leaving certificate from a College of Fine theory and coursework and 40 in Art Education.

.3 year national course or Arts points in the theory and practice which is also
Art teaching equivalent level of

knowledge, e.g through
work experience, and
specific requirements
imposed by the individual
institution, of passes in
particular subjects

of teaching yalid for teaching
in adult education.

Physical education As ahose l'msersio, college 120 points. 80 points in area of t.'nisersit Degree
teaching or department of studies and 40 points in the in Physical

physical education theory and practice of teaching Education

Ilome economics As ithosc I 'nicrsit 120 points including 40 points in I Miversity Degree
teaching the theory and practice of

teaching.
in !tome
Economics
Education

Craft teaching As above As abose Courses with specialization in
wood, metal or textiles:

I 'niv ersity Degree
in Craft

120 points 80 points in
theoretical and practical
coursework and 40 points in the
theory and practice of teaching

Education .

Preschool As ahos c 1 ins crsits or music 160 points including I :n is ersit Degree
priman and consersators specializations and 40 Nuns in in Music
secondan education
Music

the theon and practice of
teaching

1. dULati011

Special education Degree in education University or 40-60 points depending on llniversity Degree
teacher training
college.

specialization. in Special
Education.

The basic structure and aims of all degree courses are laid down by the government.
whereas each institution determines the content. Supervised teaching practice
equivalent to one term's full-time study is a requirement in all teacher training.

(21 Study time is measured in points: 1 point represents 1 week's study, and 40 points
represents a whole year.
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

1. Legislation and aims

In the new aim and result-oriented system governing Swedish schools, in-service training of
school staff is a central instrument for attaining equivalent and high-quality teaching standards
throughout the school system. All in-service training should aim at contributing towards the
fulfilment of national aims and developing school activities. To this end, in-service training
should increase the knowledge, skills and understanding of all teaching staff. These aims have
been emphasized by Parliament and the government in a number of Acts and resolutions since
1989.

In-service training of teachers should meet the needs resulting from the implementation of the
guidelines and national aims in relation to education, those defined locally by the individual
authorities and schools, and individual teachers' needs for professional development. Through
in-service training, teachers should learn to assess how the national aims of education can he
attained on the basis of a common approach in relation to the work and the role of the school.

2. Authorities involved in provision

On 2 January 1991, responsibility for teaching staff was transferred from the State to the local
authorities. On 1 July 1991, these Were given full responsibility for the organization and
implementation of all school activities: the principles of management by objectives and results
were also introduced into the school system. These reforms have shaped and set the
framework for in-service training of teachers.

In-service training is organized for teachers in compulsor education, in upper secondary
schools and in local authority adult education courses.

'he in-service training of teachers is a shared responsibility between the central and local
government.

The State guarantees teachers althroughout the country access to good quality in-service
training. This responsibility is delegated to the main central authority for supervision of the
school system. the National Agency for Education. which receives special government grants
for the in-service training of teachers. Mainly these grants are used to support educational
reforms. The National Agency for Education is also responsible for the basic training
programme for head teachers.

The local government districts are obliged by the Fuucation Act to provide their staff with
adequate in-service training and professional development. The latter concept includes inter
cilia their personal development, further education and local development work. Most
authorities have one or more members of staff formally responsible for the in-service training
of all their teachers. To a large extent, responsibility for the planning and organization of
training activities and professional development is delegated to the various head teachers.
Almost all authorities cooperate with each other in arranging training activities, for example.
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for teachers of practical and artistic subjects and school welfare staff, guidance officers and
speech therapists.

3. Right to in-semice training

In-service training is an integral part of a teacher's normal service during the school year. All
teachers are obliged to participate in school-based training five days per year. This applies
regardless of whether training activities are arranged by the employer - the local government
district - or by the individual school. These days can be used for in-service training or for
planning school work, and th: activities are often arranged over two or three days per term
in order to ensure a certain c )ntinuity.

In addition to these in-service training days, the employer may use teachers' working hours
during school holidays for in-service training, planning or evaluation for not more than 12
days per year, or in total for 24 days over a three-year period. According to the current school
agreement, training during holidays shoUld be arranged at the beginning of the Autumn term
or the end of the Spring term. It is, however, quite common for teachers, individually or in
a group, to be able to take part in training activities after school hours during term time.

If the employer makes maximum use of these resources by combining in-service training days
and working hours during holidays, teachers may receive up to 13 to 17 days of in-service
training a year.

The duration and frequency of training activities vary according to the teacher's category and
training needs. They can, for example, be arranged as a separate course of one or several
days' duration, linked to lectures and study modules, or form part of a broader strategy where
holiday working hours, in-service training days and other time for in-service training are used
for studies on the same topic.

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Participation in in-service training has no consequences for teachers' salaries and careers at
present. However, discussions are being held regarding the possible introduction of an
incentive to undertake in-service training which would have an effect on the teacher's salary.

Evaluation

The National Agency for Education is responsible for national follow-up, evaluation and
supervision of all school activities, including in particular in-service training for teachers. The
Agency reports their result:; to the Ministry of Education and Science twice a var.

'Fhe local authori ies are responsible for the evaluation of the in-service training which they
provide. l!sually the evaluation consists of a questionnaire which the teachers answer at the
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end of an in-service training day

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

About 90% of all in-service training is provided hy universities and establishments of higher
education. Most of the training is organized in subjects chosen by the National .Agency for
Education in accordance with the aims and guidelines for school development laid down by

Parliament and the Government. However, the institutions also provide tailor-made training.

designed to meet local requirements.

Trainers are chosen according to the type or content of the course. They can. for example, be

teacher trainers, specially engaged lecturers or course leaders, experienced peers, private
consultants or represenatives of different trades.

6. Form and content

Form

Training can take many different forms: school-based in-service training days. conferences.
university courses, distance study, study circles. seminars, individual studies or courses abroad.

etc.

Content

Since the change to a decentralized school system, the content of in-service training is not
defined at national level. There are, however, some topics which are announced as priorities
by the Parliament and government in the different types of in-service training:

- All teachers should receive training in handling children with special needs.

- In the academic year 1989/90, a new scheme of initial teacher training was introduced for
teachers of general subjects during compulsory education. As a consequence of this reform.
a supplementary in-service training programme was started in that year with the aim of
providing essentially similar basic skills for all categories of teachers.

- 1n-service training for teachers at the lower levels of compulsory education is intended to
aim at increasing their knowledge of main subjects such as Swedish, mathematics, nataral
sciences and religion.

- Teachers in the upper secondaly school should have their in-service training more directed
towards the increased competence required by the individual teacher. A major task fOr in-
service training is to supplement teachers' subject qualifications so as to bring them more
in line with the qualifications needed in the new curricula in upper secondary education.

- Education in foreign languages should be promoted according to the new curriculum for
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compulsory education.

Other areas that are included in in-service training are, for example. European culture,
internationalization, media and environmental studies. Pupils' rights and duties and their
obligations in regard to school activities must be treated during the school-based in-service
training days.

The National Agency for Education disburses about 400 scholarships each year to individuals
who can justify their application for a course of in-service training. Subjects most likely to
be accepted for these scholarships are: environmental studies, foreign language teaching,
support to pupils with special needs, school democracy. and vocational studies.

Special courses have been arranged for head teachers since 1976, and as from the academic
year 1992/93 there is also a special basic training programme for them. The aim of this
programme is to ensure that the head teacher, as the leader of the school, is well aware of the
national aims and guidelines for the school system

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

Sweden takes part in the ERASMUS. COMETT and ARION programmes. The National
Agency for Education also has special funds for the promotion of international contacts
between teachers, participation in international conferences, and in-service training of foreign
teachers in languages.

8. Statistics

Since 1993, central government subsidies to local government districts take the form of a
block grant for various public services which the latter are obliged to provide. State funding,
then, has nothing to do with school organization: the districts are free to allocate the grants
to various services as they see tit. As a consequence of this reform, there are no figures
available regarding the total cost of in-service training. In 1991/92, however, the funds for in-
service training totalled approximately 470 million SEK.

The National Agency for Education has in 1994/95 resources for:

- in-service training (98 STK);
- implementation of' the reformed school system. including information about the new

curricula and the marking system (128 SEK).

There are no reliable statistics On participation rates or on lie relationship between supply and
demand owing to the decentralized system.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

l'he main trends during the past few years are as follows.
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- The aims of in-servire training are shifting from individual development towards
leadership/management training, local school development and the development of skills.

- In-service training is becoming more diversified and market-oriented. As a result, more and
more local government districts are using training bodies other than universities and
establishments of higher education.

At national level, the recent debate on in-service training for teachers is concerned with:

- maintainance of in-service training of high quality when training is a responsibility of the
local authorities;

- provision for competence development on a lifelong learning basis for those who have
completed their basic training. All individuals must assume responsibility for expanding
their own skills, but how will they be given the financial means to seek continuing training?
This debate affects all adults, but teachers are especially concerned.

At local level, much of the concern is about how to make in-service training an effective tool
for local school development.
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UNITED KINGDOM

ENGLAND AND WALES

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

All teachers in maintained, non-maintained special and self-governing (grant-maintained)
schools must have qualified teacher status (QTS), which is awarded by the Secretary of State
to those who successfully complete an approved course of initial teacher education. This
requires intending teachers to satisfy specific competence criteria with regard to curriculum
content, planning and assessment, teaching strategies, and further professional development.
All the qualifications mentioned below confer QTS. Although teachers may specialize in
meeting the needs of pupils of different age groups, there is only one single qualified teacher
corps. All institutions providing courses leading to qualified teacher status (QTS) must be

approved by the Secretary of State, who is advised by the Teacher Training Agency (TTA),
which replaced the Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education in 1994 as the body
securing compliance with the Government's criteria for courses of teacher training. The TTA
is also responsible for monitoring teacher training institutions to ensure their compliance with
the criteria in practice.
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TRADITIONAL ROUTES

School level Entrance requirements Location of
training

Course structure Qualifications
/ Titles

,

Concurrent educatioi. - Normally at least 2 passes at University or Normally 4 years full-time training BEd or
degree General Certificate of Education Higher combining BA/BSc vs ith
(introduced in 1960s) (GCE) Advanced level (upper Education for all students QTS

secondary) and 3 passes in Institution. - curriculum, teaching training and (graduate
other subjects at General educational studies; status
Certificate of Secondary - at least 2 years' university level conferred by
Education (GCSE) (grade C or
higher) (lower secondary) or the
recognized equivalent.

- Passes must include English
language, maths and (from

study of main subject
future primary teachers only
- the application of the students'

main subject(s) in primary
schools;

degree)

1996) science at GCSE (grade
C or higher) or the recognized
equivalent.

- Individual interview to assess
personal qualities. suitability
and commitment

at least 100 hours each on the
teaching of English language.
mathematics and science (150
hours from 1996);

- study of the other national
curriculum subjects;

Medical examination - at least 25 weeks (32 from 19%)
practical and teaching experience
in schools;

future secondary teachers only
- the application of the students'

main subject(s) in secondary.
schools;

- at least 32 weeks' practical and
teaching experience in schools

Consecutive post- - A first BA/3Se degree or the University or One year full-time intensive training Post-graduate
graduate course of recognized equivalent Higher comprising Certificate in
initial teacher - passes in English language. Education for all students Education
education maths and (from 1996) science Institution - curriculum, teaching training and (POCH
(introduced in 1960s) at GCSE (grade C or higher) or educational studies; (graduate

the recognized equivalent future primary teachers only status
- Individual interview to assess at least 100 hours each on the achieved prior

personal qualities and
commitment;

- medical examination

teaching of English language,
mathematics and science (150
hours from 1996);

to training).

- the application of the students'
degree subject(s) in primary
schools;

- study of the other national
curriculum subjects;

- at least 15 (18 from 1996) vseek
practical and teaching experience
in schools;

future secondary teachers only
- the application of the students'

degree subject(s) in secondary
schools,

- at least 32 weeks' practical and
teaching experience in schools=OM
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OTHER ROUTES

School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualifications / Titles

Concurrent models
Shortened concurrent As for concurrent degree University or Higher 2 year full-time courses BEd or BA/BSc vvith QTS

degree courses for
mature students

above.
- at least 24 years of age,

and

Education Institution see concurrent degree,
- at least 24 weeks to be

spent in schools.

(graduate status conferred
by degree).

- at least one year of
relevant Higher
Education.

Licensed Teacher - over 24 years of age. Appointed hy school Training in post (up to 2 After 2 years. or a lesser

Scheme - at least 2 years of full- andior LEA as a years) content and period if the candidates'

(introduced in 1989 time relevant higher "licensed teacher" duration tailored to qualifications and

for mature persons
without any formal

education or its
equivalent:

individual candidates'
needs

experience are suitable,
the emplo)er applies to

teacher training) - GCSE passes in the Department for

English. mathematics
and (from 1996)
science at grade C or
above. or recognized
equivalent,

- interview by school
governors/LEA.

Education for the licensed
teacher to be awarded
QTS. his training route
does not confer a named
certificate, nor does it
confer graduate status

- medicai examination

Concurrent models
Overseas-trained
teachers (introduced in

- a degree,

- a teaching qualification
Appointed by school
governors andior

Training in post (up to 2
years) content and

When satisfied that the
teacher has the required

1991) from outside the LEA as an duration tailored to the competences. the employer

European Union; "authorieed teacher". teachers' individual recommends to the

- at least 1 year's needs. Application for Department for Education

teaching experience,
GCSE pass in English,
mathematics and (from
1996) sciences at grade
C or above or
recognized equivalent,

- interview by school
governors/LEA;

QTS may be made after
one term

(DFE) that the overseas
teacher be awarded OTS.
This training route does
not confer a named
certificate (graduate status
achieved prior to 1TE).

- medical examination
Consecutive models
Articled Teacher As for PCCE above University or HE1 Two years full-time See

, ,

Post-graduate C'ertificate

Scheme Ontroduced in - interview by panel and linked schools PGCE 80% of training in Education (K(T)
1990; from 1993,
primary only)

representing HE1,
school and LEA, where
appropriate.

takes place in school and
20% in the 11E.1.

(graduate status achieved
prior to FTE)

School-centred As for POCE above School-eenued. 11Els One year full-time. See Post-graduate CertifiLate

training (introduced in - interview hy school may contribute PtiCE More than 80% of in Education (PG('E) or

1993 for secondary training under training based in school OTS (graduate status

teachers only) contract to school achieved prior to VI L)

Pan-time distance As for 1'6CE above Distance learning Normally 18 months See Post-graduate Certificate

learning courses Open University KiCE Distance teaching in Education (POCE)

(introduced in 1993) (011) and practical materials At least 18 (graduate status achieved

experience in OU-
nominated schools

weeks' school experience, prior to 1TE)
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NOTES

1. The Education Act 1994 established the Teacher Training Agency (TTA). TTA
accredits the institutions which provide ITE courses and funds ITE courses in England.
The Higher Education Funding Council for Wales retains funding responsibilities for
teacher education in Wales. The Secretary of State for Wales may request the TTA to
assume non-funding responsibilities with respect to Wales.

2. Although teachers with QTS may teach in any sector, they generally teach pupils
within the age range for which they have specialized.

3. Selection procedures: for all training models except the licensed, overseas-trained and
articled and school-centred models, it is the HEI, together with practising teachers,
which selects students. For the licensed, overseas-trained and school-centred models.
teachers are seiected by the schooi and the LEA. Articled teachers are selected by a
panel comprising representatives of the HIE, the LEA and the school.

BA Bachelor of Arts
BEd Bachelor of Education
DFE Department for Education
HEI Higher Education Institution
LEA Local Education Authority
OU Open University
ITA Teacher Training Agency
BSc Bachelor of Science
ITE Initial Teacher Education
QTS Qualified Teacher Status
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

I. Legislation and aims

The aims of the in-service training of teachers are.

- to enable teachers to reflect on and develop their teaching practice throughout their
professional life;

- to support teachers in the preparation and implementation of their individual school
development plan;

- to support teachers in the implementation of curricular and other reforms in the education
service;

- to prepare teachers to assume additional responsibilities associated with specific posts for
which they may wish to apply, e.g. deputy head teacher, head teacher.

2. Authorities involved in provision

There is no one body with overall responsibility for in-service training (INSET); it is divided
between central government (the Department for Education/DFE in England, and the Welsh
Office/WO in Wales), the local education authorities (LEAs) (where appropriate), the school
governing bodies. the head teachers and the iridividual teachers concerned.

The Department for Education and the Welsh Office provide financial support for INSET
through a programme of Grants for Education Support and Training (GEST). This is paid to
the LEA but is increasingly devolved by them to schools. These specific grants support a wide
range of INSET in the following areas:

school management (including training for head teachers and governors);
the implementation of the national curriculum and related assessment arrangements;
enhancement of primary teachers' subject knowledge;
the use of' information technology;
special educational needs;
national vocational qualifications;
youth and community work.

Within these broad categories, it is for schools and LEAs to decide the details of training. The
structure and size of the GEST programme is determined annually to enable new priorities
to be reflected, therefore the above list can change from year to year. 'I'he Department tbr
Education provides 60% of the funding for most of thes. projects, which last between one and
three years.

Self-governing grant-maintained (GM) schools receive funding for INSET by means of' a
specific grant called the Special Purpose Grant (Development). All GM schools are eligible
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for this grant, which is paid at a rate of 100%. It currently provides a full-year sum of £42.50
per pupil. At least 50% must be spent on training. kiN1 schools are expected to have regard
to the categories set out in the GEST circular, but are otherwise free to determine their own
priorities.

3. Right to in-service training

Teachers may take part in in-service training at any time in their career.

All teachers have a responsibility to contribute to their own and to their colleagues'
professional development as appropriate. Participation in in-service education and training
(INSET) is one of the professional duties of teachers. The statutory conditions of service
provide for all full-time teachers to have at least five working days a year when they are not
required to teach pupils. The Department for Education expects at least three of these non-
contact days to be used for INSET.

Formal appraisal is also part of the statutory conditions of service of ail full-time teachers.
The statutory appraisal of teachers ensures the identification of individual training needs.
These should be reflected in the school's development plan, which sets out the staff's training
needs and how they will be met.

Access to INSET depends on the nature of the activities: for example, whilst all teachers will
he involved in "whole school" professional development activities, only those teachers
teaching a specific discipline will participate in subject-specific INSET. At the other end of
the continuum, teachers applying to undertake coutses leading to higher degrees or academic
diplomas are subject to the admissions criteria of the higher education institution and course
concerned.

With reference to training for senior posts, experien :e is also taken into account.

When teachers undertake INSET during the school day, their classes are taught by teaching
colleagues from within the school or by qualified replacement teachers (known as "supply
teachers"). The cost of employing replacement teachers must be met by the individual school
but, when the training qualifies for GEST funding (see 2 above), these costs -nay be
reclaimed.

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

INSET covers all professional development, from short courses to higher degrees. In some
cases, certificates of attendarce are awarded. Where teachers undertake studies leading to
specific qua' ifications, e.g. an academic diploma or a higher degree, their performance is
assessed by examination or coursework, as required by the accreditation body (usually a
university). Credit accumulation applies only to courses leading to formal accreditation.
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Where INSET is undertaken to address a training need identified during staff appraisal, the
evidence of the teacher's effectiveness in implementing the knowledge and skills gained
during training provides an indirect indication of the quality of the INSET received.

Teachers' qualifications, experience and performance are taken into consideration whenever
they apply for a new post, which may involve promotion to a more senior post e.g. deputy
head teacher or head teacher. Relevant professional development and participation in INSET
may therefore assist a teachet in securing promotion.

.Fhere is no formal link between initial and in-service training.

Evaluation

There is no single system tbr the evaluation of INSET. Provision may be evaluated by the
individual, the school, the LEA or, in some cases. by the Office for Standards in Education
(OFSTED.).

It is increasingly the case that course providers seek feedback from participants on courses.
Since individual schools must now pay for INSET from their delegated budgets. they are keen
to evaluate the benefits which INSET brings.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

INSET may be provided within a school, at a local education authority teachers' centre. at a
university, a higher education institution or a further education institution, or at an
independent training or conference centre in England and Wales or overseas.

Trainers include a wide range of agencies and individuals, school staff. LEA advisory
teachers. advisers and inspectors, and independent consultants.

Senior staff within a school provide ongoing professional guidance and development for their
less experienced colleagues, either as part of their day-to-day oversight or as part of special.
focused training. Such support begins with the induction which follows the teacher's initial
appointment to the school and continues for as long as it is required. (Note: Teacher probation
has been abolished in England and Wales.)

6. Form and content

Form

There is no legal minimum requirement for INSET. The duration and frequency of INSET
cannot he defined in general terms. Participation by individual teachers varies considerably.
depending on their interest and ability and on the demands of their post. from a few hours to
a few days, and possibly over a long period on a full-time or a part-time basis.
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The term "INSET" covers a wide range of staff development activities and there is no single
form.

Each school determines its own INSET needs, within the broad framework provided by the
Government's specific grant provisions (see 2 above). This may range i'rom support for
individual members of staff arising from appraisal interviews, through training for groups of
staff to deal with curricular or management changes, to whole-school development.

INSE I may refer to a teachers' working group within a particular school or a series of
meetings or conferences which bring together teachers from a number of schools. It can
include activities such as team teaching or industrial placement or woik shadowing. Individual
teachers may undertake professional development in the form of a study for a hieher
qualification, such as an advanced diploma or a higher degree (such as a Master's degree or
a doctorate). In the past. teachers have been released for periods of up to a year to attend a
course of study at a higher education institution, hut this is now rarer

Content

The Government outlines its priorities for training annually. for England and lOr Wales
respectively. The priorities for England for 1994/95 are outlined in 2 above. Similar priorities
apply in Wales, hut particular support has also been provided there for the implementation of
the National Curriculum requirements with respect to the teaching of the Welsh language.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

Some INSET courses, traditionally those for teachers of foreign languages. may take place
wholly or partly in another country. Some senior staff' undertake study visits to other
countries, whereby the examination of another education system provides alternative models
of tackling issues of common concern. Such visits may be arranged bilaterally, through the
Central Bureau for Educational Visits and Exchanges. or as part of EC programmes such as
ARION and LINGUA.

8. Statistics

The Government supports INSET mainly through the Grants for Education Support and
Training (GEST) programme. see 2 above.

In 1993/94 the DIT allowed OFST funding of 1170 in for England and the Welsh Office
allowed £25.3 m for Wales.

In 1994195. GEST will support LEA expenditure in England of about El 30 in depending on
schools' own spending decisions.

* * *
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UNITED KINGDOM

NORTHERN IRELAND

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualificatioas ,
'rifles

Primary and Secondary

education

Concurrent model Same entrance ( olleges of Concurrent course of 4 years BEd degree

requirements as in Education combining academic studies qualification to

England and W alo vyith educational and
professional studies as si,ell as
school experience throughout

teach

Fhere is no phase

(about 2.. ,eeks). (i e level)
recognition in

Within the professional Northern Ireland.
:audio component there are
courses provided for those
svho intend to teach in
primary schools and 11)r those
intending to teach children in
secondary schools.

l'niversities 4 year course i.e 2 years of
academic study and 2 years
of professional studies W ith

school experience

HA (Education)
qualified to teach

Consecutise model Vniversity Degree in I !my ersities I for A one year postgraduate MCI. qualification
approved subjects. Secondaty teachers) course lasting 36 vyeeks to teach .

incividual intervievy to or Colleges of combining theoretical

assess personal Education (Primary curricular and practical
qualities and interests teachers) elements; total school

experience of about I 8

seeks
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

I. Legislation and aims

The Education Reform (Northern Ireland) Order 1989 places statutory responsibility on the
five Education and Library Boards to secure the provision of training for all teachers in grant
aidea schools in their area to ensure that they are equipped with the necessary skills to
implement education reform and the Northern Ireland Curriculum.

2. Authorities involved in provision

Each Board must submit an annual programme on INSET for approval by the Department of
Education Northern Ireland. In drawing up its programme. a Board is required to consult with
school Boards of Governors and other appropriate bodies including the Council for Catholic
Maintained Schools.

Boards' INSET programmes have their origins in the identified needs of individual schools.
The requirements of the curriculum and other aspects of education reform have been the
overriding priorities for the Boards' programmes since 1989/90. It is anticipated that Boards
will continue to give priority to training linked to such needs and other activities outside the
statutory curriculum,

Apart from setting priorities and approving the Boards programmes, the Department of
Education Northern Ireland has responsibility for supporting award-bearing courses which are
eligible for state financial support and short courses outside Northern Ireland. The majority
of this provisioo also focuses on education reform and the Northern Ireland Curriculum.

3. Reforms / Current debates and trends

'Pie Department of Education is currently considering responses received during a consultation
period on a Report on the Review of Initial Teacher Training in Northern Ireland. One of the
main recommendations emanating from the review is that teacher training in Northern Ireland
should take place in three co-ordinated phases, i.e. initial teacher training, induction, and early
stages of the professional development of teachers. An announcement about the way forward
on certain aspects of the review is expected to be made shortly.

* * *
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UNITED KINGDOM

SCOTLAND

1. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualiticatunis

'rifles

Pre-school education
(2 to i xears ot age)
and

Prima', education
(5 to 12 sears of age)

Concurrent model Specified secondarx school rnisersity Facultx. 4 xears concurrent Bachelor of

examination rsses. Institute or College of training combining Education

including passes in English Education academic studies %sith (BEd ) degree.

and Maths, individual theoretical, curricular provisional

intervtess to assess and practical elements: registration ssith the

personal qualities and school experience lieneral 'teaching

interests throughout. in tota'
amounting to 3(i s As

Council for Scotland

msemtit: model I'msersit degree in ti, ahiise A on:-s ear postgraduate Postgraduate

approxed subjects,
mdisidual interviess to

course. lasting 36
%seeks. combining

Certificate of
Education (Primary I.

assess personal qualities theoretical, curricular pro% isional

and interests and practical elements
total school experienee
of 18 %seeks sv ith

emphasis on school-
based

training es perience

registration ss ith the

I ieneral Teaching
Couna fOr Scotland

Sesondars education
(12 to IR xears of
age)

Consesunse model Eniversitx degree in one or as abos c A one-xear postgraduate Postgraduate

more teaching subjects. eourse lasting 36 %seeks. Certifieate of

individual intersiew to combining theoretical. Education

assess personal qualities curricular and practial (Secondary E

and interests elements school
experience relating to
one or more teaching
subjects, in total
amounting to 22 %seeks
ssith emphasis on

school-based

training/experienee

pro% isional

registration ssith the
(ieneral E caching
Council tor Scotland
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

1. Legislation and aims

The current teachers' contract, the Scottish Joint Negotiating Committee's Circular SE/40 of
1987, stipulates that regional education authorities must offer five full days of in-service
training per year to all their teachers. In addition up to 50 hours of Planned Activity Time
(PAT) are set aside within the working year for each teacher's further self-development.

Other relevant texts are:

- Guidelines On Staff Development and Appraisal in Schools (SUED 1990);

- Scheme of Conditions of Service of Teachers in Scotland (SUED ongoing).

The aims of in-service training are:

to maintain and develop knowledge and skills which teachers in service require to carry out
their duties and responsibilities effectively and efficiently;

to enable teachers at all levels to cope with educational change and innovation;

to provide them with opportunities to develop their own potential by pursuing personal
professional development of their choice both on a compulsory and a voluntary basis.

2. Authorities involved in provision

The Scottish Office Education Department influences the content and direction of in-service
training through the specific grant scheme for the in-service training of teachers and
community education workers.

Under the scheme, funding is made available by the Secretary of State for Scotland to
education authorities to support up to 75% of the cost of in-service training in priority subject
areas approved by him. The priority subject areas are considered each year and they, and the
amount of grant available, are notified to education authorities by SIDED Circular (e.g.
Circular No 4/1993).

The identification of in-service training needs is the responsibility of teachers themselves, of
institutions and of regional and national authorities. Increasingly, the starting point in the
process is staff development and appraisal by which teachers and school managers jointly
explore issues that impinge on the work of the individual teacher and of the school as a whole
and arrive at conclusions about training needs. Education authorities, drawing upon the views
of head teachers and their own advisers and taking account of national trends and
developments, draw up their own list of perceived in-service training needs, which may or
may not fully match those of an individual school. At national level, the identification of
training needs derives in the first instance from the major changes and programmes of
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educational development introduced by the Government through the Scottish Office Education
Department.

3. Right to in-service training

!lead teachers and senior management in schools are expected to initiate the identification of
teachers' general staff development needs and to identify national or regional priorities to be
considered in the staff development or in-service training programme, and to plan a
programme of training which meetsthese needs and priorities.

Education authorities take account of national developments and trends and views of head
teachers and their own advisers in drawing up their list of in-service training needs.

At this le el. the identification of training needs derives in the first instance from the major
policy changes and programmes of educational development introduced by Government
through the SOM.

There are no regulations on the relationship between in-service training and age or length of
service. Clearly, some teaching experience may help the teacher to derive the fullest benefit
from a wide range of courses, but probationer teachers are not debarred from in-service
training.

All teachers have to be ofkred five full days of in-service training per year by their education
authority The training offered usually relates to innovations, or to some topic or policy of
importance at the time. In addition, the contract of all teachers includes a clause committing
them to up to 50 hours of PAT per year in schools as part ot' their in-service training. This
is therefore a duty placed on the school and the individual. The regulations for PAT are set
out in Circular SE140 of the Scottish Joint Negotiating Committee.

Since this applies to all teachers, there are no selection or access criteria. Nor need teachers
have spent a required number of years in the Job (or in any one institution) before being
required to observe these regulations.

Other in-service training may be at the behest of the head teacher in the case of primary
school teachers or principal (subject) teacher in the case of secondary teachers. Through them.
and usually following discussion, teachers may apply to the education authority for permission
to attend courses of' various kinds.

In-service training is part of the service offered by the education authority and is free of
charge to teachers. National training programmes may require expenditure by the education
authority on behalf of the individual teacher and thus need agreement by the authority. In the
case of personal self-development (e.g. taking a degree level course) it is likely that students
will meet their own costs, which can be considerable, although they may be able to apply to
their education authorities for assistance.

Teachers following in-service training courses can he replaced. Regional education authorities,
which have to find 25% of the cost from their own resources, may engage a teacher to replace
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an absent teacher; otherwise, cover may be provided by, for instance. the Head Teacher or an
Assistant Head Teacher, or under informal arrangements.

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Certain in-service courses, known as "qualifying courses" may lead to certificates additional
to the teachers' academic qualifications and basic teacher training.

Award bearing courses require certain amounts of time depending on the nature of the course.
For instance, those leading to the award of a certificate or a diploma may require the
equivalent of one academic year's study and those leading to a degree an appropriately longer
period,

It is also open to teachers to follow courses for additional teaching qualifications in Nursery
Teaching, Guidance, and Special Educational Needs. Many teachers use their own time to
pursue studies with the Open University.

Taking up these opportunities is not, however, required of teachers, and there is no imposed
system of training credits which all teachers must follow. In general, modular courses are as
much intended to help practitioners keep track of their self-development as to maintain a
check on their achievements. This is typified by the modular training in management for Head
Teachers and other senior staff, issued in sets of materials by SOED as a basis for education
authorities' provision.

Evaluation

Evaluation of courses is generally instituted in the first instance by the providers, who will
distribute evaluation forms, etc., to those who have undertaken the training. This will be used
as evidence of effectiveness and providing a basis for the improvement of courses. IIM
Inspectorate will examine the in-service provision at school level as part of their overall
responsibilities.

Those teachers whose training involves the acquisition of formal qualifications, such as a post-
graduate certificate, diploma or Master's degree will have their work evaluated and examined
by the certificating institutions. Teachers should notify their employers about any' additional
qualifications they obtain or any appropriate in-service training course which they attend.

There is no necessary link between in-service training and salaries or careers. The undertaking
of training may well influence an applicant's chances of interview and/or selection, but this
is not necessarily or always the case. Those who take "qualifying courses" may enhance their
chances of promotion. hut this is not automatic.
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5. In-service training establishments and trainers

Individual institutions (schools, teacher training institutions, further education colleges),
regional authorities and national authorities are all involved in provision, as are individual
experts and national agencies such as the Scottish Council for Educational Technology
(SCET) and the Scottish Consultative Council on the Curriculum.

The Scottish Office Education Department and the National Agencies including the Scottish
Council for Research in Education (SCRE), the Scottish Vocational Education Council
(SCOTVEC) and the Scottish Community Education Council (SCEC) arrange for the
provision of most of the in-service training at national level.

Education authorities use their advisory services and directorate personnel for the provision
of in-service training.

Schools and colleges themselves provide in-service training from head teacher or director level
downward through the levels of senior management (Depute, Assistant Head Teachers) to
middle management (Principal Teachers of subjects. Assistant Principal Teachers) and thence
to individual class teachers.

Training is provided by teacher training institutions (now all part of the university sector) and
other higher education institutions where appropriate; advisory services at regional level;
schools themselves; and national agencies such as SCET, SCRE, Scottish Further Education
Unit (SFEU); and finally, the SOED itself. In the latter case, it is primarily the Inspectorate
which is involved in in-service training.

There is no specific link between pre-service and in-service training activities, but there is
increasing awareness of the continuity of training required to maintain and improve the
professional skills of teachers. This should range from the pre-service or pre-qualifying
teacher training period through the probationary phase (two-year induction) and into the in-
service context for experienced teachers.

6. Form and content

Form

There are no set rules applying to the duration of courses, nor the frequency with which they
are undertaken, other than those required by regulation, i.e. five days of in-service training
organised by education authorities and 50 hours of planned activity time planned by the
individual institutions

Clearly, teaching duties make it difficult for teachers to spend much time away from their
classrooms and in general in-service rourses will not last longer than one week per period.
More frequently, they are for one or two days.

Training activities can take the form of: conferences, seminars, workshops, practical study of
curricular guidelines, discussions and experimentation on evaluation procedures. Sabbaticals
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are less common at school than at university level, but teacher exchanges and industrial work-
experience placements are becoming more common and should be regarded as forms of
professional development.

In the case of PAT, up to 20 hours are at the disposal of the individual teacher, but activities
chosen must be approved by the head teacher; the ..emaining time is subject to a school-
devised programme which can cover a wide range of topics - administrative, curricular or
otherwise. The arrangements governing PAT are set out in Circular SE/40 of the Scottish Joint
Negotiating Committee.

Content

The content of in-service training can vary enormously, depending on the stage of career, the
current developments, and the motivation of the individual.

Government initiatives in the curriculum, staff development and appraisal account for much
of the training currently being provided. In primary schools and for those teaching the early
years of the secondary curriculum, the many aspects of both curriculum and assessment in the
5 - 14 Development Programme are taking up most of the available in-service time. The
Standard grade examinations, introduced over the last decade, still cause teachers to feel the
need for support through in-service training. Government policy requires School Development
Plans of all teaching institutions and this has given rise to a need for training :n school
evaluation techniques. Staff appraisal, recently introduced as a policy by JOED, has
occasioned sponsored in-service courses for about 3 000 teachers, with further development
of materials for use in school-based training. Head teacher management training continues to
be important.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

Teacher exchanges between Scotland and mainland Europe are organised by the Central
Bureau for Educational Visits and Exchanges on behalf of the Scottish Office Education
Department. These exchanges are mainly post-to-post with Scottish teachers tying seconded
on full salary by their employing authorities but also receiving from central government funds
a grant to offset the additional cost of living abroad. The scheme is intended mainly for those
regularly engaged in the teaching of languages, or studies including those languages, in
secondary schools, further education establishments and teacher training institutions. A limited
number of exchanges for teachers of other subjects and for primary teachers are available for
1993/94 in Denmark, France and Germany. The length of these exchanges depends upon the
requirements of the individual countries. Some exchanges are for a term, others are for the
full school year, while some shorter 3 to 4 week exchanges with EC countries may also be
avaiiable.

Short courses of in-service training for teachers of modern languages are available in 1993/94
in France, Germany, Italy and Spain. In addition, a coui se for teachers of classical subjects
may be held in Athens. These courses may be directed by I IM Inspectors of Schools. Funding
.iay be available from the EU-funded LINGI IA programme.
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The Foreign Language Assistants Scheme involves their employment in schools and colleges

in Scotland and the placements of students and young teachers from Scotland to serve abroad.

Students who have completed two sessions of a degree or diploma course in the language of

the country for which they are applying and young serving modern language teachers with not

more than two years' experience at the time of taking up employment may apply for such

posts. In 1993/94 posts were available in Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Canada (Quebec),

Chile, CIS, Columbia, Costa Rica, the former Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Ecuador, France.

Germany, Hungary, Italy, Liechtenstein, Mexico, the Netherlands, Paraguay, Peru, Senegal,

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Uruguay and Venezuela.

Education authorities regard all such exchanges as an in-service training experience for those

who participate. Especially in the areas of modern language teaching where a knowledge of

the culture of the country is an important element for the teaching of the language, such

exchanges are invaluable learning opportunities.

8. Statistics

In the financial year 1993/94, the amount of grant available was £8,955 million.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

Recent reforms or developments include:

5 - 14 Development Programme;
Standard grade (completion);
School Development Plans;
Staff Development and Appraisal;
Management Training for Head Teachers;
Self-Governing Status for Further Education Colleges.

All have taken place gradually over the last five years. Their evolution is ongoing. The

reasons for them stem from Government policy and/or awareness of the need for them,

usually as a result of the Inspection process.
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ICELAND

1. INITIAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS

School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualifications /
Titles

Pre-school education At least 18 years of age College 3 years. Pre-School

(age up to 6 years) with upper secondary The main emphasis is placed on Teacher's

school leaving certificate
or equivalent university
entrance qualification,

the study of education and general
child development at the pre-
school level, The course is divided
into academic subjects (2/3) and
practical training (1/3) in a pre-

Cert;ticate

Fchool centre under the direction of
a qualified pre-school teacher

Primary and Lower Upper secondary school University or 3 years. BEd degree

Secondary education leaving certificate or university college 90 credit units, divided into studies Teacher's

(6 to 16 years of equivalent university in education, subject specialization Certificate.

age) entrance qualification and teaching practice. Strong
emphasis is put on teaching as a
profession: teachers must be able
to work individually or with fellow
teachers, on curriculum
development, teaching in the
classroom, and the evaluation of
school practice. The course follows
the concurrent model where
professional studies, subject studies
and teaching practice (14 weeks)
are integrated throughout.

Classroom
Teachers with
Additional
Subject
Specialization

Upper secondary school University or 4-5 years Diploma in

leaving certificate univasity coliege At least 3-4 full years of university Education.

qualifying for university education leading to a BA or BSc Teacher's

entrance, degree or a Diploma in Fine Art is
a pre-rguisite for entry to the
trainiryt course which takes one
year (30 credit units). The course
follows the consecutive model.
where subject study, teaching
training and teaching practice are
not integrated. 30 teaching hours
under the supervision of a qualified
teacher.

Certificate .

Subject Teachers
Art and
Handicrall
Teachers

Upper secondary school Universit) 5 years. Post-(iraduate

leaving certificate Legal certification as a teacher and Diploma in

qualifying for university. 2 years of teaching experience with Special

enflame. full professional status are required
for entry to post-graduate study,
which takes 2 years or 60 credit
units. This training takes 3 total of

Education

Additional
Teacher's
Certificate for

5 years of study plus 2 years'
professional experience

Educating
Children with
Special Needs

-....
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School level Entrance requirements Location of
training

Course structure Qualifications /
Titles

Primary and Upper secondary school College 3 years. Diploma in
Lower Secondary leaving certificate or 90 credit units. The course is Music Education.
education equivalent university organized on the concurrent Teacher's
(6 to 16 years of
age)

entrance qualification. model. ('ertificate
(MuFIc teachers)

Upper secondary' school College 3 years. Tea .1,er's
leaving certificate or 90 credit units. The course has a Certificate
equivalent university similar siructure in the various (Instrumental and
entrance qualification Grade departmeaft. singing teachers)
7-8 in instrumental
proficiency required

Upper secondary school College 2 years. Diploma in
leaving certificate or 60 credit units. he course Physical
equivalent university
entrance qualification.

follows the concurrent model. Education
Teacher's
Cenificate

Upper Secondary Upper secon:lary school University or 4-5 years. Diploma ia
education (16 to leaving certificue qualifying university college At least 3-4 full years of Education.
20 years of age) for university entrance. university education leading to a Teacher's

BA or BSc degree or Diploma
in Fine Art is a pre-requisite for
entering the training course
which takes one year, or 30
credit units. The course follows
the consecutive model, where
subject study, teacher training
and teaching practice are not
integrated. 30 teaching hours
under the supervision of a
qualified teacher.

Certificate

Subject Teachers
(Arts and
Handicraft
Teachers)

Compulsory education Technical school 4-6 years. Vocational
and university Diploma in technical or

vocational subjects or
qualification as master craftsman
is a pre-requisite for entering the
training course at university,
which takes I year, or 30 credit
units. The course follows the
consecutive model where subject
study, teacher training and
teaching practice are not
integrated. 30 teaching hours
under the supervision of a
qualified teacher.

Technical
leachers

1

Upper secondary school University 5 years. Post-Graduate
leaving certificate qualifying Legal certification as a teacher. Diploma in
for university entrance and 2 years of teaching

experience with full professional
status is required for entry to
post-graduate study, which takes

Special
Education

Additional
Teacher's

2 years or 60 credit units. This
training takes a total of 5 years
of study plus 2 years'
professional experimce.

Certificate for
Educating pupils
with Special
Needs

-01/11=Millr
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School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualifications /
titles

tipper Secondary Upper secondary school College 3 years Diploma in Music
education leaving certficate or 90 credit units. The course is Educatitm.
(16 to 20 years of age) equivalent university organized on the concurrent 1 eacher's Certificate

entrance qualification and
entrance examination

teacher education model. (Music teachers).

Upper secondary school College 3 years 'teacher's Certificate
leaving certficate 90 credit units. The course (Instrumental and
qualifying for university
entrance Grade 7-8 in
instrumental proficiency is
required

has a similar structure in the
various departments .

singing teachers).

Upper secondary school ( ollege 2 years Diploma in Physical
leaving certficate.or 60 credit units The course Education
equivalent university
entrance qualification.

tbllosss the concurrent model Teacher's
Certificate
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2. 1N-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

Introduction

The Icelandic education system is divided into four levels: pre-school; primary and lower
secondary school; upper secondary school; and university. The following information describes
the arrangements for the in-service training of teachers in the first three levels. Universities
provide their own in-service training opportunities for their staff. It is also common for
university teachers to seek their in-service training abroad.

Each of the three levels will be dealt with separately, as they involve separate institutions
providing in-service training for teachers, although these cooperate to a certain extent. It
should be pointed out that teachers may also attend courses other than those described, which
may supplement their knowledge or prove useful to them professionally.

Further education for teachers is available in only a few places in Iceland. At the Icelandic
College for pre-school teachers there is a further education department, offering pre-school
teachers one year of study in different subjects. The University College of Education offers
post-graduate programmes in the theory of education, curriculum studies, education
administration afid special education. The University of Iceland provides various opportunities
for further training. It is quite common for secondary school teachers to attend courses in the
subjects they teach. There is a one-year library and information sciences programme for
teachers who are preparing for work in school libraries. The University offers a Master's level
programme in educational guidance and recently courses leading to an M.A. degree in
education were introduced. Finally, courses leading to an M. Paed. degree in Icelandic are
available.

Teachers in Iceland can follow further education courses abroad and many do so.

The legislation on primary and secondary education makes specific provision for teachers to
take paid leave of thsence of between two months and a year for the nurpose of in-service
training (Law on Primary and Lower Secondary Schools No 49/1991, aiticle 42). An official
application must be made for such leave.

1. Legislation and aims

Pre-school Teachers - The Icelandic College for Pre-school feachers (histurskólinn) is
responsible, under Law No 10/1973, for the in-service training of staff employed at the pre-
school level through occasional courses, short courses and seminars to introduce significant
innovations in the field of pre-school education.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - According to the fourth paragranh of
article 1 of Law No 29/1988 concerning the University College of Education (Kennaralbiskóli
Island;), the College is "to provide in-service training by holding occasional courses,
introducing teachers to significant innovations in the fields of education and teaching, and
support for innovative and developmental projects" The same legislation also states, in article
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17, "The institution sh911 make every effort to build up and organize a wide variety of
educational activities and introduce teachers to innovations in education and teaching. The
University College of Education, in cooperation with the education authorities, shall also
support the ongoing development of educational activities by providing teaching and advice
based on scientific knowledge and research on educational activities, having regard to the
needs and wishes of schools and local circumstances in each case".

In the first article of Law No 65/1972 on the Icelandic Training College of Physical
Education, it is stated that the college is responsible for "providing yearly if possible, in-
service courses for physical education teachers in collaboration with the Icelandic Association
of physical education teachers."

Secondary School Teachers - Article 42 of Regulation No 23/1991 concerning upper
secondary schools, states that: "Persons employed in teaching in secondary schools shall be
provided with opportunities for regular training courses or other education to maintain and
extend their knowledge and abilities in their subject and to increase their professional
competence in the field of education and teaching. They shall, furthermore, have access to
educational advisory services while schools are in session".

2. Authorities involved in provision

Pre-school Teachers - According to Law No 10/1973, it is the responsibility of the Icelandic
College for Pre-school Teachers to train staff for all types of educational institutions for
children from birth to the age of 6 years.

Decisions on the courses are taken in consultation with representatives of the Education and
Teaching Council of the Icelandic Pre-school Teachers' Union and the school council of the
Icelandic College for Pre-school Teachers. A designated individual within the College is
respons:ble for the in-service training courses.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - The University College of Education is
the centre for teacher education in Iceland at primary and lower secondary level and carries
out research in the areas of education and training. The College includes a Department of In-
service Training, which organizes the in-service training of primary and lower secondary
teachers throughout the country.

All in-service programmes are discussed by the In-service Training Committee, which includes
representatives from the Ministry of Culture and Education, the local education authorities,
the teachers unions and the University College of Education. The Icelandic Training College
of physical education in collaboration with the Icelandic Association of physical education
teachers plan in-service training for physical education teachers.

Secondary School Teachers - The Committee for In-service Training of Secondary School
Teachers was set up in 1987. This Committee is responsible for in-service training courses and
the allocation of the funds provided for the in-service training of secondary school teachers.

The Icelandic Teachers' Union (Hid islenska Kennarafelag), the union of teachers in
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secondary schools, k a member of the Institute of Continuing Education of the University of
Iceland (Endurmenntunarstqfnun ilcisiaila Islands). The cooperative agreement concerning the
in-service training of university-educated professionals states that the objective of' this
cooperation is, in particular "To provide continuing education for university-educated
professionals in the form of courses, seminars and publications. Such efforts shall be
conducted in close cooperation with all departments of the University and other parties to the
agreement".

A representative of the Icelandic Teachers Union sits on the Board of Directors of the Institute
of Continuing Education. For the past two years this representative has also been in charge
of providing in-service training for secondary school teachers.

3. Right to in-service training

Pre-school Teachers - Attendance at in-service training courses is not compulsory for pre-
school teachers.

In-service training courses are open to qualified pre-school teachers, and the length of time
they have been employed as pre-school teachers before they attend in-service courses varies.
Participation is generally limited to a maximum of 30 individuals in each course. If there are
more than thirty applicants for a certain course, it is repeated.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - Provisions in teachers' contracts state
that they may be required to attend in-service training courses every other year. There is no
obligation for teachers to attend courses, other than their own sense of professional
responsibility.

Teachers may attend in-service training courses from the first year of their employment until
retirement.

The total number of participants is limited by the availability of finances, and in general more
applicants have applied than could be accepted.

Secondary School Teachers - Secondary school teachers' contracts of service state that
teachers should, as a rule, devote two weeks cf the time when schools are not in session to
attending in-service training every other year. There has been widespread attendance at
courses for secondary school teachers and in recent years the number of' teachers attending
courses annually represents approximately one half of the members of the Icelandic Teachers'
Union.

The length of service of teachers attending in-service training courses varies.

The admission of participants depends upon the type of course. Teachers' associations for
individual subjects are generally involved in setting up courses in these areas. If demand
exceeds supply, selection is often made on the basis of previous attendance at in-service
training courses over a specific period. In this way, an attempt is made to ensure as fair a
distribution as possible. Efforts arc generally made to meet the demand as far as possible.
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As far as the replacement of teachers is concerned, in most cases the courses are held outside
school time, so there is no need for replacement. If the courses are in school time, each case
is dealt with individually in each school, sometimes by providing a replacement teacher for
a sh irt time.

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying training

Pre-school Teachers - Pre-school teachers are entitled to salary increases after attending
courses or completing a degree course. These increases are calculated in accordance with their
type of employment contract.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - Course attendance affects a teacher's
salary, by building up credits for course attendance, but has no effect on promotion.

Secondary School Teachers - Teachers are entitled to credits for attendance at courses and
this may result in a salary increase. Course attendance affects a teacher's salary, but not
promotion.

Teachers continue to receive their salaries when attending courses and they often obtain a
refund of expenses incurred during training.

Evaluation

Pre-school Teachers - The in-service training system of the Icelandic College for Pre-school
Teachers is assessed and further developed by the participants and by the College itself.

There is no specific assessment of participants after attending courses at the College.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - The In-service Training Committee
advises the University College of Education on questions of in-service policy and its
implementation. The departmental council of the In-service Education Department is formally
responsible for assessing the programme and making improvements based on this assessment.
Courses held by the department do not involve formal assessment of participants.

Secondary School Teachers - At the conclusion of each course, participants are asked to
complete a report, with their views on the usefulness and quality of the course. Suggestions
for possible courses are sought from the teachers' associations. As a tesult, the associations
can influence the courses offered and generally ;nake sure that those which they consider most
important at any one time will, in fact, be offered. The Committee for In-service Training of
Secondary School Teachers, the programme director and staff of the Institute of Continuing
Education together plan the courses to ht. offered.

Courses held by the Institute do not involve formal assessment of participants. Attendance is
monitored and thc Institute issues participants who complete longer courses with certificates
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testifying to their participation and describing the course and its length.

5. 1n-service training establishments and trainers

Pre-school Teachers - As a rule the courses are held in the Icelandic College for Pre-school
Teachers in Reykjavik, but courses are also offered in various regions of the country.
Teaching in the in-service courses is carried out by specialists in the fields concerned. In some
cases these may be college staff and in other cases external specialists.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - The in-service training organized by the
University College of Education is held as a rule in the College in Reykjavik, but each year
certain courses are also offered at various other locations in the country. Recently, distance
education courses have also been offered. The in-service training department is entitled to
make use of the services of the teachers at the University College of Education. The final
choice of those in charge of in-service training courses is in the hands of the council of the
Department of In-service Education which as a rule seeks out the most capable individuals
in the field concerned. Trainers are sometimes invited from abroad. Those in charge of
courses may recruit other teachers to assist them and have considerable latitude in choosing
those they feel most able to carry out the task on hand.

Secondary School Teachers - The trainers in in-service training courses at the Institute of
Continuing Education vary according to the nature of the course. For courses involving a
specific subject, a specialist in this area is usually recruited, either in Iceland or from abroad.
The services are often sought of Icelandic or foreiv,n trainers with specialized knowledge in
methodology or the technical aspects of teaching in the field concerned.

6. Form and content

Form

Pre-school Teachers - 1n-service training courses held by the Icelandic College for Pre-school
teachers may include from 12 to 30 hours of teaching and are generally held during the time
the school is in session, i.e. the period from September to May. Other courses are held during
the month of August.

The courses as a rule take the form of lectures, although some courses may involve practical
work or school-based study.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - In-service training organized by the
University College of Education takes the form of seminars during the school year, guided
independent study, support for developmental initiatives, teaching in professional skills offered
during the school year, and courses both in the summer months and during the school year.
The courses vary in length from two or three days to up to three weeks, the latter generally
being a combination of distance teaching and teaching in the institution.

Secondary School Teachers - 1n-service training courses organized by the Institute of
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Continuing Education my take the form of lectures, conferences and courses, and special
school-based projects, which are a combination of traditional courses and developmental work.

Content

Pre-school Teachers - The Icelandic College for Pre-school Teachers offers a variety of in-
service training courses to provide teaching and information on important innovations in
various educational fields. In 1992, for instance, courses were offered on music in pre-school
education, constructive games for children, and ecology. In 1993. courses offered included
education and ethics, the development of teachers' work within their own schools, and a
course on methods of teaching mixed groups of pre-school children and groups consisting of
only boys or only girls.

File Icelandic College for Pre-school Teachers does not oiler in-service training courses in
special education. but the school offered a one-year post-graduate programme in special
education for pre-school children during the school year 1990/91 which will be repeated in
1994/95.

Courses generally deal with special areas concerning the age group with which pre-school
ieachers are dealing. As previously indicated, this includes constructive play. music for pre-
school children. ecology and development of teachers' work within their own schools. Other
courses offered are concerned with parental contact and personnel administration.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - The In-service Education Department of
the University College of Education offers a varied programme to inform teachers of
innovations in educational and teaching matters. Vocational teachers in primary and lower
secondary schools can attend courses on general subjects and/or courses specially arranged for
them at the In-service Department of the University College of Education.

The courses offered include:

- courses on general subjects (for instance child welfare in primary ools);

- courses in individual subjects (for instance Danish in elementary schools: linguistics and
language arts):

- courses held by teachers' associations for individual subjects:

- courses held by other parties (for instance courses held by the Icelandic Red ('ross and
courses held in Iceland by the Royal Danish Institute of Education):

courses for teachers in special education:

- special courses (such as pictorial material and computer programmes in teaching
mathematics. 1991): electronic communication in schools (taught eclusively by distance
learning).
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Secondary School Teachers - In-service training is intended to maintain and increase
teachers' professional proficiency. In-service training can aim to increase a teacher's
knowledge of his or her subject or the teaching method for the subject concerned. In addition,
it can increase motivation and work satisfaction and maintain the teachers' professional
interest. Regular in-service training programmes also encourage innovation and development
in schools, as they enable staff to acquaint themselves with current initiatives as they arise.

Special courses have been offered on, for example, the use of computers and video tapes in
various curriculum subjects, the role of the school library, etc. The Institute of Continuing
Education has offered courses on European cooperation which, although not specially intended
for teachers, were open to them if they asked to attend.

Vocational teachers at secondary school level can acquire in-service training relating to their
subject through professional organizations. But they may, like other teachers, attend courses
at the Institute of Continuing Education which they consider will help them in their work.

In recent -years, the programme of the Institute of Continuing Education has included the
following types of courses:

subject-oriented courses (for teachers of a certain subject);

peripatetic courses (of a general nature and dealing with aspects of school management):

cooperative projects carried out by the Institute for Continuing Education and the Inservice
Education Department of the University College of Education (courses which cross the
divisions between different educational levels);

school-based study (organized in the schools themselves and intended for teachers w ho
teach the same or related subjects, such as languages).

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

Pre-school Teachers - In-service training courses held by the Icelandic College for Pre-school
Teachers may be, and have been, held in conjunction with international courses.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - The Director of In-service training of the
University College of Education serves as representative for and distributes information
regarding courses, held by the Council of Europe (CDCC Teacher Bursaries Schemes).
Through this programme, Icci.andic teachers can attend muses held in other member countries
and invite foreign teachers to attend courses in lcelami, as far as circumstances permit. This
is usually only the case when there are foreign trainers.

Secondary School Teachers - Other international projects include, for instance, the exchange
of teachers between the Nordic countries. Usually these involve teachers of Danish, Swedish
or Norwegian who exchange posts with language teachers in the country invok ed. This is
naturally not traditional in-service training and is not organized by the Institute of Continuing
Education. It is nevertheless a form of professional renewal which may be regarded as the
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equivalent of formal in-service training. In several instances teachers have also attended
courses and information seminars run by European organizations. The Fulbright institution
organizes and partly finances exchanges of teachers between the USA and Iceland.

8. Statistics

The budget for education for the year 1992 amounted to ISK 20,651 billion'. The total
contribution to the in-service training of teachers in 1992 was approximately ISK 177 million,
or 0.85% of the total budget.

Pre-school Teachers - Approximately 37.50/0 of pre-school teachers attend in-service training
courses at the Icelandic College for Pre-School Teachers each year.

Those attending in-service training courses pay fees of ISK 2,500 to 4,500, depending upon
the length of the course. Fees are intended to cover the cost of the course without any profit
accruing. In the year 1992, the cost of in-service training was approximately ISK 700 0002.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - Approximately 23% of active primary
and lower secondary teachers attend in-service training courses each year.

The allocation for in-service training of primary and lower secondary teachers in 1992 was
ISK 117 million', or 0.56% of the education budget.

Secondary School Teachers - In 1992, 32% of active secondary school teachers attended
courses organized by the Institute for Continuing Education of the University of Iceland.
During the first ten months of 1993, nearly 39% of the total number of active teachers
attended courses.

The allocation for the in-service training of secondary school teachers in 1992 was ISK 59.6
million4, or 0.28% of the education budget as defined above.

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

Pre-school Teachers - In-service training courses offered by the Icelandic College of Pre-

Payments from both the state (about 75%) and the local authorities (about 25%) are included. The
Icelandic Student Loan Fund is also included.

The cost to the state for the in-service training courses, and the salary of an organizer at 25°0 of a run-
time position, are included.

In-service training organized b the University College of Education, paid leave of absence for
educational purposes, and the funding of the Educational and Project Support Fund are included.

In-service training organized by the Institute for Continuing Education and teachers professional
organizations, paid leave of absence for educational purposes, and the funding of a Research Fund
administered by the Teachers' Union are included.
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school Teachers are under continuous review and assessment.

Primary and Lower Secondary School Teachers - Increased support is planned to assist
teachers involved in developmental work and research and increase teaching in professional
skills. Commencing with the school year 1993/94 a special project supervisor at the University
College of Education will be in charge of these initiatives.

Secondary School Teachers - The setting up of the Committee for In-service Training of
Secondary School Teachers, described above, is an attempt to improve the in-service training
offered to schools and to increase the number and variety of courses. Until recently, the
programme has been limited pririly to courses within a specific subject area, while at
present and in the future emphasis vi . be placed on providing courses which appeal to
broader groups of teachers. Peripatetic cowses have been introduced in an attempt to increase
the possibilities for teachers in non-urban areas. It can be very costly for teachers in rural
areas to travel to and stay in Reykjavik for in-service training. Taking the courses to the
teachers instead can contribute to solving this problem.

School-based and peripatetic courses are also intended as a means of reaching more teachers.
It often happens that the same teachers attend courses year after year, while others seldom,
if ever, appear. There is a danger that if only one or very few teachers from a certain school
attend an in-service training course, what they learn will fail to spread to others or will even
be forgotten, resulting in little improvement to teaching in the school. Ways should be sought
to improve or ensure the application of the knowledge acquired by teachers through in-service
training courses. By ensuring the simultaneous participation and professional renewal of many
teachers from the same school, the changes should be more effective.

The programme for the coming years is aimed at continuing in the general direction decided
upon in recent years. This means increasing still more the choice of courses offered, both
within individual subject areas and in cross-disciplinary courses. At the same time more effort
will be made to transfer in-service training to the individual schools, thereby ensuring the
participation of as many individuals as possible.
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NORWAY

I. INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

School level Entrance
requirements

Location of training Course structure Qualifications i
Titles

Pre-school Upper secondary Regional college of The main route to becoming a pre- Pre-school teacher's

education school certificate education or school teacher is training in a college certificate /

(child care or good vocational university. of education. The education lasts 3 Pre-school teacher.

centre) (0 to 6 background years and comprises:

years of age) - practical and theoretical training (1
1/4 years)

- study of subjects (1 1/4 years)

drama, arts and crafts, music,
natural sciences. Norwegian or
Lappish language, religion and
ethics, and social studies.

- 1n-depth study of at least one
suhject or area of work chosen
among those mentioned above (',2
year. normally in the third year).

20 weeks are devoted to supervised
practice in a child care centre.

Primary as above as above The main route to becoming a general (ieneral subjects

education subjects teacher is training in a college teaching certificate/

(6/7 to 12/13 of education. The general teacher 'reacher of general

years of age) education lasts 4 years, which includes subjects

2 years of compulsory basic training in
1.m er the Norwegian language. mathematics. Special subjects

secondar)
education

religion and ethics, natural sciences,
environmental and social studies and

teaching certificate/
'reacher of special

(12/13 to one or two practical and aesthetic subjects in the

15/16 years of subjects. The training includes 1 year following areas:

ag,., of educational theory and practice and
16-18 weeks practice over the three-
year period. Optional sub;ects and
areas of in-depth study comprise 1 ',":

years The subjects may be chosen
among the compulsory subjects in
primary or lower secondary school or
subjects relevant to teaching in primary.
or lower secondan school. Subject

- Arts and Crafts,
- Commercial and

Administrative
Subjects,

- Music,
- Natural Science

and Information
technolog y. or

Maths:
teachers arc mainly educated in a
college of education, at one of the
universities, Itte scientific colleges or
conservatories

- Nutrition. Health
and Fris ironment,

- Phy skid

I.. ducation

The training at the colleges of
education normally lasts 3 years
Practical and didactic training, which
amounts to I year, is included
Colleges of education ofkr courses in
arts and crafts, nutrition, health and
environment, commercial subjects,
physical education, natural science and
11 or maths. At the universities the
edueation normally lasts 4 years flower
degree), or 6 years (advanced degree)
The course in practical and didactic
training lasts 1 year
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School level Entrance requirements Location of training Course structure Qualifications /
Titles

tipper secondary as above as above See also subject teacher. above. Special subjects

education (15/16 to Teachers in technical and vocational teaching

18/19 years of age) education and training are mainly
employed in the upper secondary
school. The main route to becoming a
technical and vocational teacher is:

certificate i
"l'eacher of
special subjects
(see above).

- commercial or craft certificate
(vocational certificate); Technical and

- relevant work experience for at
least 4 years;

- 2 years theoretiLal training

N ocational

teaching
certificate

- I year's practical and theoretical
training

Colleges of education provide the

Teacher of
technical and
v ocational

_
practical and theoretical training. subjects.
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2. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

Introduction

In Norway, a distinction must be made between in-service training which aims at the
updating and renewal of professional and teaching knowledge and further education of
teachers, which requires that basic education is completed and involves an extension of the
basic education in breadth or depth.

In-service training is flexible in organization, content and methods in order to meet a variety
of needs in schools. It does not lead to formal qualifications. In-service training may be
provided in the form of short courses or organized as innovative projects in schools, and may
in principle focus on any subject.

Further education (additional training) has clearly defined contents and scope related to
professional qualifications and regulations concerning qualifications, and leads to formal
examinations/r1-,Irees.

I. Legislation and aims

Government policy at the beginning of the 1990s has increasingly focused on continuing
education. A basic document is the White Paper on Higher Education of 1990/91 (No 40)
stating the importance of continuing education.

According to the Teacher Training Act of 1973, teacher education must include both initial
and in-service training.

The Act covers in-service training in section 4 which provides that "In-service training shall
comprise various forms of training intended to refresh and expand academic and educational
knowledge and to keep teachers informed of and abreast of developments in school and
society, but without effect on their formal qualifications".

"The state, the county, and the district councils shall cooperate to ensure that teachers,
principals, and other staff with special responsibilities within the school system shall be given
opportunities for in-service training. Leave of absence for in-service training may be granted
on conditions to be determined by the Ministry".

Other education Acts state that the teaching staff have a duty to attend in-service training to
ensure that their teaching is in accordance with the national guidelines.

There are three levels of educational qualifications for all categories of teachers called kerer,
adjunkt and lektor. The titles are awarded on the basis of their years of further education.
These titles ond the corresponding further education are covered in the Act, in sections 6 to
8.
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2. Authorities involved in provision

A central body, the National Teacher Training Centre (Statens Icererkurs) is responsible for
ensuring that all teachers have the opportunity to participate in in-service training.

It is the responsibility of the public education authorities to ensure that there are in-service
training opportunities for teachers in all parts of the country and to deal with areas of specific
priority.

Further education is provided in the teacher training colleges, other regional colleges or at
universities. (The schools are responsible for these types of courses.)

3. Right to in-service training

In-service training is both a duty and a right, and may be followed at any time. It does not
necessarily depend on a specific length of service.

In principle, in-service training is organized outside school hours. Teachers normally follow
continuing education on a part-time basis alongside their normal job or on the basis of unpaid
leave. In a few cases, teachc rs are provided with grants for in-service training. It is not usual
to replace teachers who are following in-service training, but supply teachers may occasionally
be brought in.

4. Qualifying training and evaluation

Qualifying train;.ng

Further education nuy lead to the formal award of credits or titles. or a higher salary and
promotion. Training can also be used towards an academic degree.

There are thru vels of educational qualification for all categories of teachers (pre-school
teachers, general teachers, subject teachers. teachers of technical and vocational subjects)
called keret% adjunla and lektor. The titles are awarded on the basis of 4. 5. and 6 to 7 years
of study respectively. The proportion of teachers designated adjunkt has risen from 40% in
1980 to 56% in 1990. Status and salary relate to title and length of study.

Evaluation

Further education and post-graduate studies are subject to national criteria as regards
competence and examination requirements. 'Fhe students are usually assessed by means of a
5 to 8 hour individual written examination, and sometimes an oral examination.

In-service training courses may issue certificates, hut there are no 1brmal examinations.

All institutions of education have official examination committees. including an external
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examiner. Examination results are official but the names of the students are not published.

5. In-service training establishments and trainers

In-service training has to be school-based and provided at local level.

Trainers or specialists called upon to give lectures or courses or to present their research are
engaged by the individual teacher-training institutions on their initiative and from their budget.

Further education is provided in teacher training colleges, at other regional colleges and at
universities.

6. Form and content

Form

Teachers in primary and lower secondary school must attend one week of compulsory study
and planning during the school year. This is the most relular in-service training at local level
required of all teachers in compulsory education. It pro, ides no formal title or salary increase.

Upper secondary school teachers are subject to five days' compulsory in-service training in
the course of the school year.

Further education is provided in teacher training colleges, at other regional colleges or at
universities as regular courses on a full-time basis. Further education courses may last between
six months and two years.

Content

Internationalization, the environment and information technology are the national priorities.

7. In-service training and teacher mobility

Foreign teachers may participate in in-service training in Norway. Every year Scandinavian
teachers attend courses in a neighbouring country.

As an EFTA member, Norway has taken steps to he able to participate in some EC
programmes on education. In a White Paper. the Ministry of Education. Research and Church
AtThirs stresses international cooperation in higher education and research, and recommends
Norway's participation in international programmes.
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8. Statistics

A recent study (1992) by the Ministry of Education, Research and Church Affairs indicates
that, in primary and lower secondary education, teachers devote on average 8.1% of their
working time to in-service training. The corresponding figure for a teacher in upper secondary
education is 3.9%.

No study has been made concerning the percentage of applications actually accepted, but the
figure is probably well above 80%. No differences has been observed between types of
schools.

The same study based on the period 1989/1991 indicated that the annual budget for the in-
service training and further education of teachers amounted to 769.6 million Norwegian
Kroner, which represents around 2% of the total education budget (41 000 million Norwegian
Kroner).

9. Reforms / Current debates and trends

The Norwegian education system is about to undergo major changes in compulsory education,
upper secondary education, higher education, and in the organization of research.

The reform of the higher education system will affect the organization and the content of
teacher education and in-service training. Teacher training colleges and other regional colleges
were to be reorganized or merged from August 1994. The reform in upper secondary
education - Reform 94 - will also influence in-service training.

* * *
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ANNEX

Legislative and other texts currently regulating in-service teacher training

B(Fr)
- Decree of 24 December 1990 on basic and special education
- Decree of 16 July 1993 on secondary education

B(FD
- Decree of 5 July 1989
- Decision of the Flemish Executive of 13 Sept,aber 1989

DK
- Consolidation Act No 58 of 29 January 1987 on the Royal Danish School ot' Educational Studies
- Act No 410 of 6 June 1991 on the Training Centres for Danish Folkeskole
- Consolidation Act No 443 of 2 June 1992 on the Glinnasici

- Regulatory texts var.) according to the Lander: see separate table

GR*
- Laws 1566/85 (167 A) - 1824/88 (296 A - 2009/92 (18 A)
- Presidential ruling 250/1992 (138 A)
- Ministerial decisions 2047/71/2557/0022/1-7-92 (448 B) and 2042122/4994/0022/16-7-93 on the

creation of regional centres
Ministerial decisions C2I2468/4-5-92 (329 B) and C2/2571/10-5-93 on the specific nature of
regional centres

- Law 2009/92 (18 A)
- Presidential ruling 2)5/93 (99/A)

- Organic law 1/1990 of 3 October
- Royal decree 294/1992 of 27 March
- Ruling of 26 November 1992

- Article L 970-1 of the labour code, published annually
- Decree No 85-607 of 14 June 1985, amended by Decrees Nos 90-436 of 28 May 1990 and 93-410

of 19 March 1993

IRL
No specific legislation

- Decree of the Presidency of the Republic No 419 of 31 May 1974 (Article 7)
- Ministerial circular of 18 May 1990 No 136

* Other texts regulate in-service training. in particular that provided at the Marasleio Teacher Training
College
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Law of 6 September 1983 on primary education
- Ministerial directive of 20.2.1992 relating to the organization of in-service training for teaching staff

(teachers in secondary and technical secondary schools);
- Ministerial decree of 8 January 1992 on secondary education

NL
- Modifications to several education laws relating to in-service-training

Law of 7 July 1993 - No 405
- Legal $tatus (Education) Decree (RPBO), Article 1 - C29A; Ministerial circular of 30 June 1993

and 19 July 1993

AT
- Schulorganisationsgesetz, Part V. "Paclagogische Institute" (= amendment of 30 June 1982)

- Law No 46 of 1986
- Decree-law No 3440 of 1989
- Decree-law No 13') of 1990
- Decree-law No 249 of 1992

Fl
Not mentioned in legislation after 1991 - determined by collective agreements

SE
- Education Act (SFS 1985: 1100), Chapter 2, Article 7
- Curriculum for Compulsory School 1994-02-17 (SKOLFS 1994: 1)
- Curriculum for Non-compulsory School 1994-02-17 (SKOLFS 1994: 2)

UK (England, Wales and Northern Ireland)
- The Education Act 1962
- The Education (Grants and Awards) Act 1984

- Great Brita'n, Board of Education (1944) Teachers and Youth Leaders: and Report of the Committee
of Inquiry to Consider the Supply, Recruitment and - Training of Teachers and Youth Leaders. (The
McNair Report) London: HMSO

- Great Britain. Department of Education and Science (1972) Teacher Education and Training: Report
of the Committee of Inquiry. (The James Report) London: HMSO

- Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons (1974) Report of the Committee of inquiry into the
Pay of Non-University Teachers. (The Houghton Report) London: HMSO

- Education Reform (Northern Ireland) Order

UK (Scotland)
- Circular SE(40) of the Scottish Joint Negotiating Committee (1987)

ISL
- Law No 10/1973 on pre-school education
- Law No 29/1988 (Ai ticles 1 to 17) on primary and lower secondary education
- Circular (No 23/1991 (Article 42) on higher secondary education

NO
- Norwegian law on teacher training of 8 June 1973
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Laws and regulations on additional -nd in-service teacher training

Baden-Wiirttemburg

Conception of supplementary public training of teachers in Baden-WOrttemburg.
Publication of 26 March 1980.

Bavaria

Publication of the revision of the Bavarian law on teacher training of 29 September 1977, amended
by the law of 23 July 1993.

Berlin

Publication of the revision of the law on teacher training of 13 February 1985, amended by the law
of 26 January 1993.

Bremen

Law on the training of public school teachers in the Land of Bremen (law on teacher training) of 2
July 1974, amended by the law of 18 September 1990.

Hamburg

School law of the Hanseatic City of Hamburg of 17 October 1977, amended by the law of 26 June
1989.

Hessen

General rules of procedure for school directors, teachers and educators of 19 March 1981.

Mecklenburg-Pomerania

Decree on the training of public school teachers in the Land of Mecklenburg-Pomerania (decree on
teacher training or "LAVO") of 9 July 1981.

Lower Saxony

Publication of the revision of the school law of Lower S ixony of 27 September 1993.

North Rhine-Westphalia

Publication of the revision of the law on the training of public school teachers (law on teacher training
or "LABG") of 23 June 1989.

Rhineland-Palatinate

Law on schools in the Land of Rhineland-Palatinate (school law) of 6 November 1974, amended by
the law of 17 March 1992.
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Saarland

Law No 1084 entitled "Saarland law on teacher traioing" of 12 July 1978, amended by the law of 22
January 1992.

Saxony-Anhalt

Publication of the revision of the school law of the Land of Saxony-Anhalt of 30 June 1993.

Schleswig-Holstein

Publication of the revision of the decree on the careers of civil servants in the Land of Schleswig-
Holstein ("SH-LVO") of 21 May 1981 (concerns all civil servants).

Thuringia

School law of Thuringia ("Tharschulgesetz")of 6 August 1993.
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EURYDICE

The Education Information Network in the European Un!on
and the EFTAXEA Countries

Cooperation in education

The education systems in the European Union reveal considerable variations from one
Member State to the other, and this variety, itself the result of historical and cultural
factors, is a valuable resource of which we should take full advantage.

However, in order to' ensure that this diversity does not become an obstacle to the free
movement of people, it is clearly essential to provide reliable and easily accessible
information on the education systems and policies in the Union. Information is indeed
necessary to promote mutual understanding between educationists and to facilitate the
development of effective Community cooperation in education. It was to rivet this need
that the EURYDICE network was set up in 1980, under the first action programme in the
field of education' .

In 1990, the network was recognised as the chief instrument for providing information on
national and Community structures, systems and developments in the field of education2
Its inclusion in the new Community education programme "SOCRATES" again
recognises the importance of its role and the need to further strengthen its action.

Each Member State has, in accordance with its own distinctive education structures,
designated at least one National Unit to contribute to the work of the network. The 20
units are for the most part located in the various education ministries. The European
Commission set up the European Unit of EURYDICE in Brussels with the cask of giving
momentum to, and coordinating the activity of and exchanges within, the network, and
contributing to the production of studies and comparative analyses on topics of general
interest to the Member States of the Union.
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